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ABSTRACT

PUBLIC CONTROL OF PRIVATE I1ONOPOLY IN POST-I4IAR BRITAIN

This thesis is ari attempt to investigate the nature and Ëype of

control exercised by the state (pub1Íc) over morlopolistic and restric-

tive practices in post-war BriEaín. Included in our terms of reference

I^7ere partícular controls exercised over monopolies and various types

of restricËive trade practices such as resale price maíntenance

(collective and individual) exclusíve dealing, collective boycotts,

aggregated rebat.es, leve1 tendering, mergers and other discriminatot:y

trade practices in the private sector of the economy. This thesis is

not concerned with monopolies based on patent rights, nor wíth state-

sponsored and labour monopolies.

Concentrated economic power presents a problem of basic importance

as it affects opportunities for competitive access to economic resources.

Monopoly po\^¡ers may be used as a means of levying a to1l on the public

for the benefit of rhe supplier, or of safeguarding Ínefficiency, and

makíng a private gaín by inflicting a public 1oss. The idea that big

ent.erprises are powerful has led to the belíef that their power should

be limited or that the way in which it is exercísed should be controlled,

or be replaced by public ownership

In Great Britain, public policies v¡ere direcled toi¿ards reconcilÍng

and balancing the conflicËing goals of society--that ís, not to outlaw

monopoly completely, buË t.o encourage "desirable" and discourage



"undesirable" monopolies. There vùere no monopoly laws (statutory)

as such until the enactmenË of the ì4onopoly and Restrictive Practices

(InquÍry and Control) Act of L948. The old method of controlling

monopoly por¡7ers through common 1aw became inadequate and ineffectíve.

I^iith the abandonment of free-trade, and with massive rationalizatíon

programmes of the inter-war year-s, monopoly posed a ner¡7 and bigger

problem. I^Iithin the British economy before L948, monopolies and

restrictive practices have developed and Ëhrived. Not until L948,

however, díd any government take action to institute any system of

monopolistíc control.

The type and nature of control exercised over monopolies wer:e

mainly of the inquiry and publiciËy nature. The 1948 Act created a

lulonopolíes Cormníssíon which was empo\^7ered to examine specific industries

and make recommendations to the government. Because thís Commission

was not an enforcement agency, this approach v¡as found inadequate and

the Restríctive Practices Act of 1956 adopted a new approach. Hence-

forth, certaín resËrictive practices were presumed Eo be against the

public interest--except where it could be proved to the satisfactÍon

of a court that Ëhís was noË so. The Act represented both an improve-

ment in the machinery and an advance in the principle of monopoly

control. The Act was further reinforced bv the Resale Prices Act of

L964, which outlawed individual resale pricing, and the MonopolÍes and

Mergers Act of L965, which gave the government por"Ters to prevent

Itundesirablert mergers .



In Chapter V of this thesis, the application of the laws were

examined and in the following chapter an attempt was made to evaluate

the legislation. fn the concluding chapt.er, alternative means of

subjecting monopolies to the publíc interest r.nTere considered. The

method of public ownership was found Ínappropriate because (within

the British context) further nationalizations or increasing the pol¡rers

of existing public corporations presents a formidable political problem.

Apart from political difficulties, existing public corporations are

becoming increasingly less accountable to the public. Another alter-

native is through the regulatory agencies. This devíce is dismissed

largely because Lhey do not manage industrial undertakings in Britain--

the problem to which Ëhis Lhesis is devoted. Even if they can be

re-designed to manage and regulate índustrial undertakings, the cost

ín Lerms of resources and time would be enormous. It would be more

economícal to use such resources to improve the operations of the

e><isting legÍs1ation. Furthermore, adopting this techníque to

industrial undertakings will pose institutional problems of great

magnitude.

Given the British goal of preventing 'undesírable' monopolÍes,

the writer is led to conclude that the existing legÍslation achíeved

some success. Not only díd something inrportanË remain in the machinery

of the Monopolíes Commissíon since its creation, subsequent legislative

reforms were largely a result of the exploraEory work which had been

done in the preceeding years. This not only provÍded essential factual

information, but had stímulated thought and a desire for action. In



consequerrce, both Parliament and the public were bet.ter prepared and

more disposed to embark on a genuine project for control and replace

Ëhe scheme which had centred around investigation rather than act.Íon.

It was wiLh the passage of time thaE it became clear that the

Monopolies commissíon would not work fast enough. The Restrictive

Practices CourL which was set up to supplement its work has been a

much more powerful agent against restrÍctive practices than Ehe

Commission. By ruling íllegal the vast majoríty of restrictive prac-

tices brought before it, the Court has shown irself to be a new

economic institution of some imÐortance.

However, looking at the whole legislation, it still consEitutes

an inadequate and hesitant approach to the control and regulation of

monopoly. It embraces no complete system which promises to cover both

the major forms of monopoly and restrictive practices. rt offers no

quick results, for in both spheres the machinery works slowly and

there ís no assurance Ëhat it will operate relent1essly. The struggle

to remove I'harmful" restrictions and curb monopoly power must inevitably

be a continuing struggle so long as there are private gains to be

secured from restrictions and the use of concentrated economic power.

rt appears therefore that the attempt to control monopoly would be a

long, arduous and difficult task. The existing laws cannot be claímed

to be comprehensive enough. rt needs to be supplemented. The existing

legislation can be improved by better enforcement, closing Ëhe loopholes,

preventíng rvoluntary agreementsr, and arranging for beËter policing

of agreements.
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CHAPTER I

MONOPOLY, RESTRICTIVE PRACT]CES AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST

The termtmonopoly'means a single seller, or gl:oup of sellels

acting together, who control a substantial pai:t of the supply of a

commodity in any market and can therefo::e manipulate the price,

quality or the supply whÍch ís to be made available to the publíc.

Rest::ictive practíces are the variety of tactícs which are designed

to achieve or retain monopoly positions in a given industry. The

monopoly conditions and the restrictive practÍ-ces which we intend to

examine ín this thesis are not peculiar to Britain. They are to be

found in all industríal societíes and even to a cerËain extent in

less industrialized communities. The problem of monopoly is almost

as old as organized society itself. In a feudal economy it assumes

the form of control of land by the lords, in the present-day industrial

countries it manifests itself as private controls of channels of

trade, the means of industrial production, and financíal facilÍties.

However, while some attention will be given to the historical

circumstances of monopoly in Britain, we will concentrate our aLtention

on the public control of monopolistic practices and conditions in the

pos t-\,üar period.

Restrictive practices such as exclusive dealing, collecEíve

boycotts, aggregated rebates, level tenderíng, resale prÍce maintenance

and various discriminaËory trade practices will be examined. Exernpted



from our terms of reference are trade union restrictive practices,

and practices thaE are derived from patent rights gíven by the staEe

to specÍfic private innovaLors. Neither are \^/e concerned with the

monopolistic practices of nationalized índustries (i.e. public cor-

porations). It is important to bear in mind that, as indicated by

the title of the thesis, \,re are interested only in the private sector

of the economy. Again, in this private sector, we shall extend our

investigations not only to goods produced within the economy, but

to services as wel1.

Even though this thesis is basically concerned with the measures

enacted in post-war Britain to restore competítion in the economy, it

would be appropriate to sLate alternative methods which can be used

to control monopolies. One approach is the system of public ownership,

that is, to take over important productive enÈerprises and operate

them in a \¡iay that will promote the public interest. This method was

favoured by the Labour Government which carried out a massive programme

of nationaLízati-on immediately after the war. Coal-mining, iron and

steel, railways and the Bank of England \¡rere among the industries

taken over. Henceforth, they were to be admínistered by autonomous

boards nominated by Lhe government. They have complete freedom in

their day-to-day operatÍons, and their respective boards were made

accountable to Pailiament through the appropríate Ministers.

Another method of subjecting monopolies to public accountability

is through the regulatory agencies. These are semi-independent



agencies operating under legislative po!ùers. They are designed

mainly to regulate public utilities, and are charged with Ehe task

of regulating the raLes charged by their industries. The general

level of rates is controlled so as to prevent the monopolist from

obtaining monopoly profits. In addition, they may be asked to

promote wíder use of the service and ínsure conÈinued progress by

requiring that gains in efficiency and advances in technology be

passed on ín lower rates.

Monopoly and Èhe Public- Interest

Monopolistic and restrictive practices are usually attacked

on the ground that they operate against the 'public interestt. This

notion of the public inLerest is usually invoked by many people to

justify their specific viewpoints and actions. Everyorle agrees that

the notíon exists, but there is no agreement as to its meaníng. Let

us consider three broad views attached to this concept: the

ratíonalist, idealist and realist interpretations.

To the rationalist, the public int.erest is conceived of as

being either those values which alL cítizens necessaríly share, or

viewed as the lowest cotnmon denominator of values prevalent in a

given society. The idealÍst regards the public as an inadequate,

índeed, as an Íncompetent soul:ce of public policy. They assume that

reasonable men consulting the coÍtrnon good enshrined in the higher

1aw wil-l necessarily come up with the same ans\¡Ier. They believe

thaL Èhís answer does not represent each individualrs notion of



right and \.{rong, but

hin. For the realist

absolute Lruth that has been revealed to

is impossible to find a grolrp interest of

the

ir

the society as a whole, The function of government is to facilitate

the continuous readjustment of conflicting interests, with a minimum

disturbance of existing equilibria. This view is that the public

interest consists in securing to each group in society the maximum

of what it desires consístent with all other groups securing the

maxímum of what each of them desires also, i.e., the majoritarian

víew. This divergence of vÍews suggests that the methods used for

determination of the public interesE are significant.

Despite the lack of agreement as to the meaning of the publíc

ínterest, these certain standards are commonly held: the immorality

of unemploymenl, the morality of equal opportunity and the feasibility

of the managed economy. Bearing this in mind, it is believed by

many that monopolistic practices may operate agaÍnst the publÍc

interest. by charging too high príces for their products, by putting

out of business sma1l entrepreneurs by ruthless and unfaÍr price

cutting, by exploiting their workers and the supplíers of their raw

materials through their buying techniques. They, it is argued, acË.

contrary to the public advantage by distortíng the consumerts choice

and using the productive resources of the country in an ínefficíent

and wasteful way. other practíces which many thought inconpatible

wíth the common good include their influence on governmental policies

on behalf of Eheir particular interests, the suppression of new

methods of producLion, the creation of economic depressions by



maintaining a rigid pricing system in the face of falling costs and

falling demand, and the creation of permanent unemployment by resE-

ricting production and preventing an economic expansion which a

modern industríal society urgently needs.

It musE be admítted that these alleged actions of the monopolists

will occur only in the event of their deciding to exploit the strategic

power which they possess, Ëhat is to say the power of conËrolling the

market for their products either through natural advantages or through

artificial resLraints which they are able to impose on a given trade

or industry. However, there are índeed many moEives to combine, and

some at least of them will be present wherever there is selling. So

far as men seek theÍr own interest, they may find it in combining no

less than in competing with each other; according to the cÍrcumstances

of time and place, either course may offer the greater profits. If

men are working not only for money gain but for power and prestige,

then the goal will be the extÍnction of competitors.l ïhe fear of

loss drives sellers to combine even more effectively than desire of

gain. They will try to keep prÍce steady rather than let ít ríse

and fa1l unpredictably in a market that is beyond their control.

They will try to keep out the occasional interloper who would force

prices down at a time without offering buyers a continuous service.

ls"e J. K"
Company, Boston,
capitalists and

Galbraith, The New Industrial State (Houghton Mifflin
1967) for a discussion on the moËivation of modern

industrialists, esp. pp. l2B-L39.



So combination tends to arise whenever markets contract. The common

interest which the esËablished members of a ti:ade fínd may go closely

with a bond of union that depends on no calculation of inËerests,

buË comes from fellow feeling we so often have for those who do the

same sort of job as ourselves. Combínations attract those who would

sooner play an allotted part in a great organizaLion than chance

their arm in a melee. For all these reasons there is, in any society

where there is dívísion of labour, an ever present. tendency towards

monopoly povrer. The measures thaË r,ùi1l check the growth of monopoly

Power must be as various and pervasive as the motives that constantly

lead to its creation. The discussion and practice of public polÍcy,

at least in Great BriÈaÍn, show a persistent belief that the workíng

of competitíon needs watching, and the tendency of demand and supply

sometimes needs correction, in the public interest.

The evil of monopoly is not its síze; iË is its power to hold

back productÍon, exploit unorganized business, consumers and farmers.

Thurman Arnold quotes from the Economíst which, describing Englandts

faílure to produce before the fall of France in 1940, referred to

these restrictive practices in the following way:

It is a set of ideas that is admirable for obtaining
security, torderly developmenÈt and remunerative profits
for those already established in the industry--at the
cost of an irreducible body of general unemployment. It
is emphatically not a set of ideas that can be expected
to yield the maximum of production or to give the country
wealth in peace and strength in war.¿

-T. Arnold, Democ.racy and Free Enterprise, University of Oklahoma
Press, 1942, p. 24.



The strategic position occupied by the monopolist gives him the

poriier not Lo pass on to labour in higher r^7ages, or to consumers

in lower prices, the gains resulting from technological improvements.

rn the event that a monopolist fully exercises his power, the

accessibility Eo economic resources is thus curtailed in Ehe modern

economy in two \.vays; directly through restrictions of production Eo

protect profits and investments, and indirectly through the monetary

tribute which the worker and the consumer must pay Ëo the monopolist.

The interests of the general publÍc require eternal vígilance against

monopolistic practices and other improper and undesírable uses of

concentrated economic power. Concentration of economic power could

result ín a threat Lo democracy, and furthermore may worsen the

inequarÍty already in existence in society. The social conseguences

of monopolistic practices can be demonstrated superbly by the arguments

of the modern socialists who are opposed to inequalities on principle.

They advocated a more just and egalitarian society. This is not to

say that others (non-socialísts) do not share some of these aims,

but they are less committed to it as an issue of dogma. rt would

not be far from the truth to argue that many socialists are not

opposed Ëo monoPolistic and restrictive practices merely on economic

grounds, but maÍnly on political and social grounds.

InIe must be careful not t.o conclude from the above discussion

thaL monopoly is always against the public interest. There are

circumstances in whÍch monopolistÍc practices may be consistent wiËh

the public interesË. A monopolist may not fully exercise his powers



so as to alienate the public. He is interested in a stable and faír

return on his ínvestment. In addition, he also has social responsi-

bility to his fellow citizens. Innovation, which is essential to
?

economic development, argued Schumpeterr' can be beLEer initiated by

the monopolist. Continuing, one might even ask whether perfect

competition is in the public interest. The unnecessary duplicat.ion

and waste, and the lack of economies of scale which are usually

assocíated with a perfectly competitíve situation may noË necessarily

be to the publÍc advantage.

It must be conceded, however, that if a monopolist is not

maximizing his profits, he is assuming public responsibilities which

are no part of íts task. Profit maximization is held to be rthe

strongest, the most universal, and the most persistent of the forces

governing entrepreneurial behaviour".4 A similar viewpoint was

expressed in Lhis way: "Few trends could so thoroughly undermine

the very foundation of our fi:ee society as the accepLance by corporate

offícials of a social responsibility other than to make as mLlch money

for their stockholder-s as possible."5

?"J. A" Schumpeter, The Theory of Economic Development, (Cambridge,
Mass., Harvard University Press, 1934), p. 66.

,/,-e. J. Stigler, The lheorv_of Price, (New York, Macmillan, L952),
p. 749.

q"M. Friedman, @, (the University of Chicago
Press, L962), p. 133.



Nevertheless, Professor Galbraith stressed the point that the

other goals of the modern industrial system may Prevent the mature

corporations from maximizing their profits. He saÍd thaË "by the

most elementary calculation of self-ínterest, the technostructure is

compelled to put the prevention of loss ahead of maximum return.

Loss can destroy Ëhe technostructure; hÍgh revenues accrue Eo others."6

He quoted with approval the views of Professor Kaysen that ilwhile the

firm in Lhe highly compeEítive market is constraÍned to seek after

maximum profíts, because the alternative is insufficient profit to

insure survival, the firm in the less competitive market can choose

whether to seek maximum profit or to be satisfied wíth some taccepLablel

return and to seek other rgoalst.t' Obviously, the mature corporation

may have this choíce, and what happens ín most cases, however, is that

they do not discharge their social responsibilities adequately enough--

hence the need for anti-trust laws.

Summarizing then, monopoly porders may be used simply as a means

of levying a toll on the public for the benefit. of the seller, or of

making a private gain by inflíctíng a public loss. The po\,iers may be

used to safeguard inefficíency that would not survive competition.

A unified control of price may be used to give a comfortable living

t.o a number of associated producers, without having to suffer the

disturbances which would be the price of the economíes of unified

6r. o. Galbraith,
Company, Boston, 1967),

The Neg lryiustrial State, (Houghton Mifflin
p.168.
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administration. Other kinds of monopoly powei:, such as the price-

fixing association, can divert the energies of competition into

channels inconsistent wíth the optimum allocation of resources. At

the best, however well-meaning we are, monopoly Power gives us

shelter, and those who are shelËered are líkely to be, íf not less

industrious, yet more sluggish, and less wÍlling to face an upheaval,

than those \,/ho have to compete.

However, it cannot be said that monopoly power should be

broken up wherever it Ís found. The co-ordination which it makes

possíble can bring real economies Lo society. Orders can be allocated

to plants according to their special capacities, or so as to maintain

a steady output. Products and.components can be standardízed. Common

services, for research oI training, or exporE sales Promotionr can

be developed. Investment can be carríed out according to a consistent

prograïffne, without risk of over-shooting of the mark i¿hich can be

the collective outcome of the índependent decisions of fírms whích

do not know what their competitors are doing, or: if they do, cannot

afford to let Lhem get away with it. Such economÍes of unitary

orgarrLzatiorL, it is true, do not all depend on a position of monopoly.

In many industries, for example, the economies of scale and standar-

dization can be reaLízed ful1y without any one firm having Lo become

so large a parE of the industry that it has monopoly power.

Public policy towards monopoly thus needs to take account of

its attributes and purposes, and policy must be directed towards
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reconciling and balancing the conflicting goals of socÍety. There

are solid grounds for thinking that policies are needed to check

the abuses of monopoly power, and to control and guide its uses.

But there is less good reason to believe, eíther on common or ort

broader social grounds, that a policy aimed at the destruction of

all monopoly and the uníversal reign of competition is either

feasíble or desírable. However, in a modern Índustrial society the

idea that big enterprises are powerful has led to the belief that

their po\^rer should be limited or that the way Ín which it is

exercÍsed should be controlled. In a democracy, since ciËÍzens are

regarded as equal, there is suspicíon of those who rise to places of

political and econornic power. The powerful, it is believed, should

be made responsible to the general interest of all. There must be a

sysËem of checks and balances which is specifically designed to limit

their authoríty.

Throughout economic and Political life the exístence of power

results in alarm about the effects of the power upon Ehose v'/ho al:e

not powerful. Concern about the power of large enterpríses have been

expressed in many forms. It is feared that such Power may be used

to charge extortionate prices. It is argued that Ëhe poriüer of large

enterprises brings about an unfortunate distortion in the performance

of the economic system because it leads to such characteristÍcs as

rigidity of prÍces and relaxation of drives toward maximum efficiency.

It is abuses of this nature that modern antí-trust laws are directed

againsË, because such abuses are conceived as an outgrowth of the
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policies of large enterprises and therefore should be amenable to

public action, which should provide the necessary incentives for a

change in business behaviour.



CHAPTER ]I

}IONOPOLY IN TTIEORY AND IN ARGIJ1VIENT

MONOPOLY TTIEORY

The theory of monopoly price and output is most precise where

the ent.ire market for a commodity or service is occupied by a síngle

firm which also controls all entry into its field. such a firm will

of necessity consider the effects of changes in its outpLlt on the

resulting price and on its total receipts. Consequently, in deciding

whether to utilize another unit of productive services purchased in

a competitive market, it will compare the cost of such unit with the

amount the resulting product will add to its receipts, taking accoLlnt

of the fact that Ehe addiËional output will lower the price of its

total output. And if the firm is also the principal purchaser of the

productive services, it will also take account of the effect its

purchases have on the príces of these goods. rrNo monopolist wíll

consciously produce and sel1 an extra unit if by doing so he actually

dimínishes his receipts."l This behaviour is in marked contrast wÍth

that of the competitive firms, whi-ch take the market price as given

and adjust their output to the point where the cost of an additional

unit is just equal to its price. This dÍfference in behavíour results

-8. A. G. Robinson, @ry,Iy, (Cambrídge University Press,
1941), p. 10.
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in a misallocation of productive resources when monopoly power is

prevalent. The oLltput of a monopolized industry is smaller than it

would be under competition, and the price of the commodity or service

is higher. I,rlhether misallocatíon of productive resoulces results

also from the fact that monopolies are less effícient than competitive

enterprises, or conËribute to greater instability in the economy is

a matter of disPute.

The same type of analysis, with slight modification, is appli-

cable Lo the industry in which Ehere are a greaE number of firms that

remain as independent entities, but combine for the purpose of making

a collective decision r¡ith respect to the basic issue of price and

output. The general direction of the result is the same as that

indicated for the single firm; a smaller output and a higher price

than result from competition. But since the particípating firms are

Índependenl, they wí11 endeavour to enlarge their scale of operations

in order to increase their individual claims to the higher profits

prevailing in the industry. Simílarly, new firms will be tempted to

enter the índustry in older to get a share of the higher profits,

and will have Lo be given a share in total olltPut íf the collective

actíon ís t.o be continued. In this \^lay the amount of productive

resources attracted to the industry is greater, although the toËal

outprlt is smaller than it would have been under competition.

Ultimately the rate of returns to productive resources may be pressed

towards the competitive level under condiËions of easy entry but Ëhe

productive resources of the industry will Ëend to be under-utilized.
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In the determination of price the competitive producer assumes that

his individual actions have no effect on price, Ëhe monopolist that

his actions determine the ori.u.'

In Figure 1(A) a firm in perfect competition is unable to

influence the price level of the markeL, or even the ouËput of the

industry. But the firm in question can maximize its (normal) profit

by producing up to 0Q level where it.s marginal cost is equal to its

marginal revenue. The same reasoning applies to a monopolist that

wishes to maximize his profit. In Figure 1(B) the monopolist will

maximize his profit by producíng to that. level where marginal cost

equals marginal revenue. It is Ímportant to bear in mind that by

this delíberate restriction of output the said monopolist is able

to earn an abnormal profit which ís the shaded area in the graph.

Furthermore, the monopolist could produce Oql and charge OPl price

and stíll earn a normal profit. BuË in this case, the monopolisË

would prefer the abnormal rather Ëhan the normal profit. A closer

examination of this case wíll show the dangers ínherenE in monopolist.ic

situations. Clearly, the monopolíst could produce a Larger output

and also at a lol/ier price to the consumers. However, since it

chooses to restrict output and then charge higher prices, the action

of the monopolist may be said to be anti-social.
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CerEain conditions favour the establishment of monopoly. It

may aríse because the cosL of productíon is lorver for a single firm

than it would be for several smaller firms, i.e., because of economíes

of scale. These economíes may be based on technological facts,

distríbution conditions or other íncidental facLors. Additionally,

monopoly conditions often arise through mergers. An industry

characterízed by monopoly at one time, however, need not always remain

one. Railroads ofEen have achÍeved commanding economic positions'

buL the advent of alternative forms of transportation has probably

substantially lessened the monopoly por{er of the railroads.

The practices of monopolistic firms are many. They include

coercive methods such as general or local price-cutting, exclusive

dealing with or without rebates, tíe-in sales or licencing under

patents, price discrimination and price maintenance. These policies

can, of course, be utilized only when some monopoly povrer already

exists. A competing fírm has no advantage over íts rivals in price-

cutting. A buyer with adequate alLernative sources of supply will

not accept imposed conditions of exclusive dealing or tie-in sales

unless he is paÍd for such conditions by offsetting rebates. The

payment of such rebates does not establish any advantages for the

seller not available to other competing sellers. A producer will not

enforce price maintenance at the distribution level excePt where

peculiar condiËions of marketing make thÍs an advantageous procedure,

unless the dÍstributors already have sufficient po\^7er to exact such

enforcemenË. A competitive seller will not continue Lo accePt lower

prices from some buyers when he can diverL his outpuE to other buyers.
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If effective at all, coercive methods or predatory practÍces

can be utilized only if some fÍrm already has some monopoly po\^rer

obtained in other rrays. The alternative functions of such practices

is said to be that of increasing the monopoly polrer obtained in

other \,vays, or maintaining a given degree of power by discouraging

potential competition. The effectiveness of such meËhods for this

purpose is also subject to signifÍcant limítations. The cutting of

prices on a local or general basis imposes the same costs per unit

on the firm initiating such reductions as it imposes on the rival or

the newcomer. The evidence of price-cutting can usually be inter-

preted as the result of the expansion of rÍva1s or the entry of new

firms rather than as a practice to keep such rÍvals from expanding or:

to prevent ner^7 firms from entering the industry. There may be, indeed

there very often is, prejudice agaínst fírms with substantial monopoly

po\47er rvho attempt to destroy smal1 producers, and the knowledge of

what is happening may rally consumers to the defence of the small
â

producer.' A1so, for example, such firms cannot both charge a monopoly

príce and impose exclusive dealing on its purchasers. If it does

the latter, it must make some concessions from the monopoly price.

Such a practice, therefore, involves some cost, and unless the cost

assumed is less than the cost imposed on rival firms, the method

3_...-Ibid., pp.74-75.
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cannot be effective as a device to increase or maintain a given

degree of monopoly.

ïhere are, however, special circumstances which may make the

costs of exclusive dealing smaller for the firm with some monopoly

porver than for the firms without such power. This would be the

case when the firm wíth monopoly power has a greater variety of the

product than all the other firms, and where such variety is economi-

calLy important to the dístributor. rn the general case, as when

the product is standardized, the costs are the same to both the firm

with monopoly power and the other firms, and exclusive dealing is not

an effective method of preventing other firms from expanding or

entering. Beyond this, exclusive dealÍng or its eguivalent--ownership

of the channels of distribution--may impede the expansion of existing

firms, or the entry of new orles, because it increases the capital

requíred fo:: entry or expansion. Increaseci capital requiremenËs may

impede expansion or enLry either because of the difficulties of

obtaining capital or because of the greater risks at.tached to entry

and expansion on a large scale than on a sma1l scale.

Tie-in sales, when the sale or licence of the monopoly product

or machine is made conditional on the purchase of some complemenËary

unpatented product ) are commonly found in connection Ì,/ith patented

machines or products. As in the case of exclusive dealing, setting

a monopoly price exhausts market po\^zer. The monopolist cannot both

set a monopory price and impose other coercive conditÍons. Hence

in the usual case he cannot increase his monopoly profit by attempting
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to monopoLize anoLher product. rn many instances, it is difficult

to make certain that the practice of tie-in sales is Ín fact

coercive. rt may result from the advantage of selling the two

producËs in a single transaction and the disadvantage of offering

them separately. rn other cases the practice may be an indirect

meËhod of charging different prices for the monopoly product to

different buyers. The sale of the unpatented complemenËary product

may be the most effective means of making such a differentiation in

price. Thus a firm which has a patented machine could not ordinarilv

sell it at different prÍces. Resale would promptly establish a

uniform price. And yet different prices might result in maximum

profits. By setting appropriate príces for the machines and for the

materials used in the machÍnes, the firm may collect higher prices

for the machines from those who use large quanËitíes of the materials

than from those who use small quantities of the materials. price

díscrirnlnation may indeed be a characteristic of monopoly whenever

a given markeË can be separated into t\^ro or more parts, and the

customers in each have different demand condítions. But such discrimi-

nation is a method of maximizing the profits from monopoly and not

one of increasing the degree of monopoly. rn fact, i-n so far as

price discrimination increases the profits of monopoly, it increases

Lhe incentive for expansion of other firms and entry of new ones.

The interpreEation of price discrimination as a method of extendins

monopoly is in part at least based on failure to distinguish between

nominal prices and prices which reflect other conditions of se1ling.
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Tn part the interpretation is based on a failure to separate sporadic

price discrimination, which may be a characteristic of competition,

from systematic price discrimination, which is a characteristic of

monopoly conditions.

Figure 1(C) deals with the case of a discriminating monopolist.

Here the monopolist is able to charge two different prices in the

two different marltets simply because of the different demand schedule

in Ehe two markets. It is important to note that in both cases, the

monopolist is producing to the extent r¿here marginal cost is equal

to marginal revenue. This type of discrimination can be practiced

by a public undertakíng charging different prices to its clients or

by a rnanufacturing concern which is selling on both domestic and

foreien markets.

Figure 1(C)

DISCRIMINAT]NG MONOPOLIST

MRr=MRr=MC

OM, is sold ai the

price of MrP, on the

Market I. OM, is
sold at the price
M.rP, at l"Iarket II.
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THEORY OF TMPERFECT 4Sp MONOSOLTSTIC CoMPE]].!ION

Edward Chamberlirr4 
"rrd 

Joan Robirr"orr5 both introduced a rÌevÍ

method of determining the general effect of competition on the

monopolies. As the profit represented by the distance between

average cost and average revenLle at the intersecLion of the marginal

curves attracts more competitors, these reduce the demand for the

products of the indívidual firrn and thus shift its demand (revenue)

curve downward. In otirer words, a given quantíty sells for less;

at a given price less is sold; the curve may also become flatter.

The profit is thus reduced or obliterated and the output pinned

down at the optimum point at which it can neither expand nor contract

without actual loss. The shífting down of the demand curve indicates

unused capacity, which thus must be traced to the element of monopoly

in the situation, represented by the sloping-down demand curve. The

effect of the competitive element is ihe destruction of profit: a

given output is produced by more producers at higher cost than

necessary, but without profit to them.

According to both authors, a monopoly exists whenever consumers

are so att.ached to the products of any one producer that within

certain limits they are willíng to pay a higher príce than asked for

¿+'E. Chamberlin, Theorv_of Monopolistic Competjltio!, (Cambridge,
lvlass., Harvard Universíty Press, L947) .

q-J. Robinson, T4e .Economics of Imperfect Comp.ejition, (London,
Macmillan, 1933).
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competing goods. There are limited monopolies of location ever¡rwhere

in retail trade, and of special brands in the production of consumer

goods; othen{ise trade marks would be useless and the money ínvested

in them wasted. These consideratíons led Chamberlin to an important.

extension of the field of economic analysis, namely the effect of

advertising on the demand schedule, which had long been a stumbling

block to a price theory predicated on the assumption that demand is

independently given. Chamberlin upheld the objection of the insti-

tutionalists to the traditional price theory that the production of

additional demand by advertising ís an economic, noE an extra-economic

phenomenon, and includes this phenomenon in his theory by opposing

the extra cost to tl-re expected gain in sales, which is represented

by the shifting of the demand curve upwards.

oLrGoPOLrsrJC ryAlYSrl

Monopolies in pure or almost pure form are not of subsËantial

practical signifícance although the underlying theory is instructive.

It contribuLes to our understanding of the behaviour of firms wherever

monopolisLic behaviours are.found as \de have seen from monopolistic

compeËition analysÍs. However, there are special consideratÍons

that have raised difficult Eheoretical questions. These considerations

are those found in indusËries of a few firms, i.e. oligopolies. The

behaviour of such oligopolistic industries cannot be predicted with

the same confidence that the behaviour of a single monopoly firm or

a monopolÍstic competitive fírm can be predicted. In general, if the
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fÍrms can work out a satisfactory scheme for sharing in the advantages

of monopoly, they can be expected to approximate to prices sel by a

single firm monopoly. The smaller the number of firms the more líkely

is such a result to follow. But the difficulties of arriving at a

satisfact.ory dívision of the market may make the behaviour of an

oligopolistic industry take on special characteristics of rivalry.

InIe must distinguísh oligopolistic problems from those of

industries of many small and apparently competitive firms, which in

fact have quite definíte monopoly po\ÀIer. The other concerns Lhe

situation of índustries producing fairly homogeneous (or not highly

differentiated) goods in a concentrated branch, where a limited number

of firms controls the whole or the major part of production. Thís

has been exhaustively analyzed by the theoreticians of imperfect

and/or monopolistic competition. It most frequenEly occurs in trade

anci in the production of manufactured consumer goods, where products

are as a rule differentiated with respect to the consumers.

Nicholas Kaldor, holdever, specifíed that ín conditÍons of

olígopoly 'reach seller is Ín close competitíon with only a few others;

that those others are themselves in competition with a small number

of different firms, and that claims of such oligopolistic grouPS

compose the whole market."6 Oligopoly is, in fact, he said, rtthe most

oN.K"1do',|'MarketImperfecËionandExcessCapacity'',@,
March, 1935, pp. 30-50.
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common condition". Kaldor's observatÍon Ís important. It suggests

that the markets in which imperfect competitíon prevails are not

entirely disconnected and that for purposes of theoretical analysis

the relevant unit is not the single firm, but the group of firms

competing dÍrectly--though imperfectly--with each other. In short,

his point implies that the theory of oligopoly represents, with respect

to the theory of ímperfect competition, a further approximation to

reality. It is thís which J. K Galbraith emphasizes when, recalling

the conclusions of a number of empirical studies on the strucEure of

American indust.ry, he wrote that "oligopoly is rhe appropriate

assumption Ín dealing wiLh industrial markets ín the United States".7

Oligopoly, Lhen, is noË a special and abstract case; it is,

in one shape or another, the most frequent market form of modern

economies. Thís market form and the process which generates it are

more especially pecul-iar to modern industry in híghly developed

countries; but a símilar process is at work in the retail trade of

mass consumption goods, thanks to the developmenL of the great depart-

ment and chaín stores, which certainly possess great market po\^rer.

However, commercial concentraËion (in the technical and organízaEional"

sense) follows industrial concentralion.

Oligopoly is probably the typícal case in a large part of

modern economy, and yet the theory of oligopoly can scarcely be said

'J. K. Galbraith, I'Monopoly and Ëhe Concentration of Economic
Powerrr, A Survey of _Contempo,rary Economjcs, H. S. Ellis, ed.,
(Philadelphia, 1948), p. L07.
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Ëo be resolved. The firsË point that requires reconsideration when

dealing with oligopolistic situations is the motive force behind

price decisÍons. Profit maximization use to serve as the wonderful

master-key that opened all the doors leadíng to an understanding of

the entrepreneurrs behaviour. However, it was always realized that

moral and ethical considerations and similar factors may nodify the

results built on the maximum profits assumption. Maximization of

profits is a legitimate generalizaEj-on for an explanation of price

behaviour in the larse number of cases.

But once we enter the field of oligopoly thís assumpLion is

no longer sufficient. For here we find neither the security of the

single monopolist rior the impotence of the small perfect competitor.

Here, there is both the desire for achieving a strong posítion as

ruell as the power to act on this desire. The background to oligopoly

is a condition of struggie; but this may not necessarily be a

continuous struggle. The oligopolists' normal desire will be to

entrench themselves in a position that will enable them "to hold

what they hold" and--should an opportunity arise--to launch an

offensive into rival terrítory. This means that their price must

not be so low that it provokes retaliation from the competitors, nor

so high that it encourages nevr entrants. It is Lherefore clear that

'tthe quoted price is not the mechanic result of impersonal marlcet

forces nor the essential adjustment to a constantly changing environ-

ment, but Lhe expression of strategic policy, . there will be a
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R
tendency for its rigid maintenance". "

Before the Second lJorld War, the theory was advanced that there

exisËs a kink in the demand curve of the product of an oligopolist

and that this kink goes iar to explain observed price rigÍditíes in

olígopolistic Índustries.9 Paul Sweezy reached the conclusion that

an expansion in demand is likely to lead to an increase in oligopoly

prices; whereas a contraction in demand sets up strong resistance to

any reductíon in oligopoly prices. The market sítuation contemplated

by Sweezy is one in which rivals will quickly match price reductions

but only hesitantly and incompletely follow price increases. The

Èheory gained wide acceptance partly because of the rigídity in prices

in the thirtíes--a period of economic depression.

Contrary to the general belief that price leadership, because

it elíminaËes the kink in the oligopoly demand curve, makes for a

higher degree of price flexibÍiity, Professor Siigler has presented

evidence to show that rtexcept for the number of price changes of two-

fírm industries the prices of industries with price leaders are
1n

less flexible than those of industries without price leaders".'"

R"f . W. Rothschild, I'Price Theory and Oligopoly", A.E.A. Readings
in Price Theory, (Chícago, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., L952) p" 455"

o'P. M. Sweezy, "Demand Under CondÍtions of Oligopo1y", The

Journal of Bolj{icgl gsonerny, Vo1. K.VII (1939), PP" 568-573"

10e. ¡. Stigler, "The Kinky oligopoly Demand Curve and Rigid
Pricesrf, Journal of Political EconomJ, Vol" LV, (October, 1947), p.446.
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Signífícant though Lhís discovery may be as evÍdence of the non-

exístence of kinked oligopoly demand curves, it should be pointed out

that the basic conclusion reached by Professor stigler applies to a

particular type of oligopolistic market and, hence, is not conclusive

evidence that price leadership, regardless of type, leads to less

flexible prices.

Let us no\^r turn to the effects of anticipated entry. Even a

single-firm monopoly is not necessarily impregnable to entry if the

industry is a very profitable one, and in oligopolisËic industries

the Ehreat of entry is lilcely to be stronger. rf one defines free

entry as the condít.ion that long-run costs of new firms if they enter

the industry will be equal to those of fÍrms already in the índustry,

George Stigler argued that rrfree entry seems a valid characteri-zalLon
11

of most American industriestr. A different conclusion was reached bv

Professor Bain when he stateci that rr. . . economies of large plants

frequently erect formidable barriers to entry in the shape of absolute

capital requírements. I4oderately to very high barriers of this sort

were found ín all but four or five of the industries studied."l2

11--G. J. Stigler, "Monopoly and Oligopoly by Merger", A.EÅ
Re ading s iq J ndus_tr-i aJ_ Or g.ani z a t i-on- agd Pgþ 1j c P_o.li_cy (Chi c ag o,
R. D. Irwin Inc., 1958), p. 73"

1a*-J. S. Bain, "Economies of Scale, Concentration and the Conditíon
of Entry ín T\oenty Manufacturing Industriesrr, A.E"A. .Readings in
Industrial_Organization. . . ep.. cit., p. 68, and Barriers to New
Competiti-on, (Cambridge, Harvard University press, 1956).
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Tt is obvious that a number of ímportant factors cannot be

resolved on purely analytical grounds, hence Ehe debate on pricing,

output and performance of oligopolistíc industríes remained incon-

clusive and largely unresolved. It is this that led Ëo the view that

rrthe theory of oligopoly has been aptly described as a ticket of

admission to institutional ..ono*i."."13

MONO,POLY IN ARGUI4EI{T

B r_i!i sh I nd ugt r igl_ _S-t r u c t ur e -_S t a t i s tf_ga 1. _Ev i de n cS

Consideration of the debate on monopoly ín Britain ís helped by

reference Lo the statistical evidence of monopoly. The utílity of

statistics in the analysis of broad policy problems has been well

established. Policy analysis calls for a wíde range of statistical

treatment. Among the mosË frequently used statistical evidence in

such policy review are: business popr.rlation and concentration; costs

and productivity; prÍce movements and flexibilities; and the statÍstics

of antitrust enforcement. These materials provide clues to competitive

trends, the effects of present policies, and the desirability of

alternative policies.

Industrial concentration is a widely used indícator of compe-

tit.íve condítions. In broad economy-I^7ide terms, it can shed some

'l?
-û. S. Mason, I'Price and Production PolicÍes of Large Scale

pp.64-5.Enterpriserr, American Economic Review, March 1939,
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light on concentration of economic power--a factor of importance in

the consideratíon of social and political as well as economic

objectives. such a measul:e can be useful in the analysis of trends

in competitive conditions in,individual markets. However, the

current measul:ements of industrial concentration do not offer satis-

factory signposts of either concentration of po\,rer or competitive

condiLions.

rn addition to occupying economists and economic historians.

the process of Índustrial concentration has also engaged the attention

of statisticíans, especially in Great Brítain and the United Strt"s.14

statistical investigations not only help us gaín a better knowledge

of the quantitative aspect of the process, but they force us to

define its content more rigorously.

For purposes of statístical research we have to make a three-

foi<i distinction: concenLration with reference to industrÍal plant

(which we might call "technical concentratíonr'), wiLh reference co

firms ("economic concentrationr'), and with reference to multi-product

firms or groups of fÍrms 1Ínked primarily by systems of Ínterlockins

fÍnances and directorates ("financial concentrationr'). Generally

speaking, vre may take as a yardstÍck of concentration: (1) the

number of workers employed; (2) the value of output; or (3) the

value of assets.

1It-'For Great Britain see: H. Leak and A" Maizels, r'The structure
of British rndustry", Journal of the Roya] _staË_istical society, Lg45,
pp. L42-207; or R. Evely and r. M. D. Lirrle, conce;rrarior.in nriti+
Industry (Cambridge UniversÍty press, 1960).
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Richard Evely and I. M, D. Little in their Concentration in

Brilish Industry made a case study of the degree of concer'tration

in some índustries--particularly in trades wÍth increased concen-

tration. An exarnlnation of this table will show their conclusions.

The broad conclusions that can be drawn from this table is that while

the number of units have been decreasing (with the exception of one),

the gross output, net output and employment ratios have been on the

increase--whÍch suggests greater and increased industríal concentra-

tion in the period 1935-51.

The connection between concentration. industrial structure and

monopoly po\.der has been summed up Ín the following way:

Economic Ëheory suggests that concentration . . . is an
important determinant of market behaviour and market results.
Ceteris paribus, monopolistic practices are more likely where
a sma11 number of the leadíng firms account for the bulk of
an industry's output than where even the largest firms are of
relatively srnall importance. Hence, in the explanation of
L,,^-'-^^^ ^^'l 

-i 
^,. +l^ ^1^ aga¡Fa-¡'^r.i ^^ ^ç ^^ .'-1,.^+*-. ^..^-^^^^luuùr[EÞÞ lrvtrçJ, Lllç ull4f 4çLe! !ù LlvÞ v! 4t! r¡¡uuÞ L!J s^prsÞÞsu

in the concentration index are likely to play an important
part. This relation to the degree of monopoly has motivated
mosE of the empirical studies involving the measurement of
concentraËion. I5

Professor J. K" Galbraithts concept of rrcountervailing porderrr postu-

lates that concentration in production is not infrequently matched

by concentrat.ion in buying. His broad proposition is that:

t'G. Ro".nbluthr "Measures of Concentrationrr, Business
CgncsptÍation and_Prj!ce PolicJy, A Report of the National Bureau of
Economic Research, Special Conference Series 5, (New York, PrinceËon
University Press, 1955), p. 57.
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NI]MBER OF UNTTS AND CONCENTRATION.RATIOS FOR
STUDY TRADES I,TIT]:I INCREASED PRINCIPAL

CONCENTRATI0N, 1935-51

Coke Ovens & Byproducts
Razors
Mineral Oi1 Refining
trriatches & Clocks
Mines & Quarries
Lead
Bricks
Meta1 Boxes & Containers
Tinplate
Cinematograph
I'i1m Print- ino
Sugar & Glucose
lrlrought Iron & Steel Tubes
Bread & Flour
Soap & Glyceríne

Number of

1935 1951

81 24
25 11

B

6t
44 33
46 40

672 397
73 83
34 18

10 18

22 25
62 81

1430 L.5L2
JY /4

Gross Output
Concent.ratíon

1935

a f r'

SOURCE: R. Evely and I. M. D. Little,
(Cambridge University press,

FOURTEEN CASE
PRODUCT

(%)

2T

59
7B

36
26
35
1B
46
59

50
-71.

7L
B

76

T95L

Net Output
Concent.ration

Ratios

("/.)

OU

9B
93
60
46
69
JJ

6B

74

66

BB
B4
1B
85

1 935

(%)

IB
60
B4
+L

¿t
JU
L9
51
6L

47

62
70
10
81

1 951

Employment
Concentration

(/")

63

99
35
62
4I
69
2,2

6L
72

70

B2

79
L7
BO

193 5

(%)

L7

55
B2
3B
J¿
38
t4
45

42

7t
7L

6

70

Concent.ration in British Industry.
.ryou,r, p. Iyo.

L9 51

(%)

63
o/,

84
60
50
53
30
60
7L

6L

B4
77
15
t¿

N)
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The long trend toward concentratíon of industrial enterprise
in the hands of relatively few firms has brought inËo exis-
tence not only strong sellers, as economists have supposed,
but also strong buyers as they have failed to see.16

The rrself-regulating force' of countervailing po\,üer is expected t,o

accomplísh what competition failed to achieve. The theory assumes

therefore that private capitalÍsm thus not. only creates but also

eriminates concentrated private po\^7er, through the conveniently

arising countervailing por^rer. original and counteïvailing por¡ier

are presented in terms of the tradÍtional opinion that all power

originates in the markets, is the result of monopolistic positions

in markets, and works only through the economic laws of value.

Reasoning within this linited framework of the traditional po\^rer

theory, Galbraith was forced to neglect all the diffeïences between

the power in the market, ín the concentrated property struct.ure, in

economic organízaLions, and in the state.

The thesis of countervailing por.^rer ís a protest againsE three

broad propositÍons: that every kind of power is necessarÍly a source

of abuse and exploitation, that any private market organi,zation will

necessarily restrict supply and raÍse prices, thac government support

of any private group will gíve privileges to that grollp and thereby

reduce the total of economic welfare attainable. How valid is Lhe

courì.ter-argument to these propositions? rs it correct to say that

economic groups develop in pairs; that one group enjoys original and

16r" o. Galbraith, AmericalL Capitalism: The Concept of
Count-ervailing Power, (loffi
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the other countervailing povrer; that t¡Ehe first begets the second?l

as Galbraith put ít, that they will necessarily be antagonÍstic to

each other, and that they neutraLíze each other's power?

The prosecution and the enforcement of the antitrust laws

provide an opportunity for buyers and sellers to take effective actions

in markets. Ialhy is such action frequently not forthcoming? Buyers

or traders of goods purchased from firms convicted of collusion or

ordered to desist from certain illegal actions are frequently unor-

ganízed. They belong to disadvantaged groups that do not have the

resources and the cohesion necessary to organize themselves and to

exploit the opportunities granted by courts. 0n the side of the

sellers there is anoËher reason why governmental indicLment and

enforcement could not develop into effective countervailing po\.^7er.

The prohibitive decisions of the court, outlawing certain marketing

p::acLices, couid be readiiy circumvenËeci because the defendants

enjoyed simulËaneously trading and concentrated property por/ùer.

Deriving porver from this base, huge firms could reduce their under-

standings to informal agreements, engage in t'spontaneous coordinationrr

of their activities, refrain from an outright violátion of court

decisions, and still control markets effectivelv.

Countervailing po\¡7er, therefore, must not only offset original

po\,/er but dominate the market situation in order to be fu1ly effective

Ín terms of prices and profits: thus fully successful countervailins

po\.r7er has the tendency not to neutralize but to smash original po\,rer

and then enjoy the excess profit alone. trrÏhat takes place ís a shift
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in the location rather Ehan a destruction of original povTer.

However, where colrntervailing por^rer exists and is effective

the monopoly power of the larger seller is clearly modified, if not

nullified. The existence of these strong buyers is a severe check

on the monopoly po\.,Jer of the strong sellers. rndeed, the large

buyers rtare often big enough to play one big supplier off against
tt

anothertt'' and in the last resort, rrthey often have the capital and

ski11 to 'ro11 their ownt if their suppliers cannot make it worth

their while to buy".18 Furthermore, it has been schumputurlg ,oho

has forcefully stressed the prime importance of víewing monopoly in
connectÍon wÍth economic development, not only because they are able

to inno'vate, finance research, have access to better techniques of
productíon and confer enormous benefits on society by so doing, but

also because competition cannot effectively do this as monopolies.

General-i-y speaking, -vü-e tìlay dÍstinguish Ëhree kincis of innovatÍon

according to their effects, which may be: (1) the productÍon of new

goods, (2) a change of the technícal coefficients or the production

of existing goods, and (3) a change ín the quality of products. All

Ëhese innovations create investment opportuniÈíes. The importance

of innovations as investment opportunities is generally recognized,

17-'4. D. H. Kaplan and A. E. Kahn, "BigSociety", Fortune, Section 2, February 1953,

tx
Ibad.

Business in a Competitive
p. 4.

t9-J. A. Schumpeter,
Mass., Harvard Uníversity

The Sheofy. of Ecgnomic De.velopmeg!, (Cambridge,
Press, L934).
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but, apart from Schumpeter) nobody seems to have Íncorporated them

originally inËo modern theory.

fn considering the consequences of major innovations and

innovations leading to the production of new goods, we have Eo

recall briefly some aspects of Schumpeterts model. In thís model,

we have first the appearance of an entrepreneur who produces existing

goods by new methods, or ne!¡ goods, and then the appearance of a

group of imitators, other entrepreneurs who try to do what the

innovator has done and to obtain the same profits. In this manner

investment grows and, as a result, demand for finished products

expands and the cyclical upswing develops.

Hotrvever, in many branches of industry there is no longer any

possibilÍty for Ímitators to enter the market or, at any rate, this

possibility exísts only at a very high level, that is, for very large

conceTltrated concerns which invade each others I ma::kets and compete

Ín an entirely ne\,ü sense. There is a fundamental difference between

the economic consequences of major innovations at the time of

competitive capitalism and those in our or¡in age of oligopolistic

capitalism. Even if one admits that technological innovations are

now initiated in great and growing measure by existing large concerns

rather than by new firms, as Schumpeter stressedr 20 ,h""" innovations

do not necessarily lead to additional investment, as Ëhey do in

Schumpeterrs model.
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rt is becoming increasingry difficurt to accept Ëhe claim of
schumpeter that in recent times ínnovations have been carríed out

primarily by very large firms. schumpeter rested his case on the

ground that the cosEs of innovation are so great Lhat only large

firms can do the financing; that projecLs must now be carried out on

a large enough scale that successes and failures can in some sense

balance out; and that for innovation to be worthwhile, a firm musc

have sufficient control over the market, to reap the rewards. His

conclusion has been questioned in the light of empirical sEudies. rn
Ëhe words of Edwin Mansfield, who made a specÍ.al study of the problem,

". although it is often arleged that the largest fi¡ms introduce

a proportionately large share of the innovations, this is noË alwavs
)1the caserr.-* rn Ëhe field of invention, a similar concrusion v/as

reached when D. Hamberg sLated,

iË certainly i:emains Eo be <iemonstrated that there isa definite correration between size of research organi zationand quality as well as quantity of ínventive achíevement.
on the contrary, the evidence indicates the absence of anysuch correlation. . Although it appears Ëhat the bulkof major inventions origínate outside Ëhese laboratories,particularly ín the work of independent inventors and smalland medium-size firms, these sources have been relat.ivelyneglected and their potential contributions virtuallyignored. . " .22

?1--Edwin Mansfield, "Size of Firm,
y1:1o"", Jgyrnal of poliric 

,L>oJ, p. >/J.

?)--D. Hamberg, "InvenLion in the Industrialibid., p. 115.

Market Structure, and Inno-
University of Chicago press,

Research Laboratoryr',
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The effect of innovation on economic progress remains inconclusive

because the studies made so far are of limited application and no

final conclusion has been reached.

I{ith the growth of large firms either through internal or

external expansÍon, monopoly por,^iers may be created. one must always

remember that this is not necessarily evil and as A1len said:

The real danger of monopoly arises when it is used to impede
change. A society that keeps the channels of innovation
clear need have líttle fear of the waste that arises from
monopoly or imperfect competitÍon in established industries.23

Professor Galbraith continued the argument about monopoly when he

stressed the following: "The size of General Motors is in the service

not of monopoly or the economies of scale but of planning.',24

Emphasizing the point, he continued:

Market po\^7er is associated by economists not with planning
but with monopoly. Ma-¡:ket concent.ration o:: monopoly in
the conventional view is ínimical to efficient employmenL
of resou::ces by the maL:ket and has strong overtones of
illegality. If big business and monopoly power tend to
be Ídentical, then all big business is inefficient and
presumptively Í1legal. This, however, given the evident
role of large firms in the modern economy is absurd.25

The conclusion concerning monopoly, then, is LhaE it extracLs prices

higher in relation to costs than does a competítive firm. rt gets

wealth which, otherwise, would remain with the buver in the form of

23n IU. U.

The Economíc
Allenr "Economíc Progress,

Journal, September 1950, p.
Retrospect and Prospectrr,

474.

)1"
Galbraith, The New Industrial

ID]-O ,P 29 (footnote)

S tate, P. 76.
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lower prices. And the counterpart of the higher prices is a smaller

volume of sales and a smaller output of goods than if prices were

those that a competitive firm would have set. The labour and capital

that a¡e not employed because of these hígher prices, and the conse-

quent smaller production for smaller sales, must fincl less advan-

tageous employment elsewhere. However, iL remains important to note

that whÍle monopoly is i1legal, for example in the u"s"A., oligopoly,

which may have the same consequence but r¿ith diminished force, is

not. One can reÍnforce the poínt with a statement by a British

economist when he said:

There are still gaps. f am far from convinced that public
opínion has not yeË appreciated what has been known t.o
economists for nearly forty years--that a group of oligop-
o1Ísts, each assuming that all the oLhers will cut prices,
if necessary, to retain their shares, will reach a price
almost indístinguishable from that of a straight monopoly,
and because they are smaller and in some cases on that
account less efficient (charge) a higher price that may
rra'l'l l-'a hiaha- fl,¡^ +L^Ê ^-ÊL¿rarr Lr¡4L u! 4 utr!!Icu llrLrllupoLy.lv

He continued by arguing that:

. Ít is by no means impossíble that an olígopolistic
situation may exíst, wÍth firms making assumptions about
each otherts probable reactions to price cuLs, which
would lead to a monopoly price, without any single fÍrm
exceeding one-third of the market. Monopolistic pricing
of that kind stil1 remains almost exempr, from supårvisián.27

The differences of opinion on monopoly policy can usually be

26o^î
!. ã. U.

Vol. XIV, No. 2, lobi"ggll Scotfish Journal of pglirical Economy,
June 1967, p. 109.

"*jo', p' 98'
Great BriËain.

lle was referring to the siËuation in
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traced to different views on how the economv should function.
28

Henry SÍmons-- would favour a vigorous anti-combine programme

because he traced economic progress to the efforts of hard-pressed

small firms to avoid bankruptcy by cutting costs and improving the

product. J. I(. Galbraítþr29 can take a dim view of such drastic

measures because he sees economic progress flowing from the labora-

tories of large corporations that have the resources to gamble on

research and development.

Professor Galbraithrs thesís can be challenged with the

.argument that where monopoly exists, output is likely -to be lower

and price hígher than is justified by the cost of producËion.

Again, that the opportunities of securing profits are increased ín

the presence of monopoly and the abnormal profits which thereby arise

involve a redist.ribution of income in favour of the monopolist at

the expense of the consumer anci the rest of the pubiic. Furthermore,

it can be argued that monopoly is frequently associated with the

employment of practices such as príce discriminaLion and selling

policies which may be regarded as unfair or harmful and that iL tends

to engender a degree of inflexibility and rigidity in the structure

of industry which would not be observed in highly competitive situations.

'8n. Simons, Economic Policy for a Free Society (1948): esp.
pp. 56-62.

29r" f. Galbraith, Ame-rican Capitalism,- The Co-ncept of .CounreJ-
vailing Pgwer, pp. 89-99.
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CONCLUSIONS

"Political libertyt', a leadíng exponent of economic conser-

vaËism once remarked, 'rcan survive only withín an effective

competitíve economic system. Thus, the enemy of democracy is

monopoly in all its forms: gigantic corporations, trade assoc-

iations and other agencies for price control, trade unions or in

general, organízation and concentration of povTer within functional
?n

classes."-" Failure to check the growËh of concentrated economic

po\,ver, he warned, i^7ould u1 timately result in either giant pressure

groups controlling the government or in the direct regulation of

pressure groups by the government. The implications of this analysis

for public policy \,üere clear: economic po\^/er had to be dispersed

among many buyers and sellers coupeting actively in open markeLs.

In spite of the efforEs to translate this blueprínt. into

reaiity, economic povrer became progressiveiy more concentrateci anci

the decline of competition a common phenomenon in many industries.

IL was Professor J. M. Clark who suggested that the abstract

Ëheoretical model of 'rpure" competition be replaced by the more

realistic concept of "workablerr competition3l as a galrge for judging

the performance of specific industries in the public interest.

Sinilarly, Professor E. S. Mason recommended that, in our publíc

30". a. simons, *. cij.: pp. 43-44.

31¡" t. clark, "Toward a Concept of tr{orkable Competition",
(June L94O).American Economic Review, )OC(,
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policy deliberations, we should emphasize the constructive accomplish-

ments and achievements of an industry rather than its market struccure;

that we accept an industry as workably competitive--regardless of its

degree of concentration--if it evidencedr among other things, "a

progressive technology, the passing on to consumers of the results

of this pr:ogressiveness in the form of lower prices, larger ouËput,

ímproved products, 
"¡.."32 And finally, professor J. K. Galbraith.

in an attempË to explain not just Èhe workability of specific

industries but of the whole economy, theorized that the American

economy can perform quite brilliantly in spite of the wÍdespread

prevalence of industrial oligopoly. He tried to demonstrate that

the American economy can provide better things for better living

notwithstanding the faci that ít operates in defiance of the rules

laid down by "men of such Newtonian stature as BenLl-ram, Ricardo and
1{

¿ioam Þmr_E.n".

32u. S. Mason, ,,The Anti trus t
Eco.nomic Revieg, )frXIX, (June L94g),

Laws: A Symposium'r, American
p.7L3.

33r. *. Galbraith, American Capítalism . ., pp. cit.: p. 1.



CHAP]ER ]II

EVOLUTION OF ATTITUDE ]N BRITAIN TOI^IARDS MONOPOLIES
AND RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES

Combinations in restraÍnt of trade are as old as trade itself

(and the granting of monopolies was once a useful souj:ce of revenue
't
for the crown).- Enough examples are recorded in the first half of

the níneteenth century to show that they r¡7ere not uncommon even in

the era of rugged individualism.2 Restrictive agreements did not

become widespread on more than a purely local scale before the rise

of national trade associations and of large tr:usts and combines in

the 1880's and 1890's. Agreements exisLed before the First world

trrlar, in, for example, the iron and steel trades, certain sections of

the textile industries, flour milling and chemicals, and they were

already begÍnning to appear in the distributive trades in resÞonse

to the growing po\^rer of co-operatives whích threatened the smaller

trades with their ,unfair'r methods of price cutting by dividends.

The growth of agreements was accelerated by government controls during

the l9L4-18 war when trade associatíons were officially encouraged to

fix prices and allocate production quoEas.

I-Royal Grants of Monopolies to guilds and companies in the
Middle Ages.

,u,
monopolies
monarch of
traders on

the time Adam smith wrote The i^Iealth of. Nations in L776,
had ceased Eo stem fro* tffise by the
Royal Prerogative but were in many instances ímposed by
the public"
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ATTITUDE AND PRACTICES OF INDUSTRY

Numerous examples of the rest.rictive practices that are

familiar today can be found in British industry from early times.

when during the nineteenth century, improvemerits in transport, by

destroyíng local monopolies, extended the area of competition in

many trades, it became common for manufacturers to try to offsec

this effect by combÍnation or some form of restrictive agreement.

TheÍr efforts appear to have been most successful, not in the great

staple industries (coal, iron and steel, heavy engineering, ship-

buirdÍng and textiles), but in the smaller trades or in certain

specialized branches of the staple industries. For instance, in the

decades before L9L4 Large cornbines which controlled a higtr proportion

of the total sales were built up in the soap, alkali, explosives,

salt mining, tobacco, whisky and cement industries.

some of these combínes had interests outside the country, and

there \,üere a few tra<ies in w-hich the producers v/ere parties t.o ínter-

natíonal cartels (e.g. the rail makers). But free competition was

the rule over the greater part of the staple Índustries, and production

remained in the hands of many índependent fÍrms. The fact that

arrangements for the restriction of competition had been made in

certain branches of these industries (e.g. the anthracite coal trade,

textile furnishÍng, sewing thread, and in some finished metal goods)

does not disturb this broad conclusion. since the great staples

i'üere responsible for a high proportion of Great Britainrs industrial

output, it is probable that British industry as a whole can be said

to be vel:y competit.ive on the eve of the First trrlorld tr{ar.
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However, the war and the chronic depression of many British

industries during the twenties gave a strorig inducement to manu-

facturers to resort to restrictive practíces, although it weakened

their ability Eo enforce them. Some of Ëhe wartime consolidations

were broken up in the early twenties, and many of the attempts to

create effective cartels in the more seriously depressed industrÍes

\.vere unsuccessful . IE r^ias not, indeed, until the very end of the

decade that the competitive organization of the great staple indus-

tries was substantially modifíed.3 By that time the continuous

shrinkage of output, chiefly through the loss of foreign markets,

led most of those industries faced with the problem of excess

capacÍty. As competition had failed to remove the surplus, the

alternative remedy, raLionalízaËiorr schemes, were introduced in

several of the leading industries. These schemes provided for the

consolidation of interests and an elimination of surplus capacíty,

and were sometimes associated with arrangements for fíxing minimum

prices or quotas. The trends were cart:ied much frrrther rlrrríno the

thirties. The adoption by the uniLed Kíngdom of protection and the

further decline in the exports of the staple commodities had an

imPortant influence in promoting centraLizatíon As national rivalrv

for international trade sharpened, the advantages of collecLive

actíon among businessmen in the leading industrial countries became

?-For a tull discussion see
TheÍr Organiz_atíoIr, (L959), esp.

G. C. Allen,
the chapters

British lndustries and
on staple industries.
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correspondíngly more apparent.4

Largely under the leadershíp of prominent industrialists, and

frequently with government help, British industry had deviated

sharply from the pattern of free competÍtion. Before tr{orld trriar II

self-goverrrment in industry had become the general rule of economic

organization. tr^ihen the British abandoned free trade they gave up

their most effective r^Teapon against private monopoly. A recognized

leader of the self-government-in-índustry movement in Britain was

Lord McGowan, a member of the House of Lords and one of the principal

organizers of Britainrs greatest industrial combine, Imperial Chemical

Industries. tr^Ihile debating combination in the House of Lords ín L944

he said:

rn thÍs country, many manufacturers have ceased to believe
in the inherent superiority of (free or extreme competition.

The purpose of agreements is, in the main, to regulate but
not to abolísh competition. such agreements can lead to a
more ordered organizatíon of production and can check wasteful
and excessive competition. They can help to stabilize prices
at a (reasonable) leve1. . They can lead to a rapiã
improvement in technique and reduction in costs, which in turn,
with enlightened administration of industry, can provide the
basis of lower prices Lo consumers. They can spread the
benefíts of inventions from one country to another by exchanging
research results, by the cross-licensing of patents, and by theprovision of the Ímportant rrknow-how* in the workíng of these
ñâÈ^-+^ ñL-parenEs. rney can provide a medium for the (orderly) expansion
of world trade and can make a substantial contribution--and
this is important--to the difficult problems of the post-\^rar
readjustment of production in counËries greatly affected. by
the war. They can assist Ín províding much greater stability
of employment.

4a. 
". 

Stocking and M,
(New York, L94B), p. 18.

trrl. trriaËkins, Cartels or Competition?,
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It is stated by some writers that cartels are designed to
or have the effect of restricting production ín order to keep
up unduly high selling príces. " I rhink " rhis
general sËatement is inclined to distort public opinion. I
do not believe that Ëhis contentÍon is of general application,
though isolated cases may exist"r

A year earlier in an article in the sunday Times, he characterized

competitíon as an outhTorn instituLion:

Large businesses have ín the pasË been built on the
foundations of unrestrícted competition, but this is
no longer a method which generally conrnends itself.
It belongs to an age when men could ímagine no other
r^ray to progress than at the expense of others. .
lhere are few today who could recouunend a return to
unresLricted competition as the basis for our economy.

. The alternative is . co=operation and agreement.6

This ís the unofficial voice of British industry.T Its self-

acknowledged official spokesman, the Federatíon of Brítish Industries,

advocaËed a compleËe cartelizatj-on of domestic and international
Rtrade." According to the Federation:

c-Parlíamentary Debates (Hansard), House of Lords, July 3, !944,
Cols. 683-4. Emphasis added"

6"combines 
and

L943, p. 4.
Cartels", The Sunday TJmes, (London), July 25,

I

'T¡" Strtíst praised Lord McGowan for his iltimely excursus
into e1ããf$economics" and echoed his ideas as follows: ,,unless
the big unit exists to handle and direct the spate of production
which the machines make possible, the whole of the human race will
be swamped by its own productivity.' 'rcombinations, cartels, and
the Mass MÍndrr, July 31, L943, p" 557 .

R'The Federation proclaimed itself "Ëhe largest assocÍation of
manufacturers in the world . . . accepted by government, press and
public opinion as the authoritative voÍce of British rndustry..
See Robert A. Brady, Business as a System of pgwer, (New york,
Columbia University Press, L942), p. 160.
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. the free play of market forces cannot be relied on
to esLablish equilibrium in international trade automatically.

" The choice seems to be between returníng to the jungle
law of unregulaËed competítion or to adopE the more modern
and realistic víew . . . that this jungle law should be
replaced by planning designed to raise world prosperity by
orderlymethods.. ..9

.Ïust as private cartels \.^iere to co-ordinate international markets.

trade associations and other private industrial organizations were

to regulate domestic *arkets.l0 The Federation believed that the

organLzaLion and control of domestic market.s by private groups \Áras

essential to prevent government control. under their progranme,

trade associations would act as the offÍcíal channels of communication

between government adrn-inÍstrators and índustries, and for co-operating

with other 1ocal industries. They would maintain codes of trade

practices, gather trade statistics, promote exports, conduct sales

propaganda, encourage research, set up uniform cost accounting systems,

promote the interchange of technical information, and on occasion

allocate quotas and even fix prices. rn the words of the Federation

they would 'Iassist in solving problems thaË arise when production

and consumption get out of step or are subject to dislocations caused

by trade cycle fluctuation"',.11

o-International Trade Polig, Federation of British Indust.ries,.(London, February 1944), pp. 6, L2.

'l o--the organization o , Report of the Federation
of British rndustry, organization of rndustry committee, (London,
October, L944).

11_. . .ID1d., pp.7-8"
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i^Ihile they stated theír aspirations somewhat broadly, the

BrÍtish Índustrialists relíed on the familiar devíces of amalgamation,

trade assocÍatÍon, and the cartel as the leading instruments of trade

control. Though not unmindful of their evil potentialities, to each

they gave their blessing. Properly adminístered, they argued,

amalgamat.íons, cormnanding the services of technical, conrnercial and

financial experts and consultants, can provide a more effectíve spur

to efficiency than unchecked competition, which leads often to

uneconomic investment and production. In general, they believed

that industrial amalgamations would not take an unfair advantage

of their positíon"

The sponsors of this plan r¡rere not reluctant Ëo have business-

men assume conË.rol of the British economy. They recognized the

social responsibility which the assumption of such power would place

on them. But they irTere prepared to díscharge Ít.

The responsibility of those directing industry is to hold
a just balance beEween the varying interests of the public
as consumers, the staff and workmen as employees, and the
stockholders as ínvestors, and to make the highest possible
contribution to the well-being of the natÍon as a whole.12

Concluding then, the inter-war period was notable for the establishment

and expansion of restrÍctive practices in Brítain. The majority of

such developments were privately inspired, stenuning from the mutual

requirements of independent busíness unit.s" rn addition, industry
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received a Pol^/erful stimulus intermÍttently from successive goveïnments,

anxíous to stumble uPon a solution to the major economic problems of

structural imbalance and depressíon. rt is true that active state

participation Ín the establishmenË of restrictive practÍces in Great

BritaÍn was but a pale shadow of trNer¿ Dealt'activities in the United

states. Nevertheless, ít should not be completely ignored as a factor

in the cartelization and rationali zation oto"""".13

ATT]TUDB OF GOVERNMENTS, POLITICAL PARTIES
AND TTIE GENERAL PUBLIC.

The chronic depression of many British indust.ries during the

twentíes and thirties--especially severe ín the staple pre-T¡/ar

export Índustries--provided a strong motíve for the establishment

of restrictive agreements. The primary objectives of such agreements

were the maíntenance or re-establishment of satisfactory price 1evels

and the elimination of excess capacity by joint action. During the

twenties, the existence of free trade limited sÍgnificantly the

ability of trade associations to raise prices. The worsening of

the depression in 1931 and the abandonment by Britain of the gold

sÈandard culminated in extensive trade protection for United l(ingdom

producers. This removed an important constraint upon the activities

of trade associations. Attempts \47ere made through associations to

13*--For a fuller treatment see
of_tlle Nineteen-Thirties, (Oxford
chapËer on the United States.

H. W. Arndt, The Economic Le,ssons
UniversiEy Press, L944)r êsp. the
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r:atíonalize production by means of price agreements, market sharing

schemes, entry 1imítatíons, and eliminaËion of excess capaciËy.

In 1930 the minority Labour Government legislated to stimulate

amalgamatÍon and co-operatíon ín the British coal mining industry.

rn L939 the cotton rndustry (Reorganization) Act empowered spinners

Lo fix mínimum prices for cotton yarn. Governmental intervention of

thÍs kind during the inter-war period was largely confined to

producing a legal framework for restrictive practices. The administra-

tion of restrictive practices vras usually left Ín the hands of the

producers and suppliers. rt may be useful to review a number of

state actÍons which influenced the process of expansion of the business

unit. During the inter-\4lar years the successive governments retained

largely paternalistic intel:est over developments within the business

unit. Tn general, the state encouraged the expansion in the size of

the firm. The government made use of fiscal policy to this end.

The Trade Facilities Act, L92L, empowered the Treasury Lo underwrite

loans made to private firms from private sources provided that. the

loans were raised for aÍms that would promote emplo¡rment. This

facility encouraged the provision of expansion fínance to fÍrms.

Tn 1926 the government allowed the remission of stamp duties on

capital issues made consequent upon amalgamation. rn addition the

banks, in close association with the Bank of England, were encouraged

to assist rationalizaEion schemes involving amalgamations.

Government policy encouraged the extension of business coll-

centration during the inter-war period, both by stímulating the
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internal development of the firm and by supporting Íntegration.

fnstances of rapid concentration in relatively prosperous indusËries

were fairly frequerrt even in the 1930's. Examples include motor car

assembly, rayon production, aluminum productíon, electrical equípment

production and soap production. The motives behind concentration

in these sectors \,rere more commonly related to scale and economÍc

efficiency than to defensive rationalízation. rn thís period, the

government pursued a predominantly permissive policy towards amalga-

mation and concentration. There were isolated instances, ho\.vever, of

more positive intervention. rn r92l an Act r,{as enacted desÍgned to

rationalize t1..e railway system. ûver one hundred companies were

merged to form four separate railway units. rn Lg24 t:ne rmperial

Airways Company vüas created as a monopolistÍc unit ín air transportation.

Such examples of direct state interference to encourage concentration

\4tere sporadic and rare.

The end of war ín L945 brought extensive changes in the

institutional environment of business enterprise. The early post-

\4/ar years clearly demonstrated the trend towards large-scale enter_

prise. The movement \¡ras scarcely recognízed. before 194g to be a

major problem for public polícy. Nevertheless, sufficient concern

had been generated to persuade the government of the need to provide

for supervision of the dominanË fÍrm as well as Ëhe trade associaËÍon.
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POLITICAL PARTTES

During much of the inter-war period the chief polítical

parties seemed to show littl-e interest in the control of monopoly

for it was believed that restrictive practices and larger and more

efficient industrial units could be employed to avoid some of the

i,,7orst features of depression and to restore the posiEion of BritÍsh

trade and industry. Thus the conservative party, whích in general

ï,ras opposed to the interference with free enterprise, accepted the

need for government assistance to maintain and develop price supporES,

to restrict and share output, and Eo promote schemes of rationalization

wÍthin certain branches of industry and agriculture. Even the Labour

Party, as pointed out earlier, promoËed carteLizaËÍon wÍthÍn the coal

industry by the coal Mínes Act, 1930. The Labour party was in fact

1íttle interesLed ín mere control of monopoly, for whilst the ultimate

goai was Ëhe creation of a socÍalist societur lO ,a" more immediate

aims were to combat depression, unemployment and other social evils;

control of monopoly was a matter of minor importance. only the

shrínking Liberal P.rtyI5 which still professed an ardent belief

in the virtues of competition, \,,ias engaged in proposing new and

original techniques for removing the evils of monopoly and restrictive

practices from the existing social order.

1It-'see the Labour Party consLitution of 1918, partÍcu1ar1y
utause lv"

1 5_.--The Liberal Report - .Britain's rndustrial Future, lg2ï.



In the forties, howeuer, a transformation took place in the

attitudes of the Britísh political parties toward monopolíes and

restrÍctive practices. ff in the twenEies and thirties they were

unwilling to take acËion to control monopoly, the changing nature

of industrial organization forced the partíes to alte:: their original

positions. British socíalists recognized the evils of private

monopoly and they proposed to do something about it. At the annual

conference of the Labour Party ín 1944, Emannuel Shinwell, later a

Minister, expressed a moderate socíalist attitude. He declared:

ff a monopolistíc undertaking exercises its prerogative
and maintaÍns a high price level . or if it
ttcornerstt a commodity against other manufacturers or
against the community, or employs any other vicious device
which is against the public well-being, control must be
exercised and it must be effective control. Further, if
a monopolistic underLaking has reached that economic
position where the commodity it produces or over which
it has po\^/er is indispensable to the life of the community,
that monopolistic undertakíng musE be taken over by the
state in the interests cf the ccmmunity. The one
essential factor is . that Ëhe power of exploitation,
the power of unwise direction of our resources must be
taken out of fþe hands of those whose primary concern is
private gain. rb

Lord Nathan forcefully expressed another viewpoint when he said:

The regÍme of competitive enterprise is on its death-bed, not
because of government interference but because of the concen-
tration of manufacturing po\,zer in the unconËrolled hands of a
few and because of the rigging and closing of open markets by
irresponsible monopolists. Right and Left are alike alarmed
and dismayed by Ëhe surreptitious disappearance of the safe-
guards and sanctions of the o1d system of competitive enter-
prise, without its replacemerit by any conscious regime of

16--Forty-Third Annual Conference of the Labour party, London,
L944, p. L62"
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public direction and supervísion in the publíc interest.
" i¡Ihat r ask is not that the pages of hÍstory be turned

back, but that all steps sha11 be taken, on behalf of the
community to prevent the abuse of the povTer which is thereby
gíven to the rrover-mightly" subjecEs in our midst.17

Even such a moderate socialist as Herbert Morrison has put it in
this way:

. the only genuinely satisfactory coLrrse in some of
these instances of monopoly is to sociarize them and,
I would add, to run them on Ëhe lines of a public corpor_
ation. fn other cases we may be 1ed to find methods ;feffectíve management and operation in the public interest
without sociaLizing the whore undertaking, at any rate atthe outset. . But . the right thing to do in someof these cases^may be to enforce competition by legal
change.. .18

Aneurin Bevan, speaking for the government in a fulr-dress debate

on economic polícy, condemned combinations. He said:

üle are not against the unífication of the basic industries
. but we desire to see unificat.ion brought under publiccontrol because we know very werl that, if tirese cartà1

arrangements whích are being made . are under privatecontrol, they wí1-1- not be used for the pubric benefíi. . .i-9

The conservative Reform Committee declared that what Britain needs

. is expansion upon a scare comparable to that whicrrtook place . during the Industrial Revolution.
No individual or secEional efforts will avail unless
successive governments keep the goal constantly before
the eyes of the people, wage relentless war agaínst anti_

l7Pat1ia*entary 
Debates (Hansard), House of Lords, 5th series,CoI. 694, March 1, L945.

1R

1^//\.-Herbert^Morrison,@,(NewYork,Knopf,Ly++): PP. / L- /¿.
l9Prtlia*entary 

Debates (Hansard), House of cornrnons, 5th series,June 15, 7945, Co1s. 7L9-20.
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socÍal policies of restrictíon and províde an enterprising
direction of our economic strategy. . As if by- seconãnatlrre' our industries are looking to Ëhe refurbishing oftrade associat.ions and príce fixing arrangements in case
the worst befalls . these activities can be most
inimical to expansion, and at the present time the emphasis
should be far more on the restoration of competition ihanon the fortification of controls.20

trIe can see then that neither the conservatíve progranme nor that of
the British Labour party promised much to free enterprise. Only

the diminishing LÍberal party openry espouses the vÍrtues of free

trade, free markets, and free competition. The party stated its
posiEion that:

Things are best made where they are most easily and cheaplymade. All restraints on trade, whether by cartel, interl -

natíonal agreement or the erectíon of trade barriers aren1
UAU.

rt is clear then that those who fear concentrated power and love

individual liberty are predominantly exponents of an economic system

that depends mainly on decentralízec controls exercisecl impersonaliy

through compeLitive markets.

PUBLIC OPINION AND OFFTCIAL REPORTS

In the very early part of the modern industrial era there was

strong hostility towards monopolies, and the law reflected this
general attÍtude. Graduarry, however, the strength of opposition

20'̂toors tor the Next Job.
%, Tory Reform CommÍttee, (London,

Publications, L945).

2t,,rh. six points of

Europa

Líberalismr', a political leafler, L945.
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diminished. This came about partly through changes in the structure
of índustry and partly through experience of the socÍar consequences

of unrestricted competition' rt is probabry correct to say that in
1914 private monopoly was still regarded with suspicÍon and Ehat
competition v/as considered as the general rule which should govern
industrial enterprise. rmmediately after the end of the FÍrst l,riorld
i¡Iar hostility towards monopory increased, as it was held to be one

of the causes of high prices.

The problem of food prices r¡7as closely examined by a committee.
ïts members showed some dífferences of opinion with regard to trre
urgency of the problem. They were not prepared to level any general
charge against large undertakings of abusing their por.^iers. They
sarü economíes as well as dangers in amalgamations. yet in the more

conservative report, they concluded:

It seems Ëo ijs that ihe time has come to equip some bodywÍth power to deal wíth monopolies, trusts'and combineswhich charge und-ulV high prÍces for the services theyrender to the public or suppress competÍtion merely Ínorder to maintain or 
"*p"rrã- 

their profits. ïtie doubtwhether public apprehenãion will be seE aL rest untÍlthe state has armed itself with the necessary pov/ers todeal wirh anri-social acrions ty *o"opoii;;;'trusrs andcombines.22

But the dangers lrere not, they thought, confined to
díscriminating legislation agaÍnsr persons in these

their opinion undesirable. On their recommendation

created ín L925 a Food Council charged with the cluty

food prices, and

trades was in

there was

of watchÍng

22R"port of the Royal commissíon on Food prices, (HMS.) , rg24.
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food príces. rt was given no povTers of enforcing the disclosure of

information, and no sanctions to compel a firm to comply with the

directions. rt could merely lay before the president of the Board

of Trade information where a firm or industry refused to obey its

behest. That it has not been able in the absence of statutory

po\^7ers to achieve much may reasonably be inferred from the r¿ords of

Mr. I¡'I . Graham, then President of the Board of Trade, when introducing

the abortive consumers' council 8i11, whích perished with the

collapse of the Labour Government in 1931.

The Food council have made many important ínquiries and to
some extent they have made their wishes prevail, but there
have been important fields in which Ëhey have not succeeded,
and f trust Lhat I sha11 be able to show thaE non-success
has been clearly traceable t.o the absence in part of the
statutory basis and the statutory poi^iers for get.ting infor-
mation, and I propose to go beyond that and show that it
has been partly due to the absence of sanctions in trying
to make fair príces prevail.23

DurÍng the inter-wâr ;rs¿¡s a number cf. cffLcial enquiries were

conducted ínto the structure and performance of British industry.

rt is worthwhile to examine the reports of the more important

committees. They provided a useful mirror of public opinion and

in certaÍn instances they were instrumental in shaping public

attitudes towards the issues upon which they were instructed to

report. Public hostility towards suspected war-time profiteering

on the part of organized industries, and fears at the rapid expansion

^ç -^ ^È-; ^!-',.^ ^or resrrl-cE.t-ve agreements, undoubtedly influenced the governrnent.

ôô--Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), House of commons, 1930-31
Ses sion.
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rn its report, the committee on commercial and rndustrial
Policy stated categorícally that:

. there is of course a real danger that consolídationand combination may not only tend tã ¿iminish thatindividuat initiative and enterprise Ëo which the progressof British manufacture and industry has been largely due,but may also be carried to a point at which ít becomesinimical to the general interests of the country as awhole. . . .24

They emphasized that:

. there are obvious dangers that in order to securetheir position they may have recourse to undesirablepractices and arso be used to expl0Ít the needs of thegeneral community.25

The committee concruded that some means should be devised for
securing to a responsible government department adequate information
as to any combination that may be formed. They warned, however,

that government intervention in the control of the operations of
combinations should be carefulry restrícted to cases where they can

be clearly shown to be inímical to the national interest.
Another important comrnittee reported Ín 1919 and it echoed

the findings of the earlier commíttee. rn a reporr prepared by the
Secretary of the Committee, he said:

. there are few corners of British industry in whichsome kind of trade association is rì.ot to be found, andsome of them can show a thoroughness of organízaLion noi

)tt- 
d lndustrialPolicv Aftë-r the i.rlar,

25*. ..rÞr_d. , para . L72 .
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easily surpassed. Lrrhat is notable among British consoli-
datíons and assocíations is not their rarity or weakness
so much as their unobtrusiveness. There is not much display
in the window, but there is a good selection inside.26

The Secretary went on to say:

. as to the extent to which concerted control has ousted
competition as a rulÍng factor in the determinatíon of price
and output, and in Ehe evolution of trade and industry, it
is impossible to speak with any exactitude. Associations
concerned with the regulation of price or output, or both
are to be found in almost every branch of British industry.2T

A matter of concern r¡/as the development of ila series of industrial

monarchies or republics, enjoying a sovereignty of their orvn as

regards the amount they will allow to be produced and the prices

at which they will sell within (their) . . realm,,.2B

concluding, the commitËee recommended that,. . . it would be

desírable to Ínstitute in the united Kingdom machínery for the

investígation of the operation of monopolies, trusts, and combir,"".,,29

TÈ i - i--^--L-_ir Is lmportani co bear i-n minci that in the Addendum to the Report.,

three connnissioners (Ernest Bevin, H"tr{. I^latkins and sidney l^iebb)

argued that they have signed the Report because they could not find

anything to disagree with in the recommendations. However, they

thought that the recommendations did not adequately express the

gravÍty of the situation, and that the proposals fell far short of

¿o^Report of Cormnittee on Trusts (1919), HMSO, Cmd. 9236, p. L7.

tu-lÞ.ig. , p. 20ì emphasis added.
27Tbid., p. 20.

)a
lDrcl ., para L2.
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what will be necessary to safeguard the publíc inËerest. Thev

advocated "direct actionr'.

rt was not until L929 that another major committee reported

on monopolies and restrictive practices. The Balfour committ..30

confirmed the factual conclusions of earlier inquirÍes. ft demon-

strated in an impressive mannel: the strong tendency towards an

increase both in the size of the average industrial unit and towards

the association of legally independent units. The committee noted

that such developments r,,iere not limited to producers; they were

equally common within the distríbutive trades. rn conclusion. the

Commíttee said:

On the whole, and on balance, we feel that, in the circum_
stances of the present Índustrial situation, the case for
immediate legislation for the restraint of such abuses as
may resurt from combinatíon car'fiot be said to be an urgent
one. should, however, undesirable features develop in the
future to the detriment of the general public, we recon¡mend
fhsl- cnr¡ cnf-i nn }-t' rL,^ ^ç^r-Lr¡sL a!'J éLL¿uri. iry L'e sE.aEe by Way Of inquiry and publicity
should be (followed).31

summarisirì.g, \¡re can see then that the earlier committees,

particularly the committee on Trusts, \^7as prepared for a more radical
change in public policy towards market dominance. The committee

recommended the establishment of a tribunal similar to those exísting

in North America. The Balfour Committee, however, retreated from

this position. rt reried heavily upon publicity as a public safeguard

against abuse of economic power. No doubt the deteriorating economic

{t I""conrmittee on rndusrry and Trade (Lgzg) HMSO, cmd. 32g2
a', 

-..-
--Ib!9., para 191. Emphasis added.
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climate influenced the Balfour CommiËtee into adopting a more

ma1leable attitude towards market dominance than those of earlier

committees of inquiry.

TNFORMED OP]NION ABOUT MONOPOLIES AND RNSTRICTIVE PRACTICES

The opinions of the economists must have played some signifi-

cant part ín strengthening the views which condemned monopoly. rn

the míd-nineteen-forties a distinct change of tone could be seen.

Professor A. G. B. Fisher32 q.rot.d !üith approval the words of Ropke

that "a monopolist ís not only socially intolerable; it consËitutes

a jamming of the economic process and a drag on aggregate produc-
ô1

tivityrr.-' Professor John Jewkes, a few years later, wriËing also

for the general public, casLigated monopoly as 'anti-socíal" and

rrinefficientrì, alleging Lhat monopoly was extensíve in both the

public a-nd prir.rate sectors of the eccnomy, and cited amongst his

list of monopolies one "peculiarly revoltingrr example of economic

exploítation by price rings which were said to cover almost everv

material used in building.34 Professor victor Morgan r^7rote Ín even

1t"-fn his Economic Pr.o_gress_and So.cial SecuritJ, a work
intended to influence public opinion.

33qr-rotrtion from Ropke, Due Gesellsqhaftkrisis, (1942), p. 359.

34¡. Jurkes, Or4eqt- by. planni-ng, (London , Lg4B), p. 31.
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stronger terms stating that monopoly was the enemy of dynamic

efficÍency and that the extent to which monopoly had been permitted

to permeate the BrÍtish economy in the past \,ias the chief reason

why Brítish industry had faí1ed to hold its own in world *"rket".35

rt is true that within the British economy before 1948

monopolies and restrictive practíces had been able to develop and

thrive. The position of the single-firm monopoly was strengthened

by the legal protectíon afforded to inventions and improvements by

the Patent Acts. Not until 1948, however, did any government take

action to institute any system of monopolistic control. rn part

this may be attributed to the depressed condÍtíons of Britainr s

trade during much of this period and the consequent fears of uncon-

trolled competition. rt must also be in part attributed to the

deep-rooted belief that beneficial control could not be based on

an)z s\,Jeeping general-izaticns regarding competition ancl monopoiy.

There r,17as no basis in British thought for any anti-trust legislatíon

following the American pattern; no dogmatíc belief in laissez-f.aíre

or free unrestricted competition. A1l that seemed to exist rras a

conviction that potentially dangerous situations should be investi-
gated and dealt wíth, not in the light of any dogmas r¿hich might

exist, but according to the merits of each particular case.

35n. v. Morgan, The co.nquest of-unemployment, (London, r94B),p. L41.



CHAPTER IV

EVOLUTION OF LEGISLATION

IMMED]ATE BACKGROUND TO LEGISLATION

Legislation in England dating from the Magna Carta laid down

that all monopolies wiLhout exception, even those granted by the

kings, \Árere considered contrary to the 1aw, because they restricted

the freedom of tbe individual.l Hor¿ever. the enforcement of the

laws of monopoly, partícularly in the nÍneteenth century \^rere so

flexible that it can be said that in practice there vTere no

effective laws against monopolies any longer. However, tl-re first

indicatÍon that actíon \^¡as to be taken in modern times to strenEthen

the laws against monopolíes and restrictive practices \ùas noticeable

-'- Ll^^ rtui !^ D^- F--1 ^--^-L ñ^1 , ^--2 ^---a -' -r-^ r L-- Li- ^ ^- -1 : L.l-!r Lile Wnate rAPer- ori -e,mPj-OJ/-TneIlt .rOil-c)¡ PuDr_rSlleG D)¡ Eile UOAj.I-ClOfi.

GovernmenL ín L944. In an illuminating passage the government stated

that in the post-war world, boLh employees and employers would have

to abandon restrictive practices ín order to create an expansionist

economy and full emplo1.rnent, and contiriued:

Employers, too, must seek in larger output rather than
higher prÍces and re\^/ard of enterpríse and good management.
There has in recent years been a growing tendency towards
combines and towards agreements, both national and inter-

I-R. O. I^Iilberforce and others, Th.e Law of Restríctive Trade
Practices and Monopolies, (London, 1957), p. 114.

,-Irlhite Paper on Employmenr Policy, (HMSO, L944), Cmd. 6527.
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national to divide markets and Ëo fix conditions of sale.
such agreements or combines do not necessarily operate
against the public interest; but the poTrer to do so is
there. The government will therefore seek power co
inform themselves of the extent and effect of restrictive
agreements, and of the activities of combínes; and to take
appropriate action to check practices which may bring
advantages to sectional producing interests but work to
the detriment of the country as a whole.J

one must bear ín mínd that the war had fostered the growth of new

associations and consolidated the position of those ín existence.

rn addition, the government had taken steps in many industries to

concentrate and rationalize production and distributíon in accordance

with war-time requirements. This reorganization of industry initiated

in 1941 was, as the President of the Board of Trade emphasized, a

policy dictated by necessity and not Eo be regarded as part of a

peïmanent system for the posE-T,rar period.4 HornTever, tne 1944 I^Ihite

Paper (cmd. 6527) r^7as an ar^Tareness of the problem of monopolies and

resLrictive practices raihe:: -uhai-r alr.y agreement within the governmenE

on the methods of dealing with it.

MONOPOLY AND RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES
(INQUIRY AND CONTROL) BILL, L948

rn presenting this bill to parliament, Mr. Harold üIilson, then

President of the Board of Trade, stated the reasons why the government

3_...tDro., para 54.

h'Statement in the House of Commons, 27 Vtarcih, L94L.
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thought that action should be taken. The governnent, he argued,

believed that the nation could no longer afford the restríctive

practices which had grown up in industry in the inË.er-war years.

He continued:

our industries instead of taking their merchant adventurer
spirit Ínto the markets of the world, went in for the
apparently easier and safer, but ultimately more disastrous
polícy of restricting supply, price fixing, t'feather-becldingr',
and reliance on a safe, protected home market.)

The government's case for the Bill rested on three major factors.

First, the great growth of monopolies and restrictive practices

(especially during the present century), secondly, the powers that

monopolies or restrictive arrangements may have Èo inflict damage

on the economy of the country, or to hold the consumer to ransom,

and thirdly, Ít was believed that there was a necessitv to find

out the facts and see whether the powers possessed by monopolies

tafêTê aî l. rrs'1 l¡¡ ltaino rrco¡l in on onf i-ô^^-í -1 ".-,- ^-f, --L^-^^ !L-'- iuçiri¿5 uÞËu iri dLL dLLLL-UUUIäi \¡/äy) AiiU Wiiej_e Lnj-S l_S

so, whaL appropriate action or actions should be taken to stop

these evil practices.

The government. believed that combines operate against the public

interest when they charge excessive prices to the public, and dis-

críminate against consumers and traders. Even in the international

field, ít was argued, monopolies have the power to do evil, not

only to a síngle nation, but to the trading interests of the world

L948.

q-Parliamentary Debat.es (Hansard), House of Commons, 22 ApríL,
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as \^/e11. This they can do by reducing and limiting the flow of

world trade and thereby prevent free movement of goods (and

services) across national frontiers. A monopoly, argued the

governmenË, \^7as neither good nor bad in itself, but iË has the

por4ier to be either good or bad. so, an attempt mLrst be made to

separate the good from the bad. Monopolies which were derived

under patent rights, the government believed, were generally used

in the public interest. rt was believed thaË one can no longer

rely on the old-tirne common law to protect the public or the ordinary

trader against restrictive pi:actices. The force of Ëhat concept

had been seriously weakened. rnterestingry enough, it was pointed

out that a contract ín resEraint of trade r^ras not even illegaL at

common law; it may merely be void in the sense that no court will

enforce an actÍon agaÍnst a party who breaks it.

Because of the unsatisfactcry stâte of the la-rv- the governmerrt

had to introduce specific and new legislation to deal with the problem.

That is why this BÍ11 provides us with eyes and ears, and
a fairly lengthy nose; but it goes further than that, and
provides a pretty effectíve set of teeth as well.6

The government exempted from the purview of thÍs legislation

the monopolÍes that were created or sanctioned by staEutes, as well

as restrictíve practices on the part of trade unions. Also exempted

r¡rere monopolies of services. But all other prívate monopolíes r,,zere

to be brought to the searchlight of publíc inquiry and und.er the

oHarold trrÏilson, Ibid. , 22 ApríL, Lg4B,
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On examinatíon, however, he conËinued, it would not be difficult to

find that they stood for different and probably contradíctory thíngs

in many respects. Because of this diffículty, a clause was inserted

in the Bill giving directives to the Monopolíes Commission (when

established) on broad matters whÍch it should take into consideration

when examining monopolistic and restrictive practices. In conse-

quence, the },linister merely mentioned the points which he thought

out to be taken into account, namely the requiremenEs of the export

market, seeing tl-rat the consumer got more of the goods he wants,

more cheaply, the best use of national resoLrrces, freedom under the

law to enter any chosen trade, the encouragement of investment and

enterprise, and the location of indusËry where it was economically

and socially desirable.

Therefore, the ultimate powet: to act against monopoly or

resirictive practices t:esteci with Ehe House of Commons, ancÍ in the

last resort, Parliament \^/as to be the final authority on matters

relating to the public interest. Thus, although it was to be the

duty of the Monopolies Commission to reporË impartially and objec-

tively, and although this impartial opinion would be of greaL value

to the House and the countt:y, such reports \,rere to be in no way

binding on the government or Parliament.

The debate on the Bill was opened

Davíd Mæ<well-Fyfe, and ire stressed the

both sídes could unite lras one whích his

in ruhich the government said:

for the Opposition by Sir

fact that one point on which

Party supported earlier,
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possibility of public control. The governmerlt believed that publicity

will operate in the majority of cases to cause a monopoly or association

whích was acting against the public interest to change its habíts" But

one should not rely wholly on this form of sanction; po\^rer musË be

taken not only to expose but also to put an end to practices which

may be harmful to the public interest. Mr. lüilson, during the course

of Lhe debate, quoted with approval a statement puË ont by the

Conservative Party on monopolies and restrictive practices. The

Conservative Party statement said that their legislation would

" exclude agreements dealing with wages, housing and
conditions of employment. These are excluded not because
restrictive labour practices are unimportant, buL because
they cannot be appropriately dealt \^7iLh by the same methods
of l-egislation as restrictive business practices.

The statement continued:

The ConservaEive Party . . " wish to see both types dealt
with together by methods appropriate to each type./

Mr. trrlil-son pointed out that the goverrrment agreed this statement.

An interesting situatíon arose in the course of the debate when

Lhe government publicly admitted that they could not find a tegal

definition of whaE may be regarded as the 'public interest.r.

Herbert Morrison, then Lord President of the Council, wÍndíng up

for the goverriment said the term 'public interest' \n/as exceedíngly

difficult to define. He contended thaË all members, whatever their

political label, would say that they stood for the public interest.

t^' Conservat.Íve ParEy Election Manifesüo, L945"
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Success demands effort and, even more, a constructive and
flexible approach by both sides of industry to the problem
of production. There is now no place for industrial arrange-
ments which restrict production prices or employment. Such
regulations and traditions grehr up as a means of protecting
those engaged in industry from Ehe effects of a shortage of
work and of empty order books. But now there is no such
shortage, nor need there ever be under a polícy of full
employment. S

The víews of the Conservative Opposition, already formulated Ln 1944

arrð 1945, were Ín general agreement with the aims of the government.

Both main partíes believed that the American approach of condemning

monopolies and declaring them illegal as reflected in the Sherman

Anti-Trust Act 1890, and subsequent American legislation, \,,lere inap-

propriate and that careful and objective investigation should

precede any steps to control monopoly and restrÍctive arrangements.

The differences of opinion among the polirical parties were of emphasis

lather than of princíple.9 Thus the Conservative view was that few

practices were universaiiy baci an<i that they must be examined withín

their particular contexts before any firm judgment could be reached,

and that publícity alone would bring about an improvement in the

rnajority of cases where harmful practices were discovered. In the

case of the remaining practices, the Opposition thoughf that actÍon

should be by legíslating against pract.ices rather than selected

8E"o:rS*i" S"rr"y fot lry, A Report published by the Government.

o'this point \¡ras properly discussed in The E"org_Þ! of April 10,
L948, pp. 574-5. Article titled, 'rOffensive ngilnst l"l"nopoly".
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individuals. There r,^ras opposiËion to the críteria of the control

of one-third of the supply of a commodity as the basis for proceeding

with an investigat.ion under the BÍ11. The poínt LhaE nationalized

índustries and other statutory monopolies should not come within

the purview of the Act was merely a debatÍng point designed to

stress the fact that other monopolíes and other restrictive practices

existed and warranted close at.tention.

I^lhile the government supporters emphasized the potential harm

whÍch monopolíes and restríctive arrangements vzere capable of doing,

the opposition stressed the advantages which may accrue Ëo society

from monopolies. Sir David Maxwell-Fyfe, however, concluded by

saying:

Improved production is a national task. InIe agree it is
possible that there may be hindrances t.o production through
monopoly or restrictive practices, and that therefore they
must be inquired into. Inie agree that the method of inquíry
shoul-d be used. i beLieve that if we approach this matter
animated by the desire to improve industry and production,
we sha1l be able to find, by common effort, a BritÍsh method
to deal wi th thi s sub 'iect . . . 10

It must be noted that support for the new legislation rested upon

a considerable accumulatíon of opinion, informed or otherwise,

relating to particular situations. This was Íllustrated by the

numerous examples of monopolies and restrictive practices which

members mentÍoned in the course of the debate.

1o./,9

l0Prr1iu*entary Debates (Hansard), House of Commons, 22 ÃpríL,
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However, before and during the consideration of the Monopolies

Bill in Parliament, informed criticisms directed against the new

measures appeared in the newspapers and weeklies

was that

One criticism

the powers retaÍned by the Board of Trade are too great forthe commission to be called índependent. on the other hand-the Bill suffers from very severe lÍmitations on its scope.
Anything to do with wages or labour ís specifically andcarefully excluded. This is quite indefensible; is there
any reason why the facts of restrict.ive trade union
practices should not be ascertained? rt would also seem
Ëo follow from the wordÍng of the Bill that nationalízed
industries would be outside its scope, however much
restriction they may practice. A1so, apparently, all
service industries are excluded.11

The Journal continued by asking:

rndeed is competition itself Ín the public interest? Thebest of Bílls cannot, in any case, solve the problem of
anti-socíal monopoly overnight or nexL year. The experience
of the united sËates, where opinion and law alíke have always
been solidly opposed to monopoly, is enough to show that
when strong incentives to restrictionism exist there will
always be under-the-counter cieais, ingenious wrÍgglings
through legat loophores, and tacit understandÍngs on which
no injured party can Lay a finger. For business firms
cannot be made efficient, âîy more than men can be made
more honest, by Act of parliament a1one.12

The necessity and the effectiveness of the ne\,r measures v/ere doubted

in the following statement.

All in all, we shall be surprised if the Bill has largeeffects; but it is at least a beginning. The main thingwill be to get the commission sËaffed by p"r"orrs who wantto make the Act work, and not by person" rtto believe that,nine times out of ten, capitalist restrictive practÍces
are thoroughly justifiable. 13

ttIþ. 
EconomisL, April 3,

t"tg., AprÍt 10,

13rhu 
New statesman

1948, p. 536.

p. 575.L948,

and Nation, Apríl 10, 1948, p. 286.
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ADDITIONAL REASONS FOR THE NEW BILL

Apart from the reasons gíven by the government for introducing

Lhe rneasures, other reasons can be found why such measures were

introduced at that time and in such form. The Labour Party (which

\das the party Ín office when the new Act was enacted)

. calls for public supervisíon of monopolies and cartels
with the aim of advancing industrial effÍciency in the servíce
of the nation. Anti-socía1 restrictive practices will be.14DronaDl teo. -

So, in a way, the party was honouring an election pledge. Again,

an illuminating statement was made in the debate by a Labour back-

bencher when he said:

. it follows, therefore, that if we are to give our
people the standard of living they have the right to
enjoy, we have to take steps to see ÈhaE the 80 per cent
(ttrat part of British industry ín prívate hands) are not
allowed to use their economic po\^rer as ruthlessly in the
future as some of it has been used in the past. To me
this is a moral íssue" I do not believe that it is right
.ts1^^+ ^--. ^€ -^'^ ^L^..1 .] L^..^ ^.-^L ^^^-^-i ^LLL4L øLLJ Vrrs l[4rr Wr ó!UUy V! trrçtt ùtIUU!U tIdVE ÞUUtI ELUtlullt!ç

pov;er that they can, as and when it suits their purpose,
and profits, impose unemployment upon any section of the
community; in other words, they ougÞt not t.o have the power
to say that men shall live or die.r5

The view may not necessarily be the view of the government, but it

is highly unlikely that a socialist government would be unsympathetic

to this statement.

-L abour Party Electíon lutanif esto (Platforn) , L945.

15tutr. Fernyhough, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), House of
Commons, 22 ApríL, 1948, Cols. 2075. Emphasis added.
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Another reason which may have induced the government to take

action was the information which was in theÍr possession about

monopolíes--especialLy the reports of the varíous inter-war Commissions.

A commiat."16 which reported in 1918 saíd:

. it should be a legislative requirement that all
international combinations and agreements to which British
companies or firms are parties, made for the regulation
of the prices of goods or services, or for the delimitation
^Ç -^-1.^s^v! ,,!4!NçLÞ) should be registered at the Board of Trade with
a statement of the parties thereto and of the general nature
and object of the agreement.lT

That Committee further recorffnended that the Board of Trade should be

given povJer Ëo call upon combines to furnish sucl-r information as

it requíred. Another report in 1919 stated that

in every important branch of índustry in the United
Kingdorn (there ís) an increasing tendency to the formation
of trade assocíatÍons and combinaEions having for their
purpose- lhe restriction of competition and the control of
prices. rö

T t conti nued:

Ehe production of chemicals in this country is almost
wholly Ín the hands of two great consolidations. In soap,
tobacco, wallpaper, salt, cement and in the textile trades
Ëhere are po\^ierful combinations or consolidations of one or
other kind which are in a position effectively to control
output and prices.19

16rir*r n.port-or tr,u c
Poli_gy AfËer the I¡Iar (1918), HMSO, Cmd. 9035.

17-' Ibid. , para 189 .

1R-"Report of Committes o (1919), HMSO, Cmd. 9236
Emphasis added.

1q
ID]-O.
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That Committee recormnended that it would be desirable to institute

in the United Kingdom machinery for the investigation of monopolies,

trusts and combÍnes. In a minority report signed by Sidney ialebb

and Ernest Bevín among others, it was stated that free competition

no longer governed the business world. "tr{e need to lift the stone

of monopoly so that we can see what lies beneath it,"20 they argued.

ff some features of the legislation for the control of monopoly

appeared weak or timid, it cannot be attributed to any general lack

of determinatÍon or to any feeling of insecuríty on the government's

part. Neither can ít be said that the issues involved were novel;

they were issues which had been frequently discussed over a long

perÍod, and actíve measures had already been taken in a number of

other countries. One can say then that the approach adopËed \,'7as

chosen only because there appeared Eo be no more satisfactory alter-

native.

MONOPOLIES AND RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES
COMMTSSION B]LL, 1953

The 1953 Bill was not a major reform in the system of the law

relating to monopolies. The measure \,/as presented to Parliament

by a Conservative Government and they were not prePared to abandon

the rrempiricalr' and I'pragmatict! approach to monopolies which had

20_. .--Ibíd., addendum attached to the Report.
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been laid down and agreed by the major partÍes in the original Act.

Mr. Peter Thorneycroft (President of the Board of Trade) introduced

the measure principally to alter the structure and the constitution

of the Monopolies cormnissíon. fn the period between 1948 and 1953,

thirteen specific references and one general reference had been made

to the Commission and Ít had reported only on "i*.21
The government became convinced Ëhat the machinerv of the

commission should be overhauled so that more reports could be

produced. To achieve Lhis aím, the Bill authorized the government

to increase the number of commissioners up to tvTenty-five and

provÍsion was made for a minímum of five persons to serve in a group.

rn other words, five groups could sit simultaneously. Many members

who spoke during the consíderation of the Bill were dissatisfied at

the slow speed at which the Commission r/ras operating and therefore

wel-comed the measures pr:opose,ì by iire government. äowever, it is

interesting to note that the Labour party (now the opposition) which

enacted the principal Act also welcomed this move but made suggestions

which at that time appeared revolutionary.

. r^7e on this side of the House do not thÍnk that the
case-by-case approach is adequate Lo deal wiLh the problems
of monopoly in British industry. There are, obviously,
other general practices--collective boycoLts, restriction
of entry, stop-lists, and so on--calling for outright banning
throughout the rarlge of BritÍsh industry, and not merely
case-by-case as a result of particular reports of the
Monopolies Commiss Lor-.22

21--Ann"al neport of tn , L954.
))--Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), House of commons, July 10,

1953. Mr. Harold L{ílson, opening the debate for the opposition.
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The Bill's princípal aim, then, lÌas to íncrease the size of the

Monopolies Commission from ten to túlenty-fÍve members and to emporùer

it to work in groups of five. This would make it possÍble for more

industries to be investigated concurrently. At the same time, the

position of the commission's chaírman and his two deputies were

enhanced--in terms of status and salary. one can conclude, there-

fore, that the 1953 Act \,ùas an improvement in the machinery for

dealing with monopolies, and not an advance ín prin"ipl".23

RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES B]LL. 1956

The Monopolies and Restríctive Practices Commission made t\^7entv

reports on specific índustrÍes, and a general report on collective

discrimÍnation before it underwent a major alteration as a result

of the legislation of 19s6.24 The individual industries surveyed

r,ô--'^J -'* ÈL^i-- 1-..,,vdiicu iii LirËij_ stt:úctúre, buL each was ciominaied by a tracie asso_

ciation or a monopoly firm. of the twenty reports published by

the time of the 1956 Act, only three had found the main restrictive

agreements in the industry to be in the public irrt.re"t.25

Because of the prevailing mood in industry and in the public

mind, the need arose for a strengthening of the laws. Even when

¿J The Economist. July 18, 1953, p. 155.

24Figures compÍled from an examination of the reports of the
Monopolies Commission.

2\--This poínt can be clarified by an examÍnation of the Reports.
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the 1948 law was being enacted, there r¡rere many who felt that a

stronger law v¡as needed. Their point of view was reinforced by

the Lloyd Jacob committee26 rhÍ"h had been set up in L947 and which

reporËed Ln 1949. The Commíttee found that

producers are not . entitled to use resale price
maintenance to obstruct the development of particular
methods of trading, to impede distribution by another
manufacturer of compeËitive goods or to depríve the
public of the benefits of improvements ín distribution.
Public policy requires adequate distribution of goods

with provision for such price reductions as are justified
by low-cost distribution or by regular^go1ícy of distri-
buting surplus profit to the consumer.¿/

It \^7ent on to recommend that

. steps be taken to render illegal tire application of
sanctions which extend beyond the remedies open to an
índividual producer for^any breach of resale príce
maintenance condiLions. zö

fn other words, it recommended thaE all forms of collective enforce-

ment of resale price maintenance be made illegal. rn June L95l a
?o

white Paper" announced that the Labour Government intended to

implement the Lloyd Jacob Report, and to limit the power of

manufacturers in individual resale pricing to the naming of the

maximum price which may be charged. consequently, there arose a

?6--Report of tþe Committee on Resale price Maintenancs, June,
L949, HMSO, Cmd. 7696.

27_, .-' Ibid. , para L64.

2B_, ..--lbi!., para L67.

)a--A Statemelrt ori Resale price Maintenance (HMSO, June 1951),
C*¿. gZZ
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gro\,,7ing feeling of uneasiness about resale practices, the slowness

of the Commissionts operations, and the anti-competitive behaviour

revealed in its reports. The 1953 Act proved a temporary measure,

for dissatisfactíon with the workine of the Commíssion did not

ji 
^ ^^^^ ^-urÞ4Pt/e4!.

The in¡mediate cause of the 1956 Act was the Collective

Discrimination Report published in June, 1955, when the Commission

in a majority report recornmended the prohibition of prac.tices which

r^rere considered to be against the public interest. The measures

proposed in the Bill involved a fundamental constitutional change

j-n the method of judging monopolies, that is, the dividÍng of the

responsibility between the executive and the judiciary. It also

involved the abolitíon of collective price maintenance. Henceforth,

ít was to be presumed, argued the goverrment, that monopolies and

resirietive practices were against the pubiic interest, anci certain

criteria were laíd down where exceptions could be made" The onus

of proving that some practices r¡7ere not against the public interest

rested on those who wíshed to keep them. The circumstances under

which exceptions could be claimed were the following: (they are

popularly referred to as the rtgateways") -

(a) where it can be shown that safety is involved;

(b) where it Ís sho\,rn that the removal of the arrangemerit

would deny a specific and substantial benefit to consumers;

(.) where it is necessary for protectíon against a competing

ri nq'
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(d) T¡rhere it is found to be necessary for dealing with a

monopoly buyer or a monopoly se1ler;

(e) where the industry ís being deliberately contracLed with

the approval and wholehearted support of the governmenË of the day;

(f) where serious and persísterit unemployment would follow

"in an areatr or harm the export trade of the nation, and

(g) Ín other matters which appear reasonable to the courts.

The governmentts case r,ras summarízed by Mr. Thorneycroft when

he saíd the following about the proposals. The intention was:

First, public registration of a wide range of restrictive
practices. Secondly, a judicial solution by setting up a
court with the status of the High Court. Thírdly, the
laying down of the criteria upon which the judgment is to
be based. Fourthly, the placing of the onus fairly and
squarely on the industry concerned. Fifthly, a ban on the
collective enforcement of resale price maintenance and a
new method, through the public and ordinary courts, of
enforcing individual price maintenance. Síxthly, the
reconstÍtution of the Monopolíes Commission upon a smaller
and mo-re conpaci basís io deai partícuiariy with singie-firm
monopolies and agreements dealíng purely wÍth the exporL
tradä .30

ft ís important to riote that the Labour Party, the offícial opposition

voted against this 8i11. They did so not because they disagreed with

the measures, but because it did not go fat enough. They were

opposed not to whaL the Bill contained, but to what it did not

contain. Another major overhaul of legíslation did not take place

until 1964 when the Resale Prices Act was enacted. and this we shall

now consider.

?oyre s r_ cent
(Hansard), House

of the Board of Trade,
of Commons, 6Ëh March,

Parliamentary Debates,
1956.
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RESALE PRTCES BILL, L964

The purpose of thís Bill vras the prohibitíon of resale price

maintenance except where exemptíon could be granted by the Restríctive

Practices Court. Resale price maintenance is the practice where a

manufacturer determines the price at which the wholesaler or retailer,

or both, sells his goods. The government belíeved that the experience

of the 1956 Act had shown conclusivelv that the move from collective

to individual enforcement of agreements made little difference to the

economíc effects of the resale price maintaining system. In 1958,

the Cohen Committee3l drur attention to the anomally and suggested a

reconsíderation of the 1aw. This gave the government an opportunity

to undertake an extensive fact-finding inquiry.

Thís Bill made it unLawful for any supplier to fix a minimum

resale price. This general prohibition, however, \^7as accompanied

by an exemption proceciure which aiioweci arguments in support oÍ

resale pricing to be considered. Borrowing from the 1956 Act

(considered above) the government presumed resale pricing to be

agaínst the public interest except \,ihere it can be proved to be

otherwise. Perhaps one should take this opportunity to poínt out

that whereas resale price maintenance hTas to be presumed to be against

the public interest unless those practising it proved that it was not,

when it came to single monopolies, the law presumed that it was in

the public interest unless a publíc authority (Monopolies Commission)

3lrh. Council on Prices, Productivity and Incomes, 1958.
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proved that. it was not" This apparent contradiction in the laws

dealing with monopolies and restrictive arrangemenËs \nlas explaÍned

by the government with the argument that mere size r.{as not a bad

thing in itself. But if that size was used to restrict new ideas,

keep up profit margins and eliminate competition, Èhen it became

something which must be dealt with, and that was the duËy of the

Monopolies Commissíon. On the other hand, when r¿e come to practíces

designed to restrict competition or artÍficially to keep up prices,

the Restrictive Trade Practices Act, L956, laid down as a principle

that restrictions of this kind among manufacturers were undesirable

unless, in parË.icular cases, they can be shown before a court to be

a good thíng. That was precisely the principle which the government

followed with regard to resale pricing" For a consíderation of Ëhe

laws relating to mergers we shall proceed to examine the 1965 Act.

MONOPOLIES AND MERGERS BILL. L965

tr{ith the exception of the 1948 principal act which vzas enacted

by a Labour GovernmenË, all subsequent legislatíon considered in

our discussions were introduced by ConservaLive Governments. Hohrever,

the 1965 Mergers Act was the brain-child of Ëhe Labour Government.

According to the government, the Bill v/as part of a comprehensive

prograTnme for streamlining and modernizíng British industry. It

\^7as conceived in the belíef (common to all parties) that neither

monopolies nor mergers were bad in themselves. In many instances,

iË was contended, greater sLze and further amalgamations may be

desirable in the publíc inËerest.
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Nevertheless, the government belÍeved Lhat undesirable

mergers should not be allowed and that they do not possess enough

por^rers to carry the Monopolies Connníssionrs recommendations into

force. inlhen confronted with mergers likely to establish new

monopolies, successive governments have had no por¡rer to do anything

about them, except perhaps to wait until the monopoly was properly

consolidated and then hold a belated inquÍry to decide whether, long

after Ëhe marriage had been consummated, something may be done to

undo what had been dorru.32 The BiIl enlarged the size of the

Monopolies cornrnission (which was reduced by the 1956 Act) and made

provisions for the appoíntment of up to three deputy chaÍrmen. rn

addition, the Connnissíon was given por¡7er to do theÍr work ín grotrps.

The Bill also gave more po\^rer t.o the Board of Trade to act on the

recommendations of the Commission.

The Biii exLencie<i the scope for investÍgations not only to

goods, but to servíces as we1l. The Minister argued that no real

economic distinction could be drawn between goods and services, as

restríctive practices in either can be equally injurious to the

national interest. Once more, restrictive practices by workers r¡/ere

excluded. Also excluded were servíces rendered by statutory

authorÍties. The government moved into new fields in monopolistic

control when they made provision to control mergers and takeovers--

a fÍe1d where they had no por¡rer at aLL in the past. rt, was decided

aa
"-Douglas Jay, President of the Board of Trade, in parliamentary

Debates (Hansard), House of Commons, 29th NIarch, Lg6S.
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that mergers should no longer be examined after the event. rt was

proposed that certain mergers might be held up while a quick inves-

tigation is conducted on it by Ëhe enlarged Conurission. In the

words of the President of the Board of Trade:

tr{e are, of course, not proposing for one moment to ban or
even delay all mergers, but merely Ëo have the power to
subject them to the test of public interest., and to delay
where necessary, and prohibit them where both the Board of
Trade and this House are convinced thaE they would be
against the public interest.33

The government believed there were good as well as bad mergers and

that the probl-em \nras to be able Ëo separate the two. rn other words,

to be able ro prevent undesirable mergers, while at the same t.ime

able to encourage mergers that may be beneficial to the public

interest. Mergers that must be investigated were those whích conËrol

one-third or more of the supply of a product or service, anð.for

those with transfer asseLs of over fíve million pounds" The goverrr-

ment argued that the concentration of economíc power should be

subject to public scrutiny. Newspaper mergers r{ere also to be

investigated, and special assessors may be appointed to the Commission

when considering a future ne'i¡spaper merger. lrle are now only left

with the consideration of the Act which vras enacted in l-966 Lo

assist the reorganization of the structure of British índusErv.

33^Douglas Jay, Ibid
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INDUSTR]AL REORGANIZATION CORPORATION BILL. L966

Like the 1965 Act, it was a Labour Government measure.

Basically the Government \Áias concerned about how to achieve gr:eater

productivity and more competition in British industry. To achíeve

these aims, it was believed that the structure of industry must be

reorganízed, i.e. through the creatíon of an optimum size) that is

that size which is neither unwieldy nor meriaces the consumer through

the danger of monopoly,34 btra which is able to obtain all the

advantages of scale which modern conditions of industry made possible.

The Bill created a Corporation that \¡ias given the power to establish

or develop, promote or assist and development of any industrial
35

eflEerD fa se .

The Corporation would be able to hold shares and interests

in private companíes, and it could use its por,Ters to arrange amalga-

matioi-rs among Britisir induslries. The most substantiai argument

deployed in favour of the Bill was the need for lareer industrial

unÍts. It r,ras al:gued that many of the production uníts of Great

Britain \.dere too small by comparison with the most successful

companíes in international trade, whose operations ï,{eïe often based

on a much larger market. The government remaÍned convinced that

there riTas rro evídence that market forces alone can produce the

strlrctural changes at the pace neqirired to meet the challenge of

1r!-'Michael Stewart, Secretary of State for Economic Affairs,
Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), House of commons, 19 october, 1966.

35sectÍon 2 of tne Industrial ReorganÍzation Act, 1966.
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foreign competition--hence the new measures.

tr{íth the completion of our survey of the evolution of

legislatÍon in post-r¡7ar Britain to control prívate monopolíes,

we sha1l notrv move ahead and consider the applÍcation of such 1aws.



CHAPTER V

APPLICATION OF TTÌE LEGISLATION

THE MONOPOLIES COMI4ISSION IN ACTION

The Monopolies and Restrictíve Practíces (Inquiry and Control)

Act, L948, r,{as an Act accordÍng to its preamble:

To make provision for inquiry into the existence and effects
of, and for dealing with mischiefs resulting from, or arising
in connectÍon with: any conditions of monopoly or restrÍctíon
or other analogous conditions prevailing as respects the
supply of, or the application of any process to, goods,
buildings or structures, or as respects expol:ts.

To carry out this objectÍve, a Monopolies commission \¡¡as created.

The Act placed the Commission under the general supervision of tl-ie

Board of Trade, as the Depai:tment of State most suited to the

supervision of industry and commerce. The Board was also responsible

for the appoÍntment of the Commissioners, taking into consideration

the crÍteria laid down by the Act as to their industrial and pro-

fessional backgrounds.

The government recognized the paramount importance of ensuring

that the commission, from the beginning, should meet with the respect

and general acceptance of índustrialists and the public at large.

This important factor led the government to look for a wide range

of experíence on the part of Ëhe Conrnissioners who were charged with

commencing the inquiries. Perhaps a look at the background of the

commissíoners ín the period L94B-53 will enable us to assess the

extent to which the government succeeded in this task.
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TABLE 2

MEMBERS OF THE COIVMISSION 1948-53

Name Background

l-. Sir A. Carter (Chairman)

2. Professor G. C. Allen
3. c. N. Gal1ie, Esq.

4. I. C, Hi11, Esq.

5. Sir H. L. Saunders

6 . Gordon SLot.t, Esq. , Q. C"

7. The IIon. J. I{edgwood

8. Sir R. Yeabsley

9. F. Granl, 8"q., Q.C"

10. Mrs. J. Robinson

Seconded Civil Servant

Academic EconomÍsc

Trade Union OffÍcial and
Company Director

Industrialist and Company
Director

Seconded Civil Servant

Barris ter
IndusLrialist and

Company Director
Accountant

Barris ter
Academic Economíst

Source: C. K. Rowley, The British luionopoly Commission,
(Allen & Unwin, London, 1966), p. 52.

Breaking down the table, we have two civíl servanÈs (from the

administrative elite of the service, two leading and distinguished

academic economists, two barristers--both of them with enormous

wealth of experience about the legal problems in industry, one

accountant of high repute, a trade uníon official with business

experience and two businessmen of high st.anding. The Hon. Josiah

in/edgwood, in addition, T,vas a Director of the Bank of England, and

a director of one of the leading commercial banks in the count.ry.

One can see then that the calibre of the members was high enough,

and there was little indication that any of Èhe political parties

or the general public were dissatisfíed with the calibre of appoínt-
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ments or vrith the terms of office adopted by the government during

the early period of the Commissionts activities.

SCOPE AND AUTTTOR]TY OF TT{E COMMISSION

Unlike the Amerícan Federal Trade Cormnission, the Monopolies

Commission cannot initiate an inquiry. The Comrnission inquires and

reports upon references íssued by the Board of Trade or other
1

competent authority.- Hornrever, the Board acts as Ëhe co-ordinating
t

department for all government departmentsr- and may refer cases to

the Commission where it appears to tirem that rrcondítions to which
?

the Act applies prevail"." tr{ithin this field, the Board had an

unfettered freedom of choice. The earlv references to the Commission

were selected by the Board to cover a wide range of different types

of allegedly restrictive practices so that the Commissionrs first

reports should enable a consÍderable section of industry to look at

the trading practices in the light of autho::itative judgments. The

Board also wished the CommÍssion to cover several types of industry

in the early years. The intentions of the Board r¡zere best summarized

in this statement:

'As stipulated under the 1948 Act.

'o**" Alix Kilroy, Manchester School.

3section 2 of Lne 1948 Act.

1954, p. 4L.
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The Board's general aim, in choosÍng references from the
large number of possible cases for investigation, ís to
build up a programme of study which will enable the
Commission Eo bring under revier,ù, in the early years of
their work, representative examples of all the common
types of restrictive practices and monopolistic influence
in British industry. Fo:: Ëhe time beÍng, therefore, the
choice is being directed chiefly to subjects which may be
expected to break new ground.+

It is important to n.ole that once the Commíssíon \^/as constítuted,

it rvas left free to determÍne iis o\¡/n procedure of investígation

into alleged restrictive practices in industry.5 The Commission

also had a free hand to choose its own staff, though some officers

\^7ere seconded to it from the Board of Trade. Of fundamental

ímportance ü7as the fact that the Commissíon lùas left free to be

the sole arbiter of what constituEes the public interest, though

ce::tain criteria laid down bv the Act must be taken into consider-

ation. As iË was, the Commission was simply to perform clearly

specifie<i tasics at the behest oi the Boar<i of Tracie, to wirich it

reported on tl'leir completion. It was in its day-to-day work a

virtually independent body free from outside political interference

and unconnected with governmental policíes. In this way it was to

acquire the character and reputation of an impartial tribunal.

4
Annual Report of tlre Board of Trade, 1950, p" 5.

-this was possible because the Act did not contain any
specifíc directíons as to how the Commission should proceed with
the investigation.
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REFERENCBS TO fiTE CO}ß{ISSION

As we have seen, the Commissíon cannot function or oPerate

unless and until a reference has been made to them by the Board of

Trade. Such references I¡7ere of two types. Apart from SecËion 2 of

the 1948 Act under which the Board may refer the conditions ín any

particular industry to the Commission, Ëhe Board may, under Section

15 of the same Act refer to the Comrn-ission general questions relating

Eo the adoption of certain classes of restrictive practices Ín

industry as a whole.

In the ínterests of clarity the tyPes of references may be

surnmarized as follows:

1. Particular Industries

Under SectÍon 2 of r]ne Act of 1948 '

(r) As to the existence of monopoly condítions in that

i nrlrrqi-rr¡

(b) As to the effect of those monopoly conditions on the

publíc interesL, and

(c) As to the effect of certain specified practices ín

that industry on the public interest.

2. Ijrdustry Generally

Under Section 15 of the Act of 1948 -

(d) As to the general effect on the public interest of

practices of a specified "1t"r.6

64" in the Report on Collective Discrimination, (June, Lg55,
IIMSO), Cmd. 9504.
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The key words in Section 15 are "the general effecË on the public

interestrr -- public interest, v/e must remember, was undefined by

the Act.

The selection of subjects for investigaLion was entirely a

matter for the Board of Trade. The críterÍa employed in selecting

specific references in conformity with the Act were described as

'7

follows.' The most important were said to be:

(a) the nature of the industry and the practÍces pursued;

(b) the síze and imporLance of the industry;

(c) the vol-ume of representations made to the Board; and

(d) the possibl-e use of an inquiry as a "pÍlot surveyil to

díSCOVer Whether and What t\rnêe nf frrrt-lra- inqUirieS

inËo similar cases were called for,

The extent to which the Connnlssion's investigations served the

^.Ê +L^ 1O/,Q 
^¡+ 

-í- +tr--^.,.'-^ 1-¡^L+ ^- ^.,-'J^ -^^-^ ^EyuryuÞ9 u¡ LI¡g !/-v nvL r¡! L!r!vwrr!ó !!óIrL vr! 4 !vIuç !êrlós vr

practices and monopolístic situations existing wiLhin Ehe British

economy, and also upon the need for and the possíbility of various

forms of control, can be demonstrated in the following variety of

practices which T¡7as revealed by the Commission.

1. Practices employed to Build Up or
SLrengËhen Monopoly Positions.

(a) Exclusive Dealing and Collective Boycotts

(b) The Use of Patents

TSee the Select
to the Board of Trade,

Conmittee on
1950, para

EstimaEes and
20.

the Annual Report
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(c) Technical Co-operation

(d) The Fíghting Brand and Company

(e) The Control of Materials and Machinery

(f) Arrangements for Controlling Supply of Productive Capacity

(g) LimitatÍons on Imports and other Arrangements Relating
" to fnternational Trade.

2. Practices Concerned with the
Exp]oitalion of a Monopoly Situation.

(h) Agreements with Regard to Tendering

(i) Resale Príce Maintenance

(j) Quota Systems, and

(k) Common Prices

It is clear from the practices revealed that the Commission

in applyíng the 1948 Act succeeded mainly through the co-operation

r¡hich it received generally from indusËry. It is pei:haps appropriate

at this stage to sLmmarize the conditions and practices ínvestigated

by the Commíssion, and also to comment briefly on the report.s.

Table 3, which reproduces the Commission's reports in the

period L949-58 covered t\nTenty specific trades and pointed out the

specific harm which their practices were having on the public interest.

Analyzing the table, the Commissíon found Lhat in sixteen trades,

the practice of charging common prices prevailed, and these practices

were condemned in al1 but one (insulin) . Exclusive dealings T,{iere

practiced in fifteen trades, while excess profits v/ere earned in

seven. The practices least prevalent \^rere those oertaínins to

restrictive patent policy, price discrímination, ban on advertisement
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qogLlrotes to Table 3

1. Arrangements did not restrict competition.

2" Plans for fighting companies not operated.

3. Arrangements not críticízed or given positive approval.

4. Cormnission also recommended banníng individual R.P.M.

5. Condítional approval to conlinuance of common manufacturer.'s
prices.

6. Not condemned.

7. Only rninority prepared to recommend banning quota arrangements
between British Match Corporation and Swedísh lvlatch.

8. High profits made in pre-war years.

9. Some fÍrms only.

10. No judgment: report limíted to facts.

11. I.e., other than in connection wíth exclusíve dealing.

L2. Límited to wholesale trade: Commission recommended thaË
retailers be left to fix their or¡n prices.



Excluslve Dealing Agreements

Loyalty Rebates

Collective Boycotts

Membership of Association
Restríc ted

Restrictíve Patent PolicY

Fighting Brand, ete.

Restrictions on SuPPlY of
Machinery & Components

Patent. Pool and/or Technical
Co- operation

CollecÈive Resal-e Price
lvlaintenance

Common Príces

Individual R.P.M.

Price Discriminatio#'1
Ban on-A.dvertísement

Disclosure of Tenders

Restriction on Capacity

Quotas

Excessive Profits

Condítions & Practices

SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS AND PRACTICES INVESTIGATED BY THE COMMISS]ON
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and Ehe disclosure of tenders. At this stage, it is important to

note thaË t\,/o reports Trere called for under Section 15 of the Acc

of 1948, that on Collective Discrimination8 and the one on Cornrnon

q
Prices and Agreed Tendering.- We sha1l examine the report. on

Collective Discrimination later on.

THE COMMISSTON AND 1}1E PUBLIC INTEREST

Sectíon L4 of the 1948 Act contained provisions as to the

matLers to be taken into accollnt by the Commission in consíderíng

whether the public interest was, or \,7as not, detrimentally affected

by the conditions to vrhich the Act of 1948 applied. The section,

which rtas so worded as not to apply ín the case of a reference under

Section 15 of the Act, provides as follows:

In determining whether any conditÍons to which this Act
applies or any things which are done by the parties con-
cerneci as a result of, or for Ëhe purpose of preserving,
any condiLions to which this Act applies, operate or may
be expected to operate against the public interesL, all
matters which appear in the particular circumstances to be
relevant shall be taken into account and, amongst other
thíngs, regard sha1l be had to the need, consistently with
the general economic position of the United Kingdom, to
achieve -

(a) the productÍon, treatment and distribution by the
most efficient and economical mearrs of goods of such types
and qualíties, in such volume and at such prices as will
best meet the requirements of home and overseas markets:

R"A Report on Exclusive Dealing, CollecLive Boycotts, AggregaLed
Rebates and Other Dis-criminatory Trade Practices (1955) Cnrd. 9504.
This was referred to the Commission on December 17. L952.

o-The Commission did not report on this due to the provision
of the Restrictive Trade Practices Act, L956, which transferred the
problem under invesËigation to another jurisdiction. This was
referred to the Commission on October 29. 1959.
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(b) the organizaLLon of industry and trade ín such a
way that their efficiency is progressively increased and
ne\,/ enterprise is encouraged;

(c) the fullest use and best distribution of men,
materials and industrial capacity in the United l(ingdorn;
and

(d) the development of technical improvements and the
expansion of exisËing markets and the opening up of new
markets. l0

Economists and philosophers may critícize the Commission for its

interpretation of the public interest. It is difficult, however,

to suggest that the Commission's interpretations were ín direct

conflict with the directions imposed by Ëhe 1948 Act. The criteria

laid down by the Act regarding the publÍc interest l¡/ere vague; and

were designed mainly to al1ow the Commission to formulate its own

philosophy.

At the outset it should be borne in mind that the Act expressed

in general terms certain conûron beliefs regarding the functions of

inciustry and ira<ie withín a society as conLemporary Britain. These

were couched ín economic terms, output, price, exports and so on,

and certainly as it was intended gave the Commission some idea of

the issues rvhich \.üere to be taken ínto consideratÍon. To these. the

Conrmissíon itself added other guiding principles, some of which were

non-economic in charact.er, as for example, that the individual entre-

preneur should be free, subject only t.o the law, to enter the trade

of his choosing and to carry on business as he thought fit.

10r". section 14 of
(Inquiry and Cj¡ILtr.ol) Act,

the Monopolies and RestrícLive Pract.ices
1 0,/, a
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It would perhaps be illustrative here to demonstrate the

workings of the Monopolies Commission, with particular regard to

the concept of public interest, by examining its specific report

on an industry.

Case S,tudv

Summary of the Monopolies Commission Report on the
of Cast fron Raínwater and Soil Goods and Smoke

Supply
Pipes

Introduction

The goods investigated in this report covered rainrrater pipes

and gutters, soil pipes, smoke pipes and connectíons and fittings

normally used therewith; and as a result of Ëhe investigation it was

concluded that restrictive practices existed in the industry. The

Britísh lronfounders' Association (BIA) produced about ninety per

cent of the total output of rainwater goods and distríbuted about

two-thirds of their output through members of merchant associations,

to whom they were bound by Rainwater Agreements. These agreements

provided for the maintenance of foundries and merchants of cofiìmort

minimum selling prices and for exclusive dealíngs between sígnatories.

They covered: (i) the maintenance of foundries and merchants of

common minimum delivered selling prices with scaled díscounts; (ii)

specíal díscounts granËed by foundries Eo merchant signatories;

(iií) an undertaking by merchants to buy only from signatory

foundries; and (iv) the administration and enforcemenL of the agree-

ments by Standing Joint Cormnittees.
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Effects of Lhe Practices

In effect Lhe common price level was maintained by the

exclusive dealing arrangements and collective boycott against non-

signatories and affected the introducËion of new and more economical

methods of manufacture and distributíon. Exclusive dealíng also

closed most of the U"K" markets for rainwater goods to overseas

producers, as the great majoríty of distríbutors had accepted the

obligation to buy from BTA foundries.

Further effects of the agreements were that owing to the

method of fixing prices according to the type of Purchasel, the net

profits of Ëhe foundry depended on the class of buyer whom it sup-

plied and foundries were prevented from competíng with merchants in

sales to users, as they had Ëo charge the equivalent of the merchantsr

margin on all sales. The effect of the exclusíve dealing provisions

ì{as some\.ühat l-imÍted by the fact tliat average profits haC ï}ot been

high nor were likely to become so; there r,/as considerable competit.ion

from goods of alternatíve materials, ê.9. asbestos cement' and in

government price control.

Coqtentigrs in Sgpport of the Agresments

In favour of the agreements, it was contended that the public

was best served by an industry efficiently producing goods requiled'

with good \^iages and working conditions. The purpose of the agreements

\,ras to maÍntain the condiLions, and a well-organized industry

operating ín conditions of reasonable stability. The agreemeriËs vrere

not used to exploit the public (thus implyíng that they can be used)
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or to stifle enterpríse, but they sought to ensure 'lequality of

opportuníty to the producer irrespective of his position in relation

to the market for hís Boods".11 The trade in rainwater goods was

particularly vulnerable to price competitíon owing to the sËandardized

nature of the products and in order to maÍntain prices by foundries

it was essentíal that there should be resale price maintenance,

supported by certain provisions for enforcement, e.g. restriction

of merchant staËus, classification of buyers, the princíple of

delivered prices and the exclusive buying obligations of signatory

merchant.s.

In support of resale price maintenance the merchants claimed

that there \¡ras excessive competition at the distribuËive stage, and

Ëhat they had to have their margíns in order to carry goods and

finance sales on a wide rarLge of goods. hlith price competition

there \47as a tendency for the quality of the goods lo deteriorate,

though there \,üas no conclusÍve proof that the qualíty changed after

the 1933 agreements of the Association. Further contentions pLit

forward were that uniform prices helped users in simplifying their

esËimates, and that marked stability roas essential as a basis for

capital investment on which progress in efficíency depended.

The Public Interest

The Commission found that. the

the Rainwater Agreements were found

exclusive dealing provisions of

to be contrary to the public

11_tlvr_cence or Ene

Monopolies Commission.
British Ironfounders' Association to the
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interest in the following respects:

(í) exclusion of non-signatory manufacturers and merchants

from a share in the great bulk of the trade,

(ii) introduction of low cost methods was retarded by the

operation of the minimum price agreement,

(iii) buyers had no incentive to place bulk orders.

Therefore, the Commíssion recommended that trading agreements should

be altered to elimÍnate the above objections. Any further action

taken by Lhe merchant associations in enforcing prÍces under their

new rules would be considered contrary to the public interest.12

trrlith the completion of this case study, we shal1 now consider the

implementation of the cormnissionts reports and recommendations.

IMPLE}4ENTATTON OF THE MONOPOLIES CO},trfISSION
REPORTS AND RECOM}4ENDATIONS"

Even though Mr. Harold inlilsonl3 while introducing the Monopolies

Bill claimed that the measures provided the government \,iith 'eyesrr

andrtearsrrand a t'very effective set of teethil, the commissÍon that

lras created was a purely advísory body. rts reports carry no

legislative authority and its interest in a reference field terminates

upon the submission of such report to the Board of Trade or other

r2_*-For a full report, see the Monopolies Commission R-epor.t on
lB stppllrof=9rlt-tron Rrin"rr"r and soil Good" u"¿ s*ok" prg"",
February 16, 1951.

i?--PresidenË of the Board of Trade speaking in parliamenLary
DebaEe (Hansard) House of Conrnons, 22nd ÃpríL, Lg4g.
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competeTLt governmenË department. The Board or the deparl-ment

scrutínizes each report in order to determine whether sections should

be deleted on the ground LhaË their publicatíon would be detrimental

to Lhe public interest" one must bear in mind that the Board or

Department had absolute dÍscretion in the making of this decision.

such decisions cannot be challenged in a courË of law. rn oEher

r¿ords, the government \^/as authorized to determine what, if published,

would or would not be conLrary to the public interesË.

The government was in no \¡/ay committed t.o enforce the recom-

mendatÍons of the commissÍon following arÌ investigation and report.

The relevant government department usually discusses the contents

of the report with Ínterested organizaxions and, having formulaËed

its policy, negotiates with such organizations regarding the most

suitable action. usually, the government rarely provides public

indication cf íts reaction to a report until_ ii announces iLs policy

decísions. The government may enforce a reconmendation of the

commission, if it so wishes, and if the recommendation was covered

by section 10 of the Act of 1948, by statutory order. The statrrrorv

order enables the government to legislate without having recoLlrse

to the ful1 procedure of ordinary legislation. conLravention of

such an order would constitute a cÍvil offence, ancl remedies could

be sought either by the goverriment ítse1f or by private citizens

harmed by the contraventíon. However, in the great majority of cases

trade associatíons and companies involved in inquiries have been

highly critical of the conclusions of the Commission. They have been
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critical, therefore, of government action designed to enforce the

conclusions of the Commission. Yet ín almost every instance trade

associations and firms have elected, in the last analysis, Eo make

voluntary undertakings with a determined government rather than to

al1ow themselves to be subjected to a statutory order.

The Commission had completed twenty-seven inquiries by June,

1¿LL965."' One report concerned a section 15 reference and resulted

in general legislation in the form of the RestricËive Trade

Practices AcL, L956. As a result of this general legislation,

the government decided against implementing the recommendations of

the Commission in nÍne reference fields.15 In two reference

fields only did the government implement its conclusions by way of

statuLory order. The fírst report produced by the Commission,

relaËing to the supply of dental goods, 16 t."o**ended by a majority

¡leei sion fh¡f certain coLlective díscriminaticn techniaues arlooLed

by the Association should be made unlawful by statutory order.

The Commission felt that the remaininq recommendations made in

the report could best be implemented by voluntary negotiations with

the Association. This was the only repol:t subjected to a policy

74_.--Figures compiled

t\-"This was because
subject to registration
Agreements and \^7ere operr
Court.

from the reports of the Monopolies Commission.

the restrictive agreements concerned v¡ere
with the Registrar of Restrictive Trading
to review before the Restrictive Practices

16u"pot, signed on 3rd November, 1950.
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decisíon of a Labour Government. The government decided to implement

in full the recommendations of the Commission under secEion lO of the

Act of 1948. The second instance in which an order was used to impre_

ment the policy of the gover:nment occurred in the imported tirberlT
trade following a breach of the voluntary undertakíngs entered into
with the government by the hardwood and softwood secËions of the

Timber Trade Federation. This time a conservative Government made

the order following a lengthy period of discussion and negotiation
vTith the imported timber Erade. In all other reference fields (up to
June 1965), the government proceeded by means of discussion and

eventual extraction of voluntary undertakÍngs from the associations
and firms involved.

rn general, it appears to have suiËed the mood of both Índustry
and the conservative Goverrr*"rrtl8 to complement policy, .where possible,
by co-operation rather than by legisrative order. The Labour parry

disapproved of this method, but when in officel9 it".lf it had always

indÍcated that it was prepared to work through voruntary channels.

There is 1itt1e difference, therefore, in the attitudes of the major

'17-'Report signed on 23rd July, 1953.

'la
'"rt is important to remember that the Labour party was inoffíce when the 1948 Act was enacËed. A new conservative administra-Ëion was formed in october, rg5L, and they remained in office untÍroctober, 1964. so, in the period under consideration, urost of therecommendations of the cornmission r¡7ere dealL with by Lhe conservativeGovernment.

19srrr". october, Lg64.
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politícal parties in relation t.o this issue. Before we consider the

workings of the Restrictive Practiees Act, L956, we sha1l first

examine in brief the main recommendations of the Conrnission on

collective discrimination which led to the enactment of the 1956 Act.

COLLECTIVE DISCRIMINATION: A REPORT ON EXCLUSIVE DEALING,
COLLECTIVE BOYCOTTS, AGGREGATED REBATES AND OTIIER DIS-
CRIMINATORY TRADE PRACTICES, JUNE 1955, CI4D. 9504.

The Report stated that 6 broad types of agreements examined do

in general affect the public interest adversely, some more thah

others. This conclusion r^7as reached by a majority of 7 to 3--subject

to a reservation by one of the seven on enforcement agreemerit. The

report noted that the use of the collective agreements which it

condemned might be justified in certain exceptional círcumstances.

These exceptíons included the need Lo protect industries of strategic

ímportance, or those peculiarly liable to foreign competition by

dumping. The majority report suggested two methods of implementíng

its recommendaEions. Both involved legislation. The first method

would rrensure a measure of publicity and supervision by requiring
20all agreementsr'-- to be registered. Those of them which were found

not to be in the public interest would be prohibited. Under the

)o--Paragraph 242, Collec_tive Discrimination: åReport on Exclusive
Dealing, Collective Boycotts, Aggregated ReÞtes and Other Discriminatory
Trade Practices, June, L955, Cmd. 9504.
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second method, all agreements would be prohibited generally by

statutes, and provÍsion would be made for exceptions in particular

cases. The majority signatories of the report preferred the second

method.

The three members who signed a note of dissent r,Teretrnot prepared

to say that the referred practices as they exist over a very wide

field of trade and industry are in general injurious to the publÍc

interest and should be prohibited and made ilregal by statute. . . .,,

They added that a general statutory prohibition would create 'a
degree of inflexibility in the law which mighl in future pr:ove

undesirable". They concluded by sayíng that "the evidence and

information before us do not in our view justify so sweeping condem-
?1

nationrr . --

In the light of this report and recommendations, the government

decided to act and the Restríctive Trade practices Act emerged Ín

7956. Tt was a unÍque compromise of the tr¡/o points of view--although

clearly more influenced by the minority rather than the majority

recommend^tíon".22 The government appeared to have secured the

best of both worlds; there T¡Ias no outright prohibition of restrictive

"rr¿d., para. 255.

)?--"compeLÍtíon and the Law", by Alex Hunter, Manchester school
of _Ec,onopics anjl S,qcial Studies, Vol. )O(VII, No. 1,m.



practices- fnstead there \¡ras a form of review to examine

nature and effects of all practices which were registrable

restricËions and to determine Ëheir future 1egal standing.

task now is to examÍne the lega1 review of the restrictive

to7

the

AS

23
Our

agreements.

RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES COURT

Ïn examining the workings of the Restrictive Practices Court,

we sha11 not be able to consider the Court's interpretations of the

Resale Prices Act, 1964. This is not due to its being unimportanr,

but due to lack of sufficient information at the Eime of writing.

The Act is barely three years old and the first set of cases under

Lhe Act is stil1 being considered by the court. However, rve shall

consider the workings of the court in relatiori to the 1956 Act.

rt must be remembered that the 1956 Act reduced the size of

the Monopolies commissÍon and transferred a substantial portíon of

its work to the jurisdiction of the new court. The commission,

henceforth, was to be concerned only with single-firm monopolies,

and all restrictive agreements were to be registered with the

Registrar of the Restrictive practices court. The Registrar was

mandated to bring cases before the court, and the Act placed the

onus of proving on those wishing to retain the agreements. rn

other words, all collective enforcement of agreement.s r¡rere presumed

Ëo be against the public interest, except where it can be proved to

23_. -.ID]-cl ., pp. 6L-2.
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the satisfaction of the Court that this \^ias not so.

Apart from this radical departure from ordinarily recognized

judicial procedure, the measures of 1956 represented a major change

in the constitutional setup. The economíc ímplications of resErictive

agreements which were forrnerly judged by the government and Parlíament

was discontinued and transferred to the purview of strict judicial

scrutiny. In such judicial proceedíngs the Court decides whether

the continuance of an agreement was or was not against the public

interest. Table 4 is the list of cases and decÍsions of the court

in the period L956-64.

,/ _.' It is important to bear ín mind thaL these rvere not the only

cases dealt with by the Court in the period L956-64. There were

other cases as well, but the listed cases were the major ones.

Tabulating the table of the 28 cases considered, approval was given

to the restrictive agreements only in 9 cases. rn all the 9 cases,

the Associations concerned pleaded thaË their agreements benefitted

the consumers. In the other 19 disapproved agreements, it is

illustrative to note that all the Assocíations concerned with the

exception of one, also pleaded that their agreements conferred some

substantial benefit to Ehe consuming public. one ímportant factor

whích must not be overlooked ís that even Íf an Association carr plead

successfully any of the first síx gateways as the need for theÍr

restrictÍve agreements, the court may sti11 declare such agreemerits

to be contrary to the public ínterest. This is possible because of

gateway (7) which stated that the agreement must be rrreasonable, in
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Footnote to Table 4:

*c"t"ruy"; Section 21 (1) of the 1956 Act.

(1) Protecting Public
(2) Benefiting Consumers
(3) Counteracting External iìestrictions
(4) Securing Fair Terms
(5) Preventing Unemployment
(6) Increasing Exports
(7) Reasonable in the opinion of the court, i.e., the

so-called "Tailpiece" clause.
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1. Chemists

2. Yarn-
Spinning

3. Blankets

Full Title

TABLE 4

SCHEDULB OF CASES: DECISIONS ON MAIN AGREMENTS

BEFORE TIIE R.P. COURT (UP T0 JUNB 1, 1964)

Re-Chemistsl
Federation
A orê êmên f q

Re-Yarn Spinners
Â ûTêêmên l.

Re-Blanket Manu-
facturersl
A orapman f

Re-trniater- Tube
Boilermakerst
A orêêmên f

Re-intrholesale &

Retail Bakers of
Scotland Assocía-
tionst Agreement
Re. ScoËtish Assocn
of Master Bakerst
Aorpamon l-

Re-Fed. of !'lhole-
sale & Multiple
Bakersr Agreement

4 . Inlater- Tube
Boilers

5. Scottish
Baking

Date of
Judgment

Nov.1958

Jan. L959

Main
Res tric tions
Involved

6. English
Baking

Mar. L959 Price Asreement

Agreement Res-
tricting Outlets

Price Agreement

July 1959

Ju1-y 1959

Gatewaysx
Pleaded

Protecting Public; Disapproved
Benefíting Consumers

Príce & Modified
Market Sharing
A oraoman l-

Price Agreement

Benefiting Consumers; Disapproved
Preventing Unemploy-
ment

Dec. 1959 Price Agreement

Deci sion
of Court

Benefiting Consumers Dísapproved

Benefiting Consumers;
Securing Fair Terms;
Increasing Exports

Benefiting Consumers

Approved

Benefitíng Consumers Dísapproved

Di sapproved

H
H
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7. Carpets

B. Phenol

9, Bolts&Nuts

Fu11 Title

Re-Fed. of British Dec. L959
Catpet Manufact-
urersr Agreement

Re-Phenol Producers' Apr. 1960
A oraamon f

Re-Bolr & Nut July 1960
Associatíons
^^-^^-^ñ+åó ! ç clllg r! L

Re-Doncaster & Oct. 1960
Retford Co-op-
eratíve Societiesl
À oraaman l.

Re-Inlholesale Dec. 1960
Confec ti oner s
Alliance' s

Agreement

Re-Motor Vehicl-e Dec. 1960
Distribution
Scheme Agreement

10. Co-opera-
tives

11. Confec-
tionery

Date of
Judgment

12. Motor
Vehicles

Main
Re s trí cti ons
Involved

13. Cement Re-Cement Makersl
Fed. AgreemenL

Price Agreement;
Restrictíng Outlets

Príce Agreement

Price Agreement

Gatewaysx
Pleaded

Market Sharing
(Boundary)
A oraamon f

Price Agreement

Benefiting Consumers;
Increasing Exports

Benefiting Consumers

BenefiËing Consumers

Mar. L96L

De ci sion
of Court

Agreement on
Dís tribution

Benefiting Consumers Disapproved

Dtsapproved

Price Agreement

Di sapproved

Approved

Benefiting Consumers Disapproved

Protecting Public;
Benefiting Consumers;
Preventing UnemploY-
ment

Benefiting Consumers

Di sapproved

Approved

H
H
H
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L4, Transformers

15. BoEtles

16. Linoleum

Full Title

Re-Associated Mar. L96L
Transformer Manu-
f act.urersr Agreement

Re-British Borrle Mar. L96l
Assoc. Agreement

Re-Linoleum Manu- June 1961
facturers t Assoc.
Agreement

17. Newspaper
Dis tribution

Date of
Judgment

18. MagneËs

19. trriindows

Re-Newspaper Prop- July 1961
rietorst Assoc.
LËd.'s & Natíonal
Fed. of Retail News-
agents, Booksellers &
StatÍoners Agreement

Re-Permanent Magnet June 1962
Assoc. Agreement

Re-SLandard Metal JuLy L962
I^Iindow Group's
Agreement

Re-Net Book Oct. 1962
Agreement (1957)

Re-Tyre Trade Mar. L963
Register Agreement
Re. Staffordshire
Tyre Co. Ltd. I s
Aoraoman I

Main
Re s trictions
Involved

20. Books

21. Tyres

Price Agreement

Price Agreement

Price Agreement

X
GaEevJays
Pleaded

Agreement Restricting
Outle ts

Benefiting Consumers;
Securing Fair Terms;
Increasing Exports

Benefiting Consumers

Benefiting Consumers;
Increasing Exports

Príce Agreement

Price Agreement

Decision
of Court

Benefiting Consumers Disapproved

Di sapproved

Agreement Relating
to R. P"M.

Agreement Restricting
Outlets

Di s approved

Di sapproved

Benefiting Consumers Approved
Increasing Exports

Benefiting Consumers Approved

Benefiting Consumers; Approved
Increasing Exports

Protecting Public Disapproved

H
H
t\)
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22. Jute

23. Building

24. Paper&Board

Fu11 Title

Re-British Jute Mar. 1963
Trade Federal
Councí1' s Agreement.s

25. I{aste Paper

Re-Birmingham Assoc. April 1963
of Building Trades
Employers' Agreement

Re-British Paper & April 1963
Board Makers'
Assoc. Agreement

Re-British trnlaste April 1963
Paper Assoc.
A oraampn f

Re-National July 1963
Sulphuric Acid
Assoc. Agreement

26, Sulphuric
Acid

Date of
Judgment

27. Tiles

Main
Restrictions
fnvolved

28. Scrap Iron

Price Agreements

Re-Glazed & Floor
Tile House Trade
Assoc. Agreement.

Re-British Iron 6¿

Steel Fed. Agree-
ment. Re-National
Fed. of Scrap Iron,
Steel & Metal Mer-
chants' Agreements

Agreements on
Tendering Terms

Price Agreement

Gatewaysx
Pleaded

Benefitíng Consumers; Disapproved
Preventing Unemp loyment

Agreement on
De s crip tions

Common Purchase
A oroaman l-

SOURCE: B. Stevens and
I{eidenfeld K.

Jan. L964 Price Asreement

Benefiting Consumers Disapproved

Jan. 1964

Benefiting Consumers Disapproved

Deci sion
of Court

Benefiting Consumers Disapproved

B.S. Yamey, lhe \estríctive Practices

Price and Common
Purchasing Agreement

Nicholson, 1965).

Benefitíng Consumers; Approved
Counterac ting External
Restrictíons; Securing
Fair Terms

Benefiting Consumers Approved

Benefiríng Consumers Approved

Court, (London,

H
H
LÀ)
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the opinion of the court. rt is this so-called tailpíece clause

that Associations cannot easily circumscribe. I^Iith the review of

Lhe judicial examination of restrictÍve agreements, ít is now time

to turn to the problems of mergers.

THE MONOPOLIES COMI,IISSION, MERGERS AND THE GOVERN]4ENT

Before the eriactment of the Monopories and Mergers AcL, L965,

neither the government nor the Monopolies commission had any por,{er

over mergers which may constitute a monopoly and be detrimental co

the public interest. The rmperial chern.i-cal rndusËries and the

courtaulds proposed merger in L962 brought the question of mergers

once more Ínto publíc debate, and the loophole Ín legislation r17as

remedied by the 1965 Act. Under the new legislation, proposed

mergers involving an asset of over five million pounds andfor

constituting one-thÍrd or more of the outÐr1t of an indusfrv m¡v be

referred to the Monopolies commission by the Board of Trade for

investigation and report. Provision was also made in the Act for

references concerníng proposed newspaper mergers. Because of the

ne\irness of the Act, we do not yet have sufficient evidence to demon-

strate how the Act is workíng in practice.

However, the Board of Trade referred to the Commíssion in

1966 the proposed "take-overt' bid by Lord Thomson's organization of

the 'tlondon Times" and the Commissíon reported back in December of

that year. The Commission reported in a majoriLy report that:
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. in the light of the Thomson organízationrs assurances
about its intentíons for the paper's management . . . \Á/e trrinkthat there is every prospect that the survival of riThe Times*
would be assured, that, the public v¡ould cont.inue to be
offered a good, and ín some respecLs an improved, ne\,./spaper,
and moreover that in matters of editorial opinion there is
reasonabre assurarrce that ít would continue to speak with a
separate voÍce. . üIe conclude that the proposed transfer
of 'rThe Tímes'r and "The sunday Times" to a nãwsp"p., proprietor
may be expected not to operate against the pubri"- intäre"t.24

In a note of dissent Mr BrÍan Davidson stated that

The transfer would give control of "The Times* and 'Thesunday Timesrt not to the individuals r¿hose assurances vie
accept but to a body corporate whose future views and
policies may well differ from those of its presenc
directors.25

The GovernmenË (Labour party) accepted the report of the Monopolies

commission that the transfer would not be contrary to the public

interest. It is Íllustrative to note that the assurances which the

Thomson organization gave to the government r¡ere purely voluntary

undertakings and the government did not invoke any legal poi.^rer to

extract this.

since Lhe enactment of the Mergers Act, L965, the commission

recently reported on another merger case which we shal1 now examine

This was the united Drapery stores and Montague Burton proposed

mergers (the multiple railors) The merger was agreed by both

parties, and after they had given their evidence Lo the commissÍon

they both felt confident that they had saEisfied any qualms there

2L
-tor a ful1 report, see The London Times. December 22, L966.

'5r"" Monopories
December 21, 1966.

Commission Report on Tl-lomson organization,
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vüere about the possibility that the merger might operate against the

pubric interest. However, the conmission recommended a ban on the

proposed merger by stating that:

trnle do not wish to exaggerate the risk, since substantialcompetítion would sti1l remain and the pubric could not beheld to ransom. But we think Ehat compãtitio' in retailingí-s important as a safeguard to the pubiic and moreover thatit has been demonsËrab1y beneficíar in menrs tailorÍng.Any serious risks of materiar reduction in it should there-fore be avoided if possibte.26

It continued and recommended:

tr^Ie see little prospect of any benefit to the public resurtingfrom it; Ëhe extent t.o which it might lead to Ímprovedefficiency is negligible, and we do not consider that themerger is essential to the survívar of the Burton business.2T

concluding, it is yet too early to consider the effects of the

rndustrial Reorganizatíon Act of Lg66. This is mainry due to lack
of ínformation at the time of writing. rt is perhaps appropriate

to end thís chapter by comparing the members of the Monopories

Commissíori as at September L967 wíth those in Table 2 which showed

the membership of the Commission in the period Lg4B-53

Analyzíng Table 5, the constitution of the cornrnission is
rooted in a uniquely British tradition. It represents a marrÍage

of dedicated part-time servíce on the part of men who have estab-

lished positions for themselves in different walks of life. The

chairman is the only full-time member of the coinrníssion. He is a

¿o.As Reported

1D10.

ín The Times (London) Business News, Sept. 27, L967
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TABLE 5

ME}.{BERS OF TIIE MONOPOLIES CO},N{ISSION AS AT SEPTEMBER 1967

AGE BACKGROUND

1. Sir Ashton Roskill 65 Barrister, First full-time chairman, L965
f (1t ^: .-* ^^\\vrr4! L urérr/

2. Sir Henry Hardman 6L Deputy-Chairman, Universíty Tutor
(economics); Senior Civil Servant

3. Professor T. Barna 48 Econorn-Lst and author

4. Anthony Barrowclough 43 Barrister
5. Alistaire Bruce 67 ChaÍrman, Inveresk Paper Group

6. Henry Chisholm 66 Chartered Accountant; Chairman
Ada (Halifax)

7. Brian Davidson 58 Barrister: Business director Bristol-
Siddeley Engines

B. Professor Ely Devons 54 Economist and statisticían; author
o cir 'rrar^r¡z n^uglas 65 Past President Trade Union Congress;

ChaÍrman, TUC Economíc Committee

10. Roger Falk 57 Chairman, Furniture Development Council

11. Professor Herbert HarE 60 Jurisprudence specialist; barrister; author

L2. Lawrence Hurt Chairman, Parliamentary Commíttee,
Co-operative Union

13. William Jones 72 Past-President National Union of
Mineworkers; Chairman Southern
Regional Board for Industry, 1961-5.

L4. Dame Alix Meynell 64 Secretary, lvlonopolies Commission,
L949-52, Barrister

15. Sir Bernard Miller 63 Chaírman, John Lewis partnership
16. Edgar Richards Stockbroker; member Stock Exchange

Council; director Harris Lebus

L7. Sydney Robinson 6L General President, National Union
of Boot and Shoe Operatives

18. Thomas Roche 58 Barríster; Church Commissíoner, L96L-65

19. Aubrey Silbertson University LecLurer in Economics

20. John Mitchell Smith 64 Chartered Accountant; Chairman, National
Computing Centre, 1966

NA},E
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NAME AGE BACKGROI]ND

2L. Sir Lawrence Watkinson

22. LesLie l¡Iilliams
23. Prof.essor Basil Yamey

Senior civil servant; Chairman Harris
Lebus,1958-61

Former Deputy ChaÍrman ICI Ltd.
Economist and author, with sPecial
interest in monopolies, restrictive
practices, and resale price maintenance.

7L

64

48

SOURCE: The Times (London), Septembe'r 28, L967 .

lawyer by training who spent fourteen years in the public service

as referee of customs duty and purchase tax valuation disputes before

becoming the Conmissionrs first full-time head in 1965. The tvüenty-

tvio part-time membels are drawn principally from industry, the unions,

the professions and the universities. They have to gíve up a great

deal of their time for which they get some remuneration, undisclosed

but probably not much. Because of the work load, members from

industry and the unions tend to be older people who have risen as

far as they wish Ín their particular calling and can spare the Lime

for public service. It is evident from the list. that there is no

lack of practical experience.

Comoarins the list with Table 2,, what strikes one at first is

the increase in the number of Commissioners, from 10 in the period

L94B-50 to 23 ín L967. Again, it must be remembered that all the

Commissioners in Table 2 vlere part-Lime members, while in the 1967

list, the Chairman is employed full-time, and the 1965 Act even

allowed the appointment of at most three DepuËy-Chairmen if it is
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Ëhought the work load demands it. The growth in the size of the

Comrnlssion cari be accounted for by the growing nature of the problem

which is to be investigated. AgaÍn, the balance beLween industrv and

unions on the one hand, and between the professions and the univer-

sities on the other is maintained in both lists. rn addition, it

appears that there is no deterioration ín the quality of members as

the prestige and calibre of members commands public respect. No

wonder then that tl-ie true signifÍcance of the Commission lies ín the

advances in lcnowledge which it made possible in the course of ics

inquiries and which provide the material and stimulus for new

legislation and practical reforms.

It is illustrative to note that the Monopolies and ResErictive

Practices (rnquÍry and conr,rol) Act of. L94B aímed simply at dealing

with situations ín the private sector of the economy where

Índividual firms, or groups of firms acting together bought or sol_d

one-third or more of the total supply of a commodity and in the

course of their operations employed practíces which vTere rì.ot

considered to be in the public interest. The Act was noË aimed

primarily at monopoly per se, but at. harmful practices which were

lÍkely to be presenË in those situations where the force of

competition \^ras weak.

The dilemma facing the Cormnission and the Restrictive practices

court (which were called upon to deal wíth the evíls associated

with monopoly) was whether they should do away with the good as

well as evil effects arising from the growLh of monopoly and
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restrict.ive practices, or \,Ihether they should preserve what seemed

beneficÍal, permit what was not clearly har,mful, and eradicate and

control only those practices whose effects were impairing or are

líkely to Ímpair the welfare of the community. The way in which

they discharged this task will be examined and evaluated in the

f ollowing chapt.er.
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EVALUATION OF TI.IE LEGISLATION

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

I{ith our survey of the legislation and its working, it is now

appropriate to ask whether the measures taken in post-\^7ar Britain

against private monopolies had been a success or a faÍlure. In

addit.ion, we shall comment on the strength and weaknesses of the

Acts and consider what measures (if any) are necessary to improve

them. I¡Ie shall also take a brief look at possible future develop-

ments. One must bear in mind that our evaluation will be mainlv

concentrated on specific measures enacted in the post-\^7ar perÍod"

To an industrialist carrying out his ordinary comnercial

occupations all resLrictive practice and monopoly legislation is

more or less of a nuísance: for by its very nature it must limit

his freedom of action. However, it does noE folloi¡ that every

industrialist objects Ëo such legislation; ire may believe in free

competÍtion as an economÍc ethic; he may have suffered from other

peoplers restrictive pracEices more than he has gained from his own;

he may be in a trade which has always been fu11y competitive, but in

the day-Eo-day operation of his business, restrictive practices

measures concern him only in so far as it hampers him. The post-war

monopoly measures were Ín response to a real problem. The most

encouraging aspecLs of the post-i^rar economy were undoubtedly the

maj.nËenance of a high level of employment, and of a high and rising
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leve1 of output. Reconstruction was dominated by the capital goods

and the export indusËries largely because of deliberate policies

designed to save imports, especially from the dollar areas, to

íncrease exports, and re-equip British industry.

It was the full-employment policy which demanded the release

from artificial restrictions. rn the later v¿ar years, such bodies

as the Federation of British Industriesl and the Association of

British Chambers of Commerce might still favour trade associaËions

in their reconstruction programrnes, but the trrlhíte Paper on Employment

Policy ín L944 already contained the first hint of the anti-restric-

tionist trend of public opinion. It found e>'pressíon in the Monoplies

Act of L948" By concrast., associations which r,^reïe considered to be

in Che public inLerest \^rere encouraged by Ehe govel:nment., especially

since the economic problem \¡ras no longer the absorptive capacíty of

the market, but the productive capacity of the economy. consequently,

the at.tention of economic policy makers turned to productÍvity and to

the enormous margin by which the American productivity exceeded the

British.

It is evident that direct intervention bv the state in the

business affairs of the privat.e sector of the economy is no longer

a special proclivíty of socialist governmenLs in Lhe modern world.

The new progranune of the British Labour Party, with its emphasis on

the supervisory role of Lhe state in private industry, rather than

1-Now renamed Confederation of British Industries.
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on direct control of public

Partyts ne\ni determination to

the economy, seems to be an

on this whole subject.

ownership, and the British Conservative

check abuses in the prÍvate sector of

advance towards more realistic thinkine

THE I94B AND 1953 ACTS TN RELATION
TO THE },IONOPOLIES COMMISSION

In evaluating the effect of these Acts, it is important to

remember that the time taken in the preparation of reports, partic-

ularly ín the early years of the CommissÍonts operation, r¡7as a matter

of concern and much controversy. The first report, that on dental

goods, toolc some 20 months to prepare and the public \¡/as naturally

disconcerted that so little had emerged from almost two years'work.

The operation of the law \,ras attacked on Lhe grounds that the flow of

reports were inadequate and that Ehere were Loo few of them. However,

the reports themselves were generally recognized to be sound and

satisfactory. The purpose of Ehe amending Act of 1953 was to remedy

this deficiency. By allowíng groups of not less Ehan five members to

exercíse the responsibilities that had previously fallen on the full

Cormnission, it was possible to have several inquiries proceedÍ-ng

simultaneously. Another criticism arose from a misconception of the

function and nature of the Commission. It was argued that it acted

as the investigator, prosecutor and judge, and that if justice \^7ere

to be done these funct.ions should not be combined. However. this

rdas a gross misunderstanding of the Commission's work. The Commission
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can be compared to a Royal Commission rather than a court of law. It

is not concerned with the enforcement of the law and its recommendations

had no legal force whatsoever. They were sirnply considered opinions

which could be accepted or rejected as the governmenL or Parliament

saw fit.

Even though the 1953 Act improved the workings of the Conrnission,

it failed to meet with universal satisfaction. Some were still unhappy

with an arrangement whereby it was left to the government to decide

what action should be taken following a report of the Commission. The

Board of Trade did not make use of its po\¡/er to declare illegal

restríctive practices found to be contrary to the public interest, but

chose to implement such recommendations as ít accepted by informal

and prívate arrangements with representatives of the industries

concerned. This method aroused suspÍcion in some quarters. But equally

industry itself was unhappy. Many busínessmen felt that Lhere r¡/as rlo

need for any investigation aË all, and that if there had Lo be such a

thing, they insisted that the Commission was the worst of all worlds.

They resented the inquisitional nature of the Commission's proceedings.

It was alleged that an industry had no real idea what the case against

it was, that the idea of public interest (as defined ín the 1948 Act)

was hopelessly vague, and that there r¡/as no effective ríght of reply

after the Commission had made up its mínd what the public interest

vras. The Comr¡rission was regarded as badly const.ituted, with too few

businessmen, and too many academics. There was also objecEion Lo

the slowness of the procedure and the financial burden which an
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investigation imposed on the industry concerned. An investigated

industry was also apt to complain of the unfairness of any system

which allowed Èhat industry amongst all others, to be sÍngled out

for investigation, and in many cases, for hostile reactions in the

press when the report was published. Nor were such indust.ries

always happy with the Board of Trade's decisions on which of the

Commissiont s recommendatÍons Eo accept.

One writer attacked the 1948 Act for its failure to provide

an exact definition of Lhe public interest. Despite its complexi-

ties, he saw such a course as a necessary basis for any 1egíslation

that. should replace the old conception of common law control. He

emphasized his point by saying that t'difficulty is no excuse for not
t

making the attempt'r.- Perhaps he should have added that it is the

function of legislatÍon to define the publÍc interest. On the other

hand, however, other writers poinfed out the inherent dangers in

exact definítion of the public interest. when they said:

The degree of latitude given the Commission by the Act
reflects the inherent difficulty in defining specifically
the ways in which the public interest can be adversely
affected. The purely legal approach to monopoly control
was rejected in favour of an essentially adminístratÍve
procedure based rpon a general statuËory description of
considerations relevant. to the public interest.3

)"Henry C1ay, "The Campaign Against Monopoly and Restrictive
Practices", Lloydts Bank Review, No. 24 (L952), p. 28.

3C. D. Harbury and L" J. Raskind, "British Approach to Monopoly
Control."., Quarterly Journal, of. Econgmics, V-67, No. 3, August L953,
Þ. JöU.
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It ís worth remembering that prior to the passage of the 1948

Act there \^7as no statutory enactment condemning monopolies in Great

Britaín; the common 1ar¿ provided the only remedy againsË resË.raint
Lof trade.' The 1948 legislation obliged the Board of Trade to

publish an annual report of the work of the Commíssion. The report

must contain 'ta review in such detail as the Board think fit of the

suggestions and requests (not being frivolous) which have been made

to the Board for the reference of any particular matter to the Comnr-is-

sÍon under the provision of this Acttr.5 SpecifícaIly, the Act

authorized the Board t.o decide whether or not any suggestion \^Jarrants

inclusion ín the annual reÞort.

This discretionary po\^/er of the Board to decide on which industry

to refer for Ínvestigation was condemned by industries referred as

unfair. They argued that the Miníster may be prejudiced and abuse

the spirit of the Act. They believed that in exercising the discretíon,

the Minist.er may put an industry or firm in an unfortunate positíon

vis-a-vis its competÍtors who were not similarly treated. That the

po\¡rer is arbitrary cannot be disputed, but if one int.ends to follow

the .pragmaticrr approach of investigating monopolies, it is difficult

to devise alternative methods that will elimínate completely the

possíbility of abuse. Therefore various criteria have been adopted

tL
381.IDI-O. , P.

5"For details, see the Monopolies
(Inquiry and Control) Act, L948.

and Restrictive Practices
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by the Board during the nineteen years of the Actrs existence in

determining the priority of references to the Comnússion. Criteria

have included the size of the trade concerned, the importance of

Lhe trade in the national economy, the volume and nature of repre-

sentatíons received, the prospect of obtainíng conclusions of wider

application and the prospect of obtaining an indication of the value

of further inquiries into similar problems.6

The Federation of Britísh Industries (as it was then called)

recognized that independent ínvestigaEion of particular cases is

the right way of approach in controlling undesirable monopolies, and

ÈhaË a tribunal such as the Monopolies Commission provided a sensible

method of arriving at judgments of the relat.ion between restrictive

business practíces and the public interest in each case. The Federa-

tion believed that if the Commission's reports clearly explaÍn the

reasons for its conclusions it can guide industry in general to an

understanding of the circumsLances ín whích a practíce is likely to

be regarded on balance as consonant with, or contrary to the public

interest. In this way, the disruption and damage that may follow

from any action based on generalizations may be avoided and the true

interests alike of productive industry and the nation may be

furthered. In addition, the extent of benefits to society would vary

from case to case. These benefíts needed to be weighed against evils,

actual or potential, before judgment was made"

o_,-These reasons were given ín the various Annual Reports of the
Board of Trade.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF T]{E MONOPOLIES
CO}O{ISSION I S RECOMMENDATIONS

Under the 1948 Act Ehe relevant government department was under

no legal compulsion to ímplement the recommendations of the Comrnission.T

Many sceptics of the Act contended that this would be the Achilles

heel of British monopoly control. There is some force in this argument

and the dangers ínherent in a permissive situaEion should not be under-

estimaLed. trnlhat \Áras actually at issue was the political integríËy of

the decision makers. But criticisms of this kind in relation to

governmental action prior to the enactment of the Restrictive Trade

PractÍces Act of L956 can scarcely be substantiated. The majority

of the Commission's recommendations relating to trade associations

were implemented through voluntary undertakings.

The evidence accumulated from Annual Reports of the Board of

Trade indícated a high degree of governmerit acceptance of the CommÍssionrs

findings in the trade associatíon inquíries dealt with by the govern-

ment. Críticísms justifiably cenLred around the time-period between

publication and action. In part, the tíme-1ag reflected complex

negotiations with trade assocíations intent upon delaying governmenL

action. In part, it reflected a low priority rating for action on

the part of the relevant government department. A vigilant executive

could have elíminated the more serious críticisms" More important,

horniever, is the problem of policing voluntary undertakings. The

'It must be emphasi-zed tlnaL the Monopolies
and recommendations r{ere purely advisory and had
whatsoever.

Commissionrs Report
no force of law
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government. reacËed in the imported timber case wiEh a Section 12

reference only following a series of complaints. In many industries

damaged partíes may be too weak or too afraid to complain. Under-

takings may be dishonoured or misinterpreted on a serious scale

before government action ís generated. Perhaps the best solution

may well be the necessity for a section of the Monopolíes Commission

to be permanently detaíled for policing undertakings, and to this end

the Commission could be provided wíth full access to premises, docu-

ments. and wiLnesses.

The inaction of the governments to act quickly on the Commíssíon's

recommendations cannot be fully explained as due to weaknesses.

Issues involved \^7ere so complex that deËailed investigations became

essential. Again the preference by governments for voluntary under-

takings rather than enforcement by statutory orders aPpeared to be

better. After all, men cannot be made to behave better merely by an

Act of ParliamenË.8

Another controversÍal issue r¡/as the excision power of the

Board of Trade. The Act authorized the Board to delete from publi-

cation any part of tire Monopolies Comrn-ission's recommendations which

may be contrary Lo the public interest (if published). That the

power may be abused by claiming Crown privii-ege goes without saying.

However, the p;ovision seems .:easonable, especÍally when one realizes

oTh. E.orromist, April 10, Lg4B, p 57 5
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the internatÍonar implications of some repol:ts as werl as secret
information about Lrade. The comnr-issÍonrs report on the matches

industry, for instance, involved the swedish govei:nmenE, and it
would have been inappropriate to publish secret diplomaËic agree_

menËs with a foreign country unilaterally. It would be correct to
state that the por¡7e:1's have been reasonably exercised.

ce::tain critics of the 1g4g legislation have argued thaË the
commission should be empowered to enfo::ce its own decisions, or
arternatively that the government shourd be comperled to imprement

the findings of the commission. This, they believed, would eriminate
the danger of a weak or uncommitted government l0wering the prestige
and authority of the commission by failure to implement c10se1y_

argued recommendatíons. In addition, this proposal would also
reduce the lengtiry time-lag between the publication of a report and

implemenËation. irrhile conceding that there may be some validity in
this argument, the issues raísed by the reports, hor,vever, were often
of national, indeed occasionally of international significance.
The governmenL can hardly be expected to delegate to a comnission
of rnquiry issues of substantíal national importance, the consequences

of which must remain the responsibility of the government. This
proposítion r{as superbly demonstraËed by the statement:

trrle do not feel that it would be at all justifiable toa110w the commission Lo enforce its own decisions. Thegovernment must retain the final por.rTer of decÍsion inmatters of such economic importance, although it is desir-able that it march c10se1y ir, 
"tup with the commission.g

'Bow Group, Monopolíes and Mergers, L963, p. 15.
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Another matter of considerable importance is the conLinued

existence of monopolies which cannot be invesLigated by the lar¿s--

whaEever damage they may be doing to the national inEerest. Notable

among these vTere the sÍngle-firm monopolies controlling less than

one-third of an industryrs output. It can only be referred for

investigation íf it controls up to one-third of the toEal output.

Sit.uatíons of this nature led Professor Galbraith to state that I'the

form is prosecuted, the substance is exempt . the antiLrust laws

are sadly at odds with reality".10 Perhaps this danger can be

eliminated by the removal of the one-third of output criteria on

monopolies which may be investigated. tr^lhen this is done, the Board

of Trade can be left with the discretion of referring to the

Commission for investigation any firm or industry that controls a

'rsubstantial" proportion of the output of an índustry. This will be

more flexíble th¡n l-he ni-aqpnf n¡¡g-third of output requírements.

Concluding, the 1948 Act as amended by subsequent legislation

\,üas very successful when it comes to its fact-finding funcLions.

Furthermore, confirming the expectations of economists, the Commission

showed an a\rTareness of Ëhe basic contention Ëhat pracËices per se

I.niere not necessarily undesirable; only against the background ín which

each operates can any sound judgment be made. This view was reflected

ín rhe writings of Professor I{. A. Lewis when he said:

10r. *. Galbraith, The New Industrial State, p. L87.
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. practices that are healthy, harmless, and valuable in
competitive conditions . become dangerous only when used
by monopolísts--for example, exclusíve contracts, refusal to
sel1 to part.icular customers or price díscrimination.ll

The Commission accepted this view and interpreted the legislation in

such a vüay as to follow the persístent approach that size per se r^7as

not an imporLant consideration in assessing the effect of monopolies

on the public interest. trnlhat $ras more import.ant was the way monopoly

po\^7er derived from collective action was being used. In its recom-

mendations, the Comm:ission reflected the views of industry by not

recommending direct interference, and placing the burden of reform

mainly on industry. In the words of the Commíssion:

. it seems to us better to remove a few vital features
of the present system rather than to attempt to elaborate
a code of prohibitions aimed directly at each and every
practice whích is not wholly desirable. Almost every
practice which in our view operates or may be expected to
operate agaínst the public ínterest rests fundamentaLLy for
its enforcemenË on exclusive dealing and collective boycott.12

It is clear from this statement that the administrative Eone of the

Commission's recormnendations reflected a flexible application of

policy and economic prÍnciples which would be diffÍcult to effect

within an entirely legal framework.

l1t. A. Lewis, "The Brítish Monopolies Actrr, Marlchester School
of Economic and Social Studies, Vol. XVII (L949), p. 2L3.

1)--ytonopoises CgrrImi-s+on 4ep : Dental. Ep-oJt, Para. 233'
3 November, 1950.
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TI{E RESTRICTIVE TRADE PRACTICES ACT OF 1956

Although the framework of legislation relat.ing to the control

of restrictíve practices was radícally altered by this Act, Ít would

be erroneous to view the new legislation as a complete break wíth

the past. Not only did somethíng important remain of the old machinery

and the 1948 legislation, but the new Act iÈself was largely a result

of the exploratory work which had been done in the preceeding years.

This not only provÍded essential factual information, but had

stimulated thought and a desire for actíon. In consequence both

Parlíament and the public \^lere better prepared and more disposed Eo

embark on a genuine project for control to replace the scheme which

had centred around investieatíon rather than action.

In framing this legislation the governmerit accepted certaín new

princíples; fírst, that certain practices could be presumed to be

harmful and should be prohibited unless it could be proved to the

satisfaction of a special court; that in particular cases they

promoted the public interest. Secondly, that certain other practices

for the collective enforcement of resale prices were harmful and

should be prohibited in all circumstances; and thirdly, that the

enforcement of resale príces by individual manufacturers was not

normally harmful and should be facÍlitated. The acceptance of

these three principles marked a significant advance in the clarifi-

cation of attitudes towards restrictive practices.
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It was clear that in the Act the qovernmenË decided to deal

with a very wide range of restrictive practices and situations, by

employing diverse forms of machinery whích \,rere appropriate to the

particular tasks involved. It T¡ras no longer content to use the

Monopolíes Commission for al1 the varied practices. This \A/as a

logical result of the growth of knowledge and of the experience

gained from the operation of the Act of L948. Thus it was decided

that one set of practices could be prohibited without exception;

that another group should be judicially examined and that continuance

of these practices should only be permitted in exceptional cases

where benefít was proved; and that sti11 another group should be

examined by an impartíal Commission assisted by a permanent staff,

presumably because the issues here involved, as yeE, were i11-suited

to judicial exanrination. In addition, the enforcemenË of resale

prices by individual manufacturers vras accepted as desirable and was

facilitated by changes in the law.

ft ís surprising that this Act came from a Conservative

government, a government which might have been expected to be

sensitive to the opinions of organÍzed índustry, for iL r¡7as evident

i¡ell before the passage of the Act that industry looked at restrictive

practices in a totally different light. This piece of legislation

was crit,icized for putting Lhe onus of proof on those who r¡anted to

show the benefÍcial character of the agreements; in the absence of

proof the decision of the Court \,,üas pre-determined by rhe Act. It

was further contended thaL the judicial process involved rTas slor^i,
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laborious, costly, and of doubtful benefit to the nation. A more

valid criticism was that directed at the decision to reduce the

size of the Monopolies commission which ended the provision for it

to meeË in groups.

Though the sphere of activity of the Commission was drastically

reduced, yet it still occupied an important place in the formal

system of control. rf speed ín covering the ground were held to be

essential, Lhen the reduction in size and the abolition of the group

device could be rightly thought of as a retrograde step, at least

in the long run. One must remember at this stage that the Monopolies

and Mergers Act. of. T965 enlarged once more the size of the Commíssion

and restored the group device.

An interesting observation can be made by comparing tlee pre-

1956 and Post-1956 situations. trrlhereas in 1948 it was thouehÈ besr

to leave the government and Parliament free to choose a number of

courses of action (inaction is a possibility), in 1956 the course

of action was closely determined by the Act itself. Secondly,

whereas the 1948 Act had focussed attention mainly on inquiries into

specifíc industries (with provision for appropríate action) and only

Lo a lesser extent and at a laEer stage on inquiries into practices

(with no special provisÍon for action), the Act of 1956 reversed

the emphasis, giving more attention to practices and consequently

narrowing the field for the type of inguiry which the commission had

been chiefly concerned. The new Act contemplated, for the first

time, the registration of agreements on an extensive scale in the

form of a Register open in general to public inspection. This, aL
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last, made available to the government and the public a great part

of the information relating to restrictive practices which had

hitherto been carefullv concealed and this in itself vras a contri-

bution of major signíficance.

One must not, however, overestimate the effect of a prohibiLion

of wrÍtten agreements. The unwritten trgentlements agreement" based

upon mutual understanding and consent may in certain circumstances

be much more effective as a means of operating restrictive practices

than any written document, and much less open to discovery. This

problem was realized by the RegÍstrar of RestrictÍve Trading Agree-

ments, and he emphasized in his report the development of information

agreements when he said:

Not infrequently on the ending of a price agreement the parties
enter into an information agreement under which they send to
Ëheir Ërade associations or to a central agency their price
lists or the prices at which they have entered inËo contracts"
Information to be sent may also relate to the quantities of
goods sold, the persons or classes of persons to whom they
are sold, the discounts allowed and the persons to r,rhom they
are allowed, and other terms and condítions of trade which have
been accepted" The trade association or other central agency
then circulates this information to the part.ies as promptly,
at as frequent inLervals, and in as much deEaíl as may be
desired. 13

Coming Ëo the judicialisation of conLrol over monopolies and

resLrictive practices, whích began with the enactment of the 1956

i?--Second

E!8, R.porË for the period ¡r .

Þ. 3"
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Act, Lord Kilmuir14 described the governmentrs reasonÍng as follows:

Peter Thorneycroftl5 and r had come to the conclusion that
the commission \^7as unpopular with industries. Minis Eers,
even with all the departmental assistance, had not the time
to give full consideration to its reports, and the House of
commons would neither be able to grasp the fulI facts, nor
come to a decísion unbiased by party prejudice. I{e wanted,
Ëherefore, to give the problem back t,o the courts, who had
seÍsín of it in the 19th century, but somehow 1et it slip
from their hands.16

rt was therefore made clear that the new body was to be a court of

law operating legal- criteria. The goverrunent bo1_dly announced its

firm intention to remove these issues from the political to the

judicial sphere.

Echoing Lord Kilmuír's views, iË is perhaps true that the

business community preferred the court to tire commission; and this

intense feeling of industry r/üas reflected in a speech by lvir. Reader

Harris in the House of Conrnons. He declared that the CorunÍssion did

not have the confidence of the industry:

. and that the people who have been examined by them
dislike them intensely and do not believe that they are
impartial. This is most regretable, and I Ëhínk if we
change to the judicial procedure the system will command
more respect than it does at present.lT

l4rhu 
Ëhen Lord chancellor. The Lord chancellor is Ehe head

of the British judicíary, a member of the cabinet, and arso a member
of the House of Lords.

15Pt""id.nt of the Board of Trade.
16],o.d I(i1muir, poritical-Adventure, (London , Lg60), pp. 26L-2.
l7P"rlir*entary 

Debates (Hansard), House of commons, v. 551,
Co!. 448, Apti-L L2, L956.
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However, the judicialisation of control was not received with

open arms everywhere. ft was críticized for transferríng a purely

political decision to the courts of law. A more valid criticism was

that íL left to the judges who had no theoretÍcal knowledge to pass

judgment on economic maËters. This, however, is noE a críticism that

cannot be met ivith an equally valíd argument. It can be argued that

it is riot necessary to be economists to make economic decisions.

Furthermore, like other issues in a modern society, the judges need

not be experts in all fields. Their duty is to interpret the law in

regard to the evidence placed before them. Furthermore, as can be

seen Ín Table 2 and Table 5 in chapter 5, we have commissioners

without 1egal experience, and if they could discharge the responsi-

biliËies here, legally trained judges should also be able Lo do so

rvhen interpreting monopoly Iaws.

MONOPOLIES AND MERGERS ACT OF 1965

rt is still too early to evaluate the subseguent legislaËion

passed afËer the Act of. L956 mainly due Èo lack of sufficient dara

and information at the time of writing. Ho\nrever, the Monopolies and

Mergers Act of 1965 would be commented upon. Prior to the enactment

of this Act, there T¡/as practícally no pol¡zer to control or investigate

mergers. The rcr-courtaurd proposed merger in L962 made thís a keen

issue of public controversy. Even though such mergers may become

monopolies and operate against the public interest, the government
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cannot prevent them. All it can do is to ínvestigate its monopolístic

practices when the take-over is completed.

The 1965 Act strengthened and extended the legislation on

monopolies" It reorganízed and enlarged the Monopolies Conrnission"

It provided for Lhe investÍgation, at the reference of the Board of

Trade, of services and of proposed or recently completed mergers.

ft made special provision for newspaper mergers' and improved and

extended the governmentts powers for taking action on the basÍs of

the Commission's reports, íncluding ner¡i PohTers to prohibit mergers

and break up undesírable monopolies and mergers. Services as well

as the supply of goods were brought by the Act within the scope of

the Comnission and the Commission itself was enlarged and given more

po\Â/er to produce "general reportst' on particular kinds of monopolistic

or restrictive business practice thaË may cut across industries or

trades.

Tha nrnlr'l oms Ëo be f aced in proposed mergers \.{ere mainly specu-¿¡rv r! - "''----J

latÍve. Hitherto, the Cournission had always examined actual effects

of what happened in the pasL, not potential effects of what may be

likely to happen" Íhe Comrnission, using this new speculative criteria

recently prevented the proposed merger of the UniËed Drapery Stores

and Montague Burton--the multiple tailors--by saying:

I{e see little prospect of any benefit to the publíc interest
resutr-ting from ít; the extent to which it might lead to
improved efficiency is negligible, and we do not consíder that
+1-^ -^-a^- -i - essential to the survival of the Burton business.lBLlrg rrrsr éç ! ! Þ

l8Morropolíes Commissíon ReporË on United Drapery Stores and
Montague Burton Proposed Merger, L967.
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Hardly had the Act been on the slatute book when the proposed tatce-

over ofrrThe Times't by the Thomson organizaLion was referred to ÍÈ.

The Commission came to the conclusion that the Thomson bid may be

expect.ed not to operate against the public interest, and recommended

that iË should be allowed. This new po\^/er made it possible to posL-

pone proposed mergers while its potential dangers to the public

ínterest can be examined. This, perhaps, may be inconvenient to the

business community, but ít is better than unscrambling the merger

afterwards.

This uníquely Brítish approach to the control of mergers may

best be summed up in this way:

. the government has the power to prevent mergers that
conflict with the public ínterest, and to balance this there
is a government agency, the Industríal ReorganizaLion Corpora-
tion, with the job of promoting desirable industríal grouping".19

The fact that the government accepted the empirical approach to

investigating monopoly led to the belief that many mergers may be

beneficial to the economy. They may produce stronger units,

economies of scale, better management, better research and beËter

sales organizations. The government díd not wish to place any

obstacle in the way of such mergers, or the great numbers of such

mergers whose effects on the economy were not significant.

l9r¡1u"qqolqi€!, November 18, Lg67, p. 770.
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CONCLUSIONS

Looking at the new legíslation as a whole, it is apparent that

it stil1 constitutes only an inadequate and hesiEant approach to the

control of monopoly. ft embraces no complete system which promises

to cover both'the major forms of monopoly and restrictive practices.

ft offers no quick results, for in both spheres the machinery works

slowly and there is no assurance that it will operate relentlessly.

The law as iË is, increases the attractions of amalgamation and other

forms of integration and association. It may therefore encourage

forms of monopoly as dangerous as those which it sets out to prevent.

This danger r¡/as clearly recognízed by Professor Hayek when he said:

Very frequently even measures aimed against the monopolists
in fact serve only to strengËhen the povrer of monopoly.
Every raid on the gains of monopoly, be it in the interest.
of particular groups or of the state as a whole, tends to
create ne\^/ vested interests which will help bolster up
monoPoly.20

There is also the danger that the efforts of the lawyers and the

businessmen will discover methods of avoiding Ehe full impact of

the legislation regarding monopolies and restrictive agreements.

Two main factors, the urgent claim of other problems and the

absence of any strong and continuíng resentment against monopoly

and restrictive practices account for the toleration with which

the British accepted a long phase of slow and careful investigation.

trrihere at various tÍmes other countries have attempted to tackle

20^
!. ã.

Press, L965),
llayek,
p. L96.

The Road to Serfdom, (University of Chicago
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these problems with speed, Britain has been hesitant to act. Indeed,

the struggle fo remove harmful resËrictions and curb monopoly power

must inevitably be a continuing struggle as long as there are private

gains to be secured from restrictions and the use of concenErated

polder. Thus it is clear that the path towards effective control

is likely to be long and diffícult, and the post-war legíslation

is 1Íkely to prove to be merely the first uncertain step tor^rards its

ultimate achievement.



CHAPTER VI]

CONCLUSTON

The fundamental conclusion that can be drawn from legislatíon to

combat monopolistic practices in post-\^/ar BrÍtain is that the British

are determined to approach the problem in a cautious way. This rrpragmaticn

or ffempirical" way of controlling monopoly can be best illustrated by

the case-to-case approach of the British. It is revealing that BrÍtain

had no laws against monopoly as such until 1948. Modern legislation

began with the Monopolies and Restriciive (Inquiry and Control) Act

of 1948.

A specíal body was creaLed, in this case to be called the

Monopolies and Restríctive Practices Commission, and the only guide

given to this body was a vague definition of the public interest, i.e.,

the four criteria which ít must take into account when decÍding whether

a practÍce is or is not operating against the public interest. Unlike

the Federal Trade Conrnission in the United States) the Monopolies

Commission had no continuing activity of its own, watching, inquiring,

accumulating evidence; but could take cognizance only of such matters

as the Board of Trade chose to refer to it. It \,üas not an enfot:cement

agency, but a standing body always at hand to do the work which an

ad-hoc corurlittee might do, in investigating and reporting on a particular

Erade.

This study reveals that the BriËísh Ëype of policy has been more

concerned with practices than with structure; and, among pracLices,
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it Ëends to judge cases on their merits rather than draw up books

and regulations. The la¡v is directed against ttunfair competition",

and it isrrpragmaticrtrather thanrtdogmatict', in LhaË each case is

separately consÍdered and restrictÍve practices are not outlawed by

a general veto. The British intention rras to restrain abuses arisine

from monopoly power without endeavouring Ëo eliminate monopoly. This

can be contrasted with the Amerícan control where the first two

sections of the Sherman Act of 1890 declared as follows:

Every contracL, combination in the form of trust or otherwise.
or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or conmerce among the
several states, or with foreign nations, is hereby declared
to be i11egal" Every person who sha1l monopolize, or attempt
to monopotize, or combine or conspire with any other person
or persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or conìmerce
among the several states, or wíth foreign nations shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.

It is interestÍng to note that the British Restrictive Practices Act

of. L956 lras more dogmaEic in approach than the earlier British

legislation. In one noE unimport.ant respect the Act does Ëake a

completely dogmatic attitude, in that the collective maintenance of

resale prices by groups of producers or::etail sellers was declared

illegal. An element of'rdogmatism" can also be seen in the Resale

Prices Act of L964 where individual resale pricing was also outlawed.

It is believed in cert.ain quarters that the post-war legislation

was partly resPonsible for the great increase in company amalgamations.

These, it is said, are designed to avoid the consequences of the

Acts. It is conceivable, though it Ís perhaps Ëoo early to be

certain, and in any event, intensive study will be necessary Ëo
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laws. Rather, the trend may be the other way; toward even greater

concentratíon, with competition in some segments of the market, and

oligopolistic runderstandingsr and gentlemen's agreements of a non-

registrable kind in others.

The new povrers taken to control and prevent mergers wl-rich may

be potentially harmful to the public interest may not be fu11y

effective. However, the power can be ínvoked to safesrrard the

public Ínterest at any time. By making it possible to postpone a

proposed merger through the so-called rrcease and desÍsttl clause, aL

least, it makes it possible to find evidence to support desirable

mergers and information to prevent undesirable ones. trrÏe can conclude

by saying that the general approach of both legislatures and courts

in England had been mainly empirical. The tendency has always been

for the legislature to bring in measures to redress current srievances

under pressure from Lhe public.

POSSIBLE AJ,TERNATIVE TO MONOPOLY LAi^iS

Earlier i¡ rhíe l-hacic -eferences r^rere made to alternatiVe

means which may be used to subject large industrial concerns to

public control. Our first suggestion \¡/as that of public ownership.

The Labour Government whÍch \¡ron a landslide victorv in 1945 embarked

on a massive programme of naEíonaLízaxLon. The social conditions

which made a policy of natÍona1-ízatíon possible was Ëhe belÍef among
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the electorate that the unemplo)rment and distress of the 1930's

were due to the selfishness and shortcomings of prívate enterpríse.

The post-r,üar public corporations vnere expected to promote

the public interest and organize their undertakings in the mosi

efficíent way. rn the words of Mr. Herbert Morrison, they are,to
enjoy the best of both worrds'. so much has been written by

economists about the theoretical considerations whÍch should govern

the policies of the various nationailízeð. Índustries. Each of rhe

Acts usually lays upon the Board whicrr is to manage the partícular

industry tl-re duty of supplying the commodity or service in a manner

variously described as ttefficÍentn, rreconomicalrr, nadequater, and

ttco-ordinatedrr.

There is now sufficient evidence to examine the operations of
the public corporations in practice. Apart from the formidable

economÍc problems with which they are faced--that is, wheËher ihey

ought to maximÍze their profits and adopt modern business technÍques

or whether they are to discharge other social goals which may be

incompatible with their economic goa1s, there is also the crucial
problem of whether they are sufficiently accountable to the public.

There is now considerable distress in many quarters over how little

difference the nationalizatjon of an industry meant. This point was

well sunmarized in the víews of Mr. c.A.R. crossland (now a Minister

in the Labour cabínet) rohen he said, ". the public corporation

has not up to the present been in any real sense accountabre to
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Parliament whose function has been limited to fitful, fragmenEary,

and largely ineffective ex posË facto criticism,r.l

A much larger number of socialists have come Lo feel that

public corporations are, by their nature, rrremote, irresponsible

bodies, immune from public scrutiïry or democratíc control,,.2 rt

r¡/as a great disappoinEment to those who thought that a system of

public ownershíp might succeed in eliminating the abuses of

monopoly. Their views were reflected in the remark that.

If an intelligent observer from Mars or Venus could come
and examine all large contemporary industrial corì.cerns--
public or private--as working enterprises, he would notice,
I suspect, only their overwhelming sameness.3

This view which the writer shares, led him to believe that nationa-

lization cannot be a satisfactory alËernative to monopoly laws.

The solution to the problem of monopoly cannot come from further

natíonalizatíon, but from a stronger anti-combine progranme. The

laivs could be made much more effective, and the policing of agree-

ments and court decisions could be improved. The gateways, exemptions

and loopholes in monopoly laws could be stopped.

I-CuA.Ro Crosland, The Corporati_olL in Modern S.ociety, E. S.
Mason, êd., (Harvard University Press, 1959), p. 268.

'*iu. , p. 268.

?'A.M.F. Palmer, "On
CormentarJ, January L960,

Public Accountabili ty'r,
p. 13.

Socialist
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Another alternative means of subjecting large concerns to

public control is through the rregulatory boardsr. However, we

shall not discuss this at length because in the opinion of the

wrÍter, it is not appropriate for dealing with the problems to

which thís thesis ís devoted. Agencies of this nature are used

in some restricted areas in England, e.g. the National Assistance

Board or the Central Land Board. These agencies cannot be an

adequate means of controlling private monopolies largely because

they do not manage índustrial undertakings. Even if they can be

redesigned to manage and regulate industry, the cost in terms of

resources and time would be enormous. It would be more economical

to use such resources to improve the operating of the existing

legislatíon. Furthermore, adopting this technique for regulating

industry will pose institutional problems of great magnitude. It

is illustrative to note that in contrast to the earlv enthusiasm

for regulatol:y boards several decades ago, there have recently been

doubts about them in the U.S"4 So, it is doubtful whether it will

be used on a wide scale in BrÍtain.

FINAL COMMENT

It appears that the objective of monopolistic laws is to

control and check the growth of monopoly power. The objective is

u'See The pofltf"s of n.g"f"tþr, S. Krislov
eds., 1no" t.y, 1964) .

and L.D. Mosolf,
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excellent but can it be achieved in practice? It is unrealistic

to believe that the trend toward increased concentratíon of economic

control can be halted--perhaps a lreason why the laws have not

succeeded completely. Legal prohibitÍons alone cannot do the job.

Many other things must be done besides; the laws could have been

worded much better, but even as drawn they would have worked better

had they been less narrowly interpreted and more effectively enforced.

Yet, even with all the deficiencies they have not been without suc-

cess. They have achieved much if one considers what would have

happened in the absence of the laws.

It was the Labour Government which set up the Monopolies

CommissÍon, and it was only with the passage of time that it became

clear that the Commission would not work fast enough. The Restrictive

Practices Court which \.vas created in 1956 had been a much more

powerful agenE against restrictive practices than the lulonopolies

Commission" By ruling illegal the vast majority of restrictive

practices brought before it, the Court has shown itself to be a

ne\,v economic institution of some ímportance. However, when the

time arrives at which it becomes possible to make a final assessment

of what was done under the Monopolies Act of L948, it may well prove

that what vùas most significant !üas not the practícal step taken to

increase competition but Ëhe increased understanding of the whole

problem of monopoly arising from Ehe reports of the Commission and

the reactions to those reports by the business communÍty.
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RELEVANT PARTS OF LEGISLATION

Monopolies and RestrictiJe Practices (Inquirv and Con_trol) Act,_1948

Preamble:

An Act to make provisíon for inguíry into the existence and

effects of, and for dealing with mischiefs resulting from,

or arising in connection \^/ith, any conditions of monopoly or

restriction or other analogous condiLions prevailing as

respects the supply of, or Èhe application of any process

to, goods, buildings or structures, or as respects exports.

(July 30, 1948)

General Duties of the Commission:

2 - (1) Itlhere it appears to the Board of Trade that it is or maw

be the fact that conditions to which this Act applies

prevaÍ1 as respects either -

(a) the supply of goods of any description, or

(b) the application of. ar.y process to goods or any

description, or

(.) exports of goods of any description from the Uníted

Kingdom, either generally or to any particular market,

the Board may, if they think fit, refer the matter t.o the

Commission for investigation and report:

Provided that a reference shal1 not be made under this sub-
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section vrhere the prevalence of the cond:ltions in question

is expressly authorized by or under any enactment, other

than the enactmerits relating to patents and trade marks.

(2) I^Iithout prejudíce to the duties of the Commission where

a matËer has been referred to them for investigation and

report it sha1l at all times be the duty of the Commission,

at the request of the Board of Trade, to give to the Board

any such information and assistance as in their possession

or po\rrer in relation Lo any question connected with

conditions to which tl-rÍs Act applies which prevail, are

suspected of prevaíling or are expected to prevail as

respects the supply of goods of any descriptíon, as

respects the application of any process to goods of any

description or as respects exports of goods of any descrip-

tion from the United Kingdom, either generally or to any

particular market.

Conditions to which this Act applies.

(1) Conditíons to which this Act applies shall be deemed for

the purpose of this Act to prevail as respects the supply

^ç ^^^Å^ ^çu! óvuuù vr ârL! description if either -

(a) at least one-third of all the goods of that description

which are supplied in the United Kingdorn or any substantial

tirereof are supplied by or to any one person, or by or Eo

any tr^/o ol: more persons, having interconnected bodies

corporate, or by or to any such Lwo or more persons as

are described in subsection (2) of this section; or
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(b) any agreement.s or arrarlgemerrts (whether legally

enforcable or not) are ín operation the result of which

is that, in the United Kingdom or any substantial thereof,

goods of that description are not supplied at all.

References to Commission for fnvestigation and Report.

6 - (1) A reference of a matter to the Commission under the

preceding provisions of this Act for investigation and

report shall specify the description of goods to which

the reference relates and mav be so framed as either -

(a) to limit the invesiigation and report to the facts,

that is to say, to the question whether condÍtíons to which

this Act applies in fact prevail, and if so in what manner

and to what extent, and to the things whích are done by

the parties concerned as a result of, or for the purpose

of preserving, those conditions; or

(b) to require the Commission to investigate and report

on the facts as aforesaid and also to investigate and

report whether the conditions in question or all or any

of the things done as aforesaid operate or may be expected

to operate against the public interest.

(6) The Board of Trade shall publish every such reference

aforesaid, and every variatíon of any such reference)

such manner as they think most suitable for bringing

to Ëhe riotice of persons affected.

AS

in

ir
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PublÍcation of Reports of Commissíon.

9 - I¡lhen the Commission report to Lhe Board of Trade on any

matter referred to them under the preceding provisions of

this Act for investigation and report, the Board may, and,

unless the reference vr'as so framed as to linit the investÍ-

gation and report to the facts, shall 1ay the report before

each House of Parliament.

Provided Ehat

(a) it appears to the Board of Trade to be contrary to the

public iriteresL that the report, or some part thereof,

should be made public, the Board shal1 lay before parliament

only so much, if any, of the report as in their opinion can

be made public without injury to the public Ínterest,

(b) if it appears to the Board of Trade that the publicarion

of any informatÍon contained in the report as to any secret

process of manufacture or as to the preserrce, absence or

situaLion of any mineral or other deposits or as to any other

similar matter would substantially damage the legitimate

business interests of any person, and they are satisfied that

the portions of the report embodying that information could

be omitted from the report wiLhout substantially affecting

the sense, clarity or cogency of the report, or the value

thereof as an aid to the proper understanding of the subject

matLer of the referenee, the Board sha1l lay the report before

Parliament v¡ith the omission of those portions thereof.
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Report on General Questions.

(1) The Board of Trade may at any time require the Commission

to submit to them a report on the general effect on the

public interest of practices of a specified class, being

practices i¿hich in the opinion of the Board are commonly

adopted as a result of, or for the purpose of preserving,

conditions to which this Act applies.

(1) Annual Reports -

The Board of Trade shall -

(a) in the first two months of the year nineteen-hundred

and fifty, Lay before both Houses of Parliament a report

as to the operation of this Act up to the end of the year

nineteen-hundred and fortv-nine: and

(b) ín the first two months of each subsequenl year, Lay

before both Houses of Parliament a reÞort as to the

operation of this AcL ín the year preceding that in which

the report is so 1aid.

Monopolies and Resjriclive Pra_ctices ComqÍs.s_ion_-Act, 195_3 .

Sect. 1 - (i) The Board of Trade shall appoint one of the members of

the Monopolies and Restrictive Practices Commission to be

chairman, of the Commission and may appoint not more than

three of the other members to be deputy chairmen thereof.

2 - (1) For the purpose of enabling the functions of the

Commission to be exercised, in accordance vlith the following

provísions of thÍs section, ín relation to different matters
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by separate groups of members of the Commíssion working

aE the same time, the maximum number of the members of

the Commission shall be increased to t\^/enty-five; and

accordingly in sub-section (2) of section one of the

principal Act for the word rrtenrr there shall be substi-

tuted the words rttwentv-five".

2 - (3) I,lhere, whether before or after the passing of thÍs

Act, a report has been required from the Commission

under sectíon 15 of the principal Act (which empo\^7ers

the Board of Trade to requíre from the Commission rePorts

on the general effect on the public interest of practices

of a specified class) the report shall if the chairman of

the Commission so directs be made by such a group as

aforesaid.

(4) The chairman of the Commission may appoint one of the

members of any such group as aforesaid to act as chairman

^f !Lur Lrrs ËruuP.

Res_tri-ctÍve Tr,ade Pra_c,Lices_ Act, 1956.

ParL I

Sect. (1) Establishment of Regist.rar and Restrictive Practices Court.

For the purposes of thÍs Part of this Act, Her Majesty may

appoínt an officer to be known as the Registrar of Restrictive

Trading Agreements (in this Act referred to as '?the Registrarrr),

who shall hold office during Her Majesty's pleasure.
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(2) The Registrar sha1l be charged with the duty of preparing,

compiling and maintaining a register of agreements whích are

subject to registration under this part of this Act, and of

taking proceedings before tl-re court (subject to such direcLions

as may be given by the Board of Trade with respect to the order

in which such proceedings are to be taken) in respect of the

agreements of which particulars are from time to time entered

or filed in the resister.

Part II

Sect. (1) For the purposes of this part of this Act there shal1 be

established a court to be known as the Restrictive Practices

Court (in thÍs Part of this Act referred to as "the Court',).

Part IV,

(1) The members of the Court other than iudges nominated under

the last foregoing sectíon may be appointed by Her Majesty

on the recomrnendation of the Lord Chancellor, and any person

recommended for appointment as such a member shall be a

persori appearing to the Lord Chancellor to be qualÍfied by

virtue of his knowledge or of experience in industry,

coÍ[nerce or public affairs.

Part VI

(1) Subject to the provisions of the t\^ro next following

sections, this Part of this Act applies to any agl:eement

between tvro or more persoris carrying on business within

Ëhe United l(ingdom in the production or supply of goods,
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or ín the application to goods or any pÍocess of manufacture,

whether with or without other parties, being an agreement

under which restrictions are accepted by two or more parties

in respect of the following matters, that is to say:

(a) the prices to be charged, quoted or paid for goods

supplied, offered or acquired, or for the application

of any process of manufacture to goods;

(b) the terms or conditions on or subject to which goods

are to be supplied or acguíred or any such process is to

be applied to goods;

(c) the quantities or descriptíons of goods to be produced,

supplied or acquired;

(d) the processes of manufacture to be applied to any

goods, or the quantities or descriptions of goods to

i¿hÍch any such process is to be applied; or

(e) the persons or classes of persons to, for and from

whom, or the areas or places in or from which, goods are

to be supplÍed or acquired, of any such process applied.

(3) In this Part of this Act rragreementrr includes any agreement

or arrangement, whether or not it is or is intended to be

enforcable (apart from any p::ovision of this Act) by legal

proceedings, and refererì.ces in this Part of this Act to

restrictions accepted under an agreement shall be construed

accordingly; and rrrestriction" includes any negal-ive obli-

gation, whether expressed or implied and whether absolute or

ftot.
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PART X

Sect. (1) I¡lithin the perÍod specífied in Ëhis section the following

particulars shall be furnished in respect of every agreement

which is subject to registration under this Part of this Act,

that is to say -

(a) the names of the persons who are parties to the

agreement, and

(b) the whole of the terms of the agreement, whetirer or

not relating to arì.y such restrictions as are described

in subsection (1) of sectÍon six of this Act.

Part XII

(1) For the purposes of any proceedings before the Court

under the last foregoíng secLion, a restriction accepted

in pursuance of any agreement shall be deemed to be contrary

to the public interest unless the court Ís satísfied of any

one or more of the following circumstances, that is to say -

(a) that the registration is reasonably necessary,

having regard to the character of the goods to which

it applies, to protect the public against injury

(whether to persons or to premises) in connection with

the consumption, installation or use of those goods;

(b) that the removal of the restrictíon would deny to

the public as purchasers, consLtmers or users of any

goods other specific and substantial benefits or

advantages enjoyed or likely to be enjoyed by them as

such, whether by virtue of the restríction itself or of

arLy arrartgements or operations resulting therefrom;
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(c) that the restriction is reasonably necessary to

counteract measures taken by any one person noL party

to the agreement with a view to preventing or restricting

compet.ition in or in relation to the trade or business

in which the persons party thereto are engaged;

(d) that the restriction is reasonably necessary to

enable the persons party to the agreement to negotiate

fair terms for the supply of goods to, or the acquísition

of goods from, any orle persorl not party thereto who

controls a preponderant part of the trade or business of

acquiring or supplying such goods, or for the supply of

goods to any person not party to the agreenent and not

carrying on such a trade or business who, either alone

or in combination with any other such person, controls a

preponderant part of the market for such goods;

(e) that, having regard to the conditions actually

foreseen at the time of the

of the restriction would be

and persistent adverse effect.

unemployment in arl areat or in

which a substantial proportion

to which the agreement relates

obtaining or reasonably

application, the removal

1ike1-y to have a serious

on the general level of

areas taken together, in

of the trade or industrY

i c ci l- rral.ad'

(f) that, having regard

obtaining or reasonably

to the conditions actuallY

foreseen aL the time of the
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^**'1 -'^-F-í^h- fhe remownl of the restriction would be4yl/!rç4L!VrI, Lrrç !rrrrvv q! v!

likely to cause a reduction in the volume of earnings

of the export business which is substantíal either in

relation to the whole export business of the United

Kingdom or in relation to the vrhole business (including

export business) of the said trade or industry; or

(g) that the restriction is reasonably required for

purposes connected with the maintenance of any other

restriction accepteci by the parties, \^Ihether under the

same agreement or under any other agreement between them,

being a resirÍction whicir is found by the Court noE to be

contrary to the public inielest upon grounds other than

those specified in this paragraph, or has been so found

in previous proceedings before the Court, and is further

satisfied (in any case) that the restriction is not

unreasonable having regard to the balance between those

circumstances and any detriment to the public or to

persons not parties to the agreement (being purchasers,

consumers or users of goods produced or sold by suci-r

parties, or persons engaged or seeking to becotne engaged

in the trade of business of selling such goods or of

producing or selling similar goods) resulting or likely

to result from tl-re operation of the restrictíon.

(2> In thís section 'purchaserst , tconsumers' and tusers'

include persons purchasing, consuming or using for the
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purpose or Ín course of tr:ade or: business or for public

pLlrposes, and references in Ehis section to any one person

include references to any t\'üo or more persons being inter-

connected bodies corporate or individuals carrying on

business in partnership with each other.

ProhibÍtion of Agreements for Collectíve Enforcement
of Conditions as to Resale Price Maintenance.

Sect. 24

(1) Subject to the provisions of this Section, it shail be

unlawful for any trro or more persons carrying on business

ín the United l(ingdom as supplier of any goods to carry out

any agreemenL or arrangement by which they undertake --

Resale Prices Act L964.

Subject to the provisions of this Act with respect. to

registration and to the por^7ers of the Restrictive Practices

Court thereunder. anv term or condition of a contract for

the sale of goods by a supplier to a dealer, or of any

agreement between a supplier and a dealer relating to such

a sale, shall be void in so far as Ít purports to establish

or províde for the establishment of minímum prices to be

charged on the resale of ihe goods in the United l(íngdom;

and it shall be unlawful for any supplíer of goods (or for

any association or person acting on behalf of such supplíers)

(u) to include in any contract of sale or agreement

Part I

Sect. I
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::elating to the sale of goods any Lerm or condition

which Ís void by virtue of thís section,

(b) to require, as a condition of any contract or

agreement of any such term or condítion, or the giving

of any undertaking to the like effect,

(c) to notify to dealers, or otherwise publish on or in

relaEion to any goods, a price stated or calculated to

be understood as the minimum price whích may be charged

on the resale of the goods in the United Kingdom.

Part II.

Sect. (1)

Subject to the provÍsions of thÍs Act with respect to regis-

t.rat-i nn fn nha porùers of the RestrictÍve Practices Court

thereunder and to the next following section, it shall be

unlawful for any supplier to withhold supplies of any goods

from a dealer seekÍng to obtain them for resale in the United

Kingdom on the ground that the dealer -

(a) has sold in the United Kingdom at a price below the

resale price goods obtained, either direcily or indirectly,

from that supplier, or has supplied such goods, either

directly or indirectly, i:o a third party who had done

so: or

(b) it Ís likely íf the goods are supplied to him, to sel1

them in tire United l(ingdom at a price below that price,

or supply them, either directly or indirectly, to a third

party who would be líkely to do so.
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Monopolies and Mergers Act, 1965.

1 - Seci. (1)

The constitution of the Monopolies commissíon, the discharge

of its functions and other matters dealt wirh in schedule 1

to this Act shall be governed by the provisions there set

out, being provisions whÍch reproduce, with the rnodíficatÍons

mentioned below, the effect of section 1 of the principal Act.

and the Monopolies and Restrictive practÍces commissíon Act.

L956, as they would operate íf section 28 of the RestrÍctive

Practices Act 1956 had not been passed.

(2)

The modifications above referred to are modificatíons for

the following purposes:

(a) to preserve the name ÌrMonopolies Comrnissíonr';

(b) to a1low an increase in the maximum number of members:

(c) Lo allow for the re-appointment of past or retiring

members, without limitíng theír total terms of office;

(d) to allow for the appointmenË of additional members

for particular references.

2 - Amendments Relating to Monopoly Situations.

(2)

(b) the expression "goods", lvhere it is used of the

goods to which a reference or potentíal reference to the

Commission relates or mioht- ra1.1lg, shall include services.

(1) The Board of Trade may at any time require the

Commission to submit to them a reDort -

tr
J-
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(a) on the general effect on the public interest either

of practices of a specÍfied class whích in the opinion

of the Board are commonly adopted as a result of, or for

the purpose of preserving, conditions to which the

principal Act applies, or of any specified practices

which appear to the Board to have the effect of preventing,

restricting or distorting competition, in connection wífh

the production or supply of goods, the supply of services

or the export of goods from the United Kingdom; or

(b) on the desirabiliry of action of any specified

description as a means of remedying or preventing

mischiefs which result or might result from conditÍons

to which the principal Act applies or from practices

such as are mentioned in paragraph (a) above.

New Powers in Relation to Merqers.

(1) Inlhere it appears to the Board of Trade that it is or

may be the fact that -

(a) tû¡o or more enterprises, one at least carried on in

the United Kingdom or by or under the control of a body

corporate incorporated in the United Kíngdom, have, not

earlíer than six months prevíously ceased to be distinct

enterprises; and

(b) either -

(i) as a resulE, the following conditions prevail, or

do so to a greater extent, as respects the supply of
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goods or services of any description, that ís Èo say'

asrespectsthesupplyofgoodsofanydescription'

atleastone-thirdofthegoodsofthatdescription

which are supplied in the United Kingdom or any sub-

scantíal part thereof are supplied by or to any one

person'orbyortotlrepersonsbyvlhomtlreenterprises

(so far as they continue to be carried on) are carried

onr or) as respects the supply of services of any

description,thesupplyofservicesofthatdescríp.

tioninEheUnitedKingdomoranysubstantialpart

thereofís,totheextentofatleastone-third'by

or for an-y one personr or by or for the persons to

whom the enterprises (so far as they continue to be

carried on) are carried on; or

(ii)thevalueoftheassetstakenoverexceedsfive

million Pounds.

I -(1)

A transfer of a ne\¡Tspaper or of nel'\isPaper assets to a ne\^is-

paperproprietorwhosene\'üspapershavearLaveragecirculation

per day of publication amounting, with thaL of Lhe newspaper

concerned, to five hundred thousand or more copies shall be

unlawfulandvoid,unlessthetransferismadewítlrwrítten

corrsentgiven(conditionallyoruncondítionally)bytheBoard

ofTradear.tertheBoardhavereceivedareportonthematter

from the Commissíon.
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Indus tri al Seog-ganízation 
-C 

orp orjrtåoL Ac t,, 19 6 6 .

2 - (1) The Corporation may, for the purPose of promoting

industrial efficiency and profitabilíty and assisting the

economy of the united Kingdom or any part of the united

Kingdom,

(a) promote or assist the reorganízation or development

of any industrY; or

(b) if requested so to do by the Secretary of State,

establish or develop, or promote or assist the estab-

lishment or development of, any índustrial enterprÍse.

(3) The corporation shall have power to do anything, whether

in the United l(ingdom or elsewhere, which is calculated to

facilÍtate the discharge of its functions under the foregoing

provisions of this section or is incidental or conducive to

their díscharge, including -

(a) the acquisiLion, holding and disposal of securitÍes,'

(b) the formation of bodies corPorate;

(") the makíng of loans and the giving (subject to the

provisions of the next following subsection and section 7

of this Acr) of guarantees with respect to loans made by

others:

(d) the acquísitíon and placíng at Ehe disposal of others

of premises and plant, machínery and other equípment'

(1) subject to the provisions of this section and section 7

of this Act, the Corporation may borrow -
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(a) temporarily, by way of overdraft or otherwíse, from

any Person;

(b) otherwise than by way of temporary 1oan, from the

Secretary of State;

such sums as the Corporation may require for meeting its

obligations or discharging its functions under ihis Act.
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